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PART I

PURPOSE AND PROCEDURE



CHAPTER I

THE PROBLEM AND GENERAL FLAW OF ATTACK

In this report are presented the results and conclu

sions of an arithmetic investigation made in the schools of

Scotland in the spring and fall of 1966. The purpose of the

inquiry vms twofold. The first problem was to ascertain

which, if either, of two unlike programs of instruction was

the more effectivy in de7eloping skill in computation. The

second was to determine the value of an unusual design for

this kind of evaluativy research.

Skill in Computation as an Objective
of Arithmetic Instruction

In American schools, as in schools generally throughout

the world, computational skill has always been regarded as

one of th. a-- of arithmetic instruction. True, in this

country the iwportance attached to such skill has seemed to

vary considerably in this century. At times it has appeared

to be the principal aim, as in the 20's and 30's. Most

children in this period were subjected daily to iigorous

drill in little else than calculating answers for endless sets

of abstract examples.

1
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On the other hand at times, also in the 30's and in

the early years of the 40's, in many classrooms profiLiency in

computation seemed to be minimized as an objective of arith-

metic instruction. In such schools it was supposed that chil-

dren would inevitably acquire compu4ational skill as they

dealt with the quantitative situations they encountered more

or less incidentally in the course of their daily lives.

Hence, it was thought, there was no need for regularly or-

ganized and systematic practice specifically designed to pro-

duce computational proficiency. Under this regimen, it will

be noted, skill in computation nevertheless remained one of

the purposes of instruction and was not totally neglected.

The difference between the two extreme programs of

teaching cited turn out to be less one of ends than one of

means, the goal in both being substantially the same.

There is of course good reason why computational

has been consistently viewed as an essential learning

outcome in arithmetic. Without this skill, and in the absence

of computers and like apparatus, one is helpless in any

civilized community, for one is constantly beset by occasions

calling for the ability to interpret quantitative relation-

ships economically, accurately, and efficiently.

Nevertheless, the ability just referred to is not

equivalent to computational expertness alone. A child can

compute well with abstract numbers and be at a loss in solving

problems both those of the arithmetic textbook and those

0
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arising in practical,living outside of school. He may know how

quickly to obtain the correct answer for 3 x 18, but may not

know how to solve the problem, "How many peaches are there in

three bags if there are eighteen peaches in each?" For he

cannot identify in the verbal statement the need for multipli

cation: the cue "x" is absent. Told by his teacher that he

must multiply, he readily obtains the required 54: the word

ft multiply," like, "x" is to him a familiar cue to multiplica

tion. But in no sense of the word has he solved a problem--

except that of getting himself out of a despairful situation.

Neither child nor adult computes for the sake of

computing. He computes to achieve a purpose outside-itself as

a means of extricating himself from a quantitative predica

ment. Computational proficiency completely divorced from

ability to use that proficiency is scarcely worth developing.

Yet, this proficiency cannot be developed through applica

tions, and for at least two reasons. First, the meanings

requisite to functional computation reside, not in the social

aspects of quantitative situations, but in mathematics.

Second, knowledge of the rationale of computation must be sup

plemented by practice in computation, separate from applica

tions, in order to assure lasting facility in calculations

with numbersal

1
To complete the picture: since skill in computation

does not automatically and fully carry over to skill in solv
ing problems (of whatever kind), instruction in computation
has to be complemented by instruction of quite a different
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Limited Scope of the Investigation

The final test of the worth of a system of arithmetic

instruction is its effectiveness in enabling children as

children, and later as adults, to live efficiently, intelli-

gently, and richly in their quantitative culture. The multi-

plicity of skills, concepts, attitudea, and the like which

comprise the sort of effectiveness described means that the

evaluation of a single program, to say nothing of two or more

programs, is an exceedingly complicated enterprise, so compli-

cated indeed that comprehensive evaluations are unlikely to

be made.

Instead, customarily the scope of evaluative studies

is restricted. Data are obtained in the classroom, not in

out-of-school situations, and they are obtained from children

aged 6 to 14, and not from adults. The critical measures pro-

cured are scores on paper-and-pencil tests of computational

skill and/or of skill in solving artificial verbal problems

like those in textbooks. Inquiries of this character can be

kind. Problems, even when they arise in connection with con-
crete objects, are soon or late presented and solved with
verbal symbols. Hence, diffiiulty of language interpretaUon
occurs, and there have to be numerous and varied experiences
in translating the language of problems into recognized needs
for this or that mathematical operation. Inability to per-
form this last task means that proficiency in abstract compu-
tation has no chance to function.

44..0
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of value, but are far from being the kind we should ultimately

seek to make.

Let it be said now at the outset that the present

investigation is limited in scope. Paper-and-pencil tests,

and these only were used in Scottish schools. (More crucial

evilence than test scores might have been secured by observing

and questioning children at work, but these research tech-

niques 'rere not practicable in this instance.) The tests given

had to do with computation, and this alone. For reasons which

will appear later, the subjects had to be children just start-

ing Primary IV (not identical with Grade 4 in American

schools), whereas tests administered at a later point in

schooling would seem to have been pr9ferable.

Nbt all the limitations have been mentioned, but

enough have been cited to indicate that caution is mandatory

in interpreting the findings. It should be obvious that

neither of the two programs studied can be said to have been

evaluated as a whole and that comparisons of their relative

effectiveness must be restricted to computational proficiency.

There is little basis, therefore, for concluding, or for even

assuming, that the program found to be superior in engendering

computational skill must therefore be preferred in all re-

spects to its rival.

The limitations just discussed relate only to one of

the purposes of this investigation, namely, that of comparing

two programs of instruction for their effectiveness in
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promoting computational skill. They do not relate to the

second purpose, which was to submit to trial a new (as far

as is known) design for evaluating systems of instruction in

a given subject matter area.

The General Plan of Attack

In the typical study set up to evaluate by tests

differing programs of teaching a school subject, errors are

often committed in selecting the instruments used. To illus-

trate: about five years ago an investigator undertook to com-

pare the results of teaching about the same two arithmetic

programs examined in the present inquiry. One of these pro-

grams will be designated here as the Traditional (or Tra.)

Program. The term "traditional" is employed in no deroga-

tory sense, to mean "old fashioned" or "out-moded." Rather,

it refers to a system ythich, dating back at least fifty years,

had evolved by 1960 through the adoption of relatively minor

changes, with the emphasis still placed primarily on formal

computation and problem solving and with comparatively little

of the new content and organization characteristic of "modern

mathematics." The second program in this study was the

Cuisenaire (or Cui.) Program, well known if not extensively

used in American schools. (See fuller accounts of the two

programs in the section below.)

To secure measures of attainment the investigator in

question chose a highly respected standard test battery.
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Unfortunately, the battery, as far as arithmetic is concerned,

is best adapted to the survey function of measurement and is

not suitable to the uses to which it was put. Moreover, the

arithmetic tests in the battery were based upon the "tradi

tional" approach to teaching this subject. Therefore, the

children in Tra. schools had what was certainly an unintended

advantage in that they were tested upon what they had been

taught. On the other hand, the Cui. children were tested in

part at least on material they had not been taught and were

not tested on many skills they had learned as features of their

particular program. It is small wonder that, in general, the

Tra. subjects outscored the Cui.subjects.

From his data the investigator concluded that the

Tra. system of instruction is to be preferred to the Cui.

This judgment can be valid only on the assumption that the

content of the tests used represents precisely what should be

taught in arithmetic, an assumption which was, and is, cer

tainly debatable.

In the present research an attempt was made to avoid

prejudicing the case either for the Tra. or for the Cui. pro

gram. The aim was to employ a testing program that was com7

prehensive and fair to both groups of subjects. The arith

metic tests usedy of which there were three, were devised

by Scottish educators for Scottish school children. (Details

of the procedure are postponed to Chapter II.)
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Suffice it to say here that

1. A Common Test in computation was prepared which

contained only computational items acceptable to the members of

two panels, one consisting of experts in the Cut program and

the other, of experts in the Tra. program.

2. A special Cui. Test constructed by the Cui. panel9

was made up of items peculiar to the Cui. program and hence

not useable in the Common Test, and

3. A corresponding special Tra. Test was devised by

the Tra. panel for their program and contained only items not

taught in the CO... program and so, not included in the Common

Test.

All children, whether taught according to the Cui.

program or according to the Tra. program, took all three arith

metic tests (along with a test of "intelligence" or "scholas

tic aptitude"). As a consequence

1. the Common Test was actually an achievement test for

both groups, for both were tested on items known to

have been taught them. Theoretically, comparisons of

scores of the two groups should provide a means of

determining the relative effectiveness of the two

programs in engendering the same computational skills,

the Cui. Test, an achievement test for the Cui. pup4ls,

was quite largely a transfer test for the Tra. pupils

and (theoretically again) should show the extent to

which the Tra. program had developed understandings
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and insights that could be carried over to untaught

computational gkills, and

3. by the same token, the Tra. Test, an achievement test

for the Tra. pupils, served as a transfer test for the

Cui. pupils.

The Programs Compared

It did not seem advisable for an outsider, like the

investigator, to formulate descriptions of the Cui. and of the

Tra. programs as taught in Scottish scliools. Therefore, the

chairmen of the two panels of experts were invited, and gra-

ciously consented, to take this responsibility. The statement

concerning the Tra. program was written by-Mr. Robert J. Allan,

Senior Lecturer in Mathematics in the Moray House College of

Education in Edinburgh, that for the Cui. Program, by Miss

Margaret L. F. Law, Senior Lecturer in Methods in the same

institution. Both contributors were asked to say something

about recent and current developments in arithmetic education,

to indicate the place (the relative importance) of computa-

tion in the programs, and to describe, with some details,

what is done in teaching computational skills in the first

three years of schooling. Their statements follow.
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Computation in the Cuisenaire Program

(Miss Margalt L. F. Law)

During the last five years there have probably been

more radical changes in educational policies and practices in

Scotland than took place during the twenty years preceding the

nineteen-sixties. All aspects of child learning have been

under review, resulting in certain areas in a pronounced swing

away from formal instruction and sometimes in perhaps rather

indiscriminate acceptance of 'discovery' and 'activity' methods.

Extremists would have schools abandon time-tables, programmes,

and all directed lessons, believing rather that pupils will

educate themselves under the influence of especially created

situations; and while many adopt these ideas with reservations,

especially in the field of arithmetical learning, sufficient

approval of these attitudes has been evinced to influence

considerably the teaching situation in cll,ssrooms in Scottish

Primary Schools. Rather generally, progressive School

Authorities (districts) are attempting to break down the boun-

daries of subject delineation and to integrate educational

pursuits more yldely.

One of the beneficial results of the movement has

been the support it has given to those who for many years

have been asking for a longer period of preparatory activity

in schools before formal studies are attempted, and it is

in this respect that its impact is most strongly felt. It is
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now generally recognised that the child must have built up a

store of language based on individual experience before he can

attack with understanding the acquisition of mathematical

concepts, among others.

The fundamental question wtich must be answered before

any 'programme' or 'anti-programme' can be adopted is, "What

purpose do we as teachers expect this study to fulfil for the

child?," and to such a query there can of course be no simple

answer. Any a'Aempt to particularise what adult skills or

specific knowledge must be useful to to-day's children would

be rash indeed. Rather must we who are mature think in general-

isations, endeavoring to encourage in our pupils the basic

qualities of character and mentality which will equip them to

face novel situations with confidence. According to progres-

sive educational theories the acquisition of a large amount of

factual knowledge is not enough. The end sought, rather, should

be to increase the power of logical thinking and to maintain

concentration while keeping alive curiosity and imagination.

To achieve this kind of result a workable compromise is usually

accepted between 'formal' and 'free' approaches, perhaps more

readily in Cuisenaire schools than in those using traditional

methods in which formality definitely predominates.

To concentrate now upon the teaching of arithmetic in

f;uisenaire schools: it is fairly widely recognised, though

unevenly put into practice, that children must have time and

opportunity in the first instance to acquire a vocabulary of
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basic size relationships and to comprehend the usefulness of

our basic numerical conventions and procedures, and that this

informal enlargement of experience should be a natural develop-

ment in which the child is personally involved. He should

be provided with an environment rich with possibilities for

exploration in which through the exercise of his curiosity and

imagination he can master an understanding of such terms as

long, short, light, heavy, few, and many, as ll as of posi-

tional words like above, below, between, next to, and the like.

Achievement of this purpose, in the case of the underprivi-

leged especially, takes time. As a result work with a con-

ventional number system may be postponed for as much.as six

months to one year after the child's entry into the Primary

School at the age of five, so that, although prior to then he

has 'counted' to satisfy his play needs and has taken part

practically in the as yet unnamed processes of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, and division, he will not at this

stage have attempted computation.

During this preparatory period the Cuisenaire rods are

used frequently and extensively but without number signifi-

cance, being freely available to children as a kind of con-

crete apparatus through the use of which they can discover

examples of relationships and progressions for themselves

while making patterns and constructions of varying complexity.

Stated differently, during the Primary I stage the

major part of the school programme is the developmeut of
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language skills and the creative arts. Arithmetic, except

as it occurs in the following of the children's own interests,

plays a minor role, with computation limited for the most

part to working vith numbers to the limit, ten. By Primary II

a wide pr3gressive programme of directed instruction combined

with free discovery is usually in operation, while by the end

of Primary III many teachers expect all but their less able

pupils to be able to work quickly and accurately sums

(examples) involving the basic processes of addition, sub-

traction, multiplication, and division with numbers up to 100,

as well as having knowledge of simple fractional values enabling

them to work such examples as 7/12 x 48, or (3/4 x 16) -

(1/3 x 9).

It may be that as much as from forty to sixty minutes

per day may be assigned to the mathematical programme, but

Tolch less-of the time is given over to the working of mechani-

cal sums than was formerly the case, the time saved being

devoted to the practical use of simple tables of weight,

length, money, time, and capacity Erne:. the study of shapes,

sets, and graphs on a simple level. Social arithmetic now

plays a large part in classroom operations in which the basic

numerical facts, first discovered through the use of the

Cuisenaire rods, are employyd to solve individual problems

arising in play or in projects.

It is evident that the Cuisenaire programme tends

to lay less emphasis upon abstract computation than does the
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"Traditional" programme and, by the same token, far greater

emphasis than the latter on the discovery of mathematical

relationships and upon their extension through the child's

own initiative. By contrast, in most traditional schools the

working of sets of mechanical sums occupies a larger propor-

tion of the time allotted to arithmetic.

For this reason the use of paper-and-pencil tests in

computation, as in the present inquiry, may have put the

Cuisenaire children at a serious disadvantage, in that they

were unable to disclose their capabilities in other aspects

of arithmetic. Fur example, the power to reason, one of the

characteristics that, it is claimed, the Cuisenaire programme

inculcates, was not measured and had virtually no chance to

operate and reveal itself. In a word, evaluation when

limited to computation, onn of the learning outcomes not par-

ticularly stressed in this programme, could yield a distorted

picture of the true and full accomplishments of children taught

according to the Cuisenaire program. 2

2Writer's comment. The reader should bear these
statements in mind, for they express facts. On the other
hand, they do not invalidate the present inquiry. As has been
mentioned before, the purpose was not to compare all the re-
sults of teaching the Cuisenaire and the Traditional programmes
in their entirety. It was, rather, to determine the relative
success of the programmes in developing computational skill
alone, and in this one reSpect Cuisenaire children could con-
ceivably prove to be superior to those taught the Traditional
programme. In the second place, the principal instrument for
measuring achievement in computation, the Common Test, con-
tained no examples which were deemed to be unacceptable as
learning outcomes at the end of Primary III in Cuisenaire
schools--this in accordance with the judgment of all members
of the Cuisenaire panel.
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Without in any way drwwing invidious comparisons with

the Traditional programme, there are perhaps some facts relat-

ing to the teaching situation in Cuisenaire schools which

should be noted for their possible effect upon the performance

of the children. Some proportion of Cuisenaire teachers have

had little training in the use of the method, and none of them

of course has been taught as a child through this medium,--

a condition which could lead to a lack of confidence and skill

in handling the materials in the classroom. Then, too, a great

variety is observable in the manner in which teachers employ

the Cuisenaire apparatus. In some cases children may be

allowed free access to the-rods and are given adequate oppor-

tunity to use them for exploration an4 discovery. In other

classrooms, the rods may be employed only in a limited way,

and then for directed lessons on the number facts only. Again,

some teachers have the tendency merely to substitute the new

length materials for the discrete objects formerly employed,

without the disposition to make the required changes in pro-

cedure. Still again, in some schools the rods are abandoned

when a certain stage 'T the programme has been reached; in

others this is not so. And, last of all, in some schools

importance is attLched to premature memorisation and the

Cuisenaire materials are employed to encourage it, while in

others the maxim is honored that through operation comes

memorisation, and teachers proceed on these lines. It is

therefore possible that in Cuisenaire schools there was more



unevenness in the teaching situation than there was in Tradi-

tional schools where a familiar medium was used and a more

strictly prescribed system of instruction was followed. 3

As regards the extent of the use of the Cuisenaire

programme throughout Scottish schools it can be said that

despite the flood of concrete apparatus that has appeared in

the last ten years, the Cuisenaire apparatus seems to be hold-

ing its own. The lower Primary classes (five to seven years)

maintain interest in it in areas in which it has been estab-

lished for some time, while new Authorities are continually

asking for information and, in many cases after instituting

study.courses, they have adopted it as their concrete medium.

It has not,-however, except in a few instances been used con-

sistently throughout the Primary Schools of the country

(through Primary VI) as was hoped, and it is now being dropped

in the majority of schools at the end of the second year.

When employed in Primary III and later on, its use very fre-

quently is limited to remedial work or to the demonstration

of a new rule. (But see footnote 3.)

Almost without exception teachers who have emplos,ed

the Cuisenaire programme speak enthusiastically of the enjoy-

ment children derive from its use, the more experienced among

3Writer's comment. It is to be remembered that in this
study all cooperating Cuisenaire schools had used the mate-
rials continuously until the end of Primary III, and an effort
was made to enlist only Cuisenaire schools in which instruc-
tion was thought to be superior in quality.
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them looking upon the materials as an illuminating medium

to create interest in, and understanding of the arithmetical

studies which children pursue. Perhaps one of the most

valuele side products is the fact that most of those who have

employed the Cuisenaire apparatus have been forced through

their enlarged-expertences with them to adopt a more imagina-

tive approach to the subject of arithmetic.

Computation in the Traditional Programme
(Mi. Robert J. Allan)

As he scans the statement below, the reader should

know that the arithmetic programme described, starting with

the paragraph next but one, is no longer in effect in Scottish

schools. Rather, the statement is an abbreviated account of

the programme taught to children like those tested in this

investigation in the early 1960's. Even then mathematics in

the Junior School was undergoing change, and in the last year

a completely new syllabus has come into force. Emphasis is

now placed upon discovery, experiment, and communication, and

any order, structure, or pattern in the environment which

can be described in terms of numbers or logical relations is

viewed as appropriate for mathematical study.

For generations parents have considered the 3 R's

the most important part of the Junior School curriculum, and

accordingly arithmetic has been accorded a prominent place in
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the daily schedule. Computation, too,has always been regarded

as a critical aspect of the study of arithmetic. At the

present moment computational skill has a high priority for

children aged 7 to 10; but for children aged 5 and 6 under-

stand ing of elementary uses of indiv-...dual small numbers and

their relation to measuring is of the greatest importance.

Along with a maze of arithmetical words7-bigger, smaller,

names and values of coine-:the usual starting point for arith-

metic in Primary I is counting. Children learn the correct

order of number names and learn how to repeat them in one-to-

one correspondence with objects enumerated. Every opportunity

is taken to get children to see that they can communicate to

adults something about groups which interests adults, namely,

the numbers of objects in groups (groups of six objects or

fewer at the outset).

The use of a particular grouping of objects is

stressed as providing the apparatus with which they will

study arithmetic. In many schoOls this takes the form of

an arrangement of counters in some geometrical pattern.

Two common patterns are:
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a system of pairs:

ri
.1
ti

)

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) to (10)

(b) a domino type:

II_ - a
s '

0 .

Other patterns (e.g., threes) are occasionally -found. Some

schools use beads s+rung on wire, the children originally

doing the stringing themselves, but later dealing with perma-

nent sets. Longer wires with as many as twenty and even thirty

beads are sometimes found in classrooms.

Children in the earliest stages then are taught

(a) to know the number names and their order, at least to 10;

(b) to use them in enumerating small groups of objects;

(c) to recognise and write the corresponding numerals; and

(d) to recognise and/or create or choose a special pattern of

objects (e.g., the domino pattern) for numbers to be used in

the study of each number. The composition of each number is

examined in ways suitable to the special pattern for that

number; thus, five counters are laid out and "patterned,"

then separated into two groups of two and three, which may or

may not be set up in their characteristic patterns. Children

then use numerals and signs to record what they have done:

e.g., 2 + 3 = 5; 5 - 3 = 2.
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Meanwhile counting is extended past 10 and upward to

100. Teachers use a variety of arrangements of materials to

give meaning to the sounds "forty-five, forty-six,

fifty." Children are taught to read and write the new larger

numerals with appropriate reference to their apparatus and

some idea of the use of zero and of place value in two-digit

numbers.

The composition of numbers up to 20 is next studied;

e.g., 13 = 8 + 5 = 5 + 8; 13 - 8 = 5; 13 - 5 = 8. Eventually,

given any two groups of objects (each fever than 10), the

children should be able to "put them together" either into

one group of 10 or less or into a group of 10 plus a-remaining

group. Children may need some concrete apparatus to demon-

strate the "exchange," such as the abacus. 'Children also may

acquire the practice of "counting on"; for example, 3 counted

on to 5 gives "six, seven, eight." If the total of the two

groups is greater than 10, children will move enough counters

or othee objects from the smaller group to make the larger

group number 10; then the remainder of the small group gives

the units figure of the total. This "bridging the ten" in

addition, if used mentally as a helpful picture, should be a

temporary expedient. "Bridging the 10" in subtraction is

sometimes taught as a permanent technique . These additions

and the corresponding subtractions should be known by heart,

and many applications of.them should be provided.
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"Counting on" and "bridging the ten" are helps with

additions like 28 + 6. The close relationship of this expres-

sion to 8 + 6 must be recognised. And the corresponding sub-

tractions (34 - 6 and 34 - 28) are carefully taught. Counters

are not suitable for teaching such computations with larger

numbers/ and something like the "hundred board," or the

abacus, or the number line is substituted. Many schools stop

using concrete material, for explanations at this stage and

pursue more abstract and authoritative methods of teaching

additions and subtractions of tens and units, for example, in

subtracting by the very popular method of equal additions.

Other related activities are: adding on twos, adding

on threes, reciting the even and the odd numbers, counting

by twos. Children are taught the value of common coins

and solve such simple problems as, "What coins will I use to

pay M.?", and "What change should I receive from a shilling

if I spend 41 d.?" They are supposed to be able with con-

fidence to measure in inches and feet and have had some

experience in weighing and measuring capacity, telling time,

and the like. They are expected, too, to be able to use

fractions to a limited extent.

The phrase "to a limited extent" needs to be clari-

fied. What is done with fractions depends almost wholly on

the textbook employed in a school. On this account there is

variation from school to school in the extent and in the
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details of instruction. In full recognition of this fact..

the following paragraphs seem to give a fair summary of

practice in Tra. schools.

In Primary II schools generally appear to agree in

familiarizing pupils with the fractiOns 1, 1, and 1/8, but

only as they are used with concrete materials. Thirds and

fifths also may be shown, and occasionally sixths, but sevenths

and ninths, hardly ever. In Primary III 1/3 and 1/5 are

used, if at all, only as equivalent to "short division" by 3

or 5. "Quarters" may be introduced in conversation as prepar-

ation for textbook problems in "short division" like "72

apples were shared equally among 4 families. How many did

each family get?" "Find 1/5 of 85," a textbook exercise of

a sort appearing relatively seldom, is considered as a vari-

ant of 85 t 5 or 5/g.

In Primary III the fraction 3/4 (and a few others

of the kind in commonest usage) may appear in a textbook

problem like "Find the cost of 2 3/4 pounds of steak at 6s.

a pound." In such cases the meanings of the terms denominator

and numerator are taught. But such instruction is not ex-

tended to many fractions of this type, and computational

use of 2/3 and 3/5, for example, is postponed at least until

Primary IV, for exercises like "Find 3/5 of 55" are viewed

as two-step problems of a proportion type.
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A very few fractions like 4/4 and 8/8 are presented,

but only in connection wifh actual materials, such as paper

and cloth, and then .for the purpose of identification rather

than for the purpose of computation.

So much for fractions; and to move on now to other

topics: The teacher receiving children in Primary III (at

the age of 7+) hopes that they will have thoroughly mastered

the 100 addition and the 100 subtraction facts. She usually

teaches arithmetic with little or no apparatus except with

fractions, as noted above, and with such concepts as area and

perimeter. The Primary III teacher extends notation and goes

on to addition and subtraction of tens and units and.also of

hundreds, tens, and units. She also begins to deal syste-

matically with multiplication up to "6 times" and to division

by divisors up to 6. Each multiplication table is explained

as involving the addition of equal numbers, and each divi-

sion table as implying sharing, at least at first, The

learning process is assisted by work with "short multiplica-

26
tions" of the type and with "short divisions" likex 4

41T6-.

In general, minimal notice is taken of the relations

among operations, and most work is done with formal algorisms.

To illustrate: children are told that the division 3/2Y

means to "share 22 as far as you can among three people,"

and they are asked to suggest the largest part of 22 which
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can be shared exactly. However, they are taught to .Esy:

and to think, "Three into 22 goes seven times and 1 over,"

as if they were finding the number of 3's in 22 (measurement

division). It is expected that the meaning of algorisms

will result from recognizing their usefulness in solving

problems that involve relevant calculations.

Addition &Id subtraction of money follow, the same

method being used for the subtraction of money as was used for

subtracting tens and ones, namely, the method of equal addi-

tions.

By the end of Primary III (age 8) the pupil will have

worked out many calculations in the addition and subtraction

of three-figure numbers, multiplication and division of three-

figure numbers by numbers less than 10, addition and subtrac-

tion of money and possibly of linear measures. He will also

haire met numerous "problems" from the school textbook and

had to use all four processes to solve them.

In Primary IV the children pursue studies to complete

all the multiplication tables up to those with 12 as a fac-

tor. "Long multiplication" (e.g., 35 x 436) will be inIro-

duced but not "long division" (two- and three-figure divisors).

And more attention is paid to problems and formal work with

money, weights, and other measures.

One last word: as is implied by the occurrence of

such phrases as "in some schools" in the 2oregoing s1a.4emen1,
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it would be a mistake to assume that all Tra. schools have

at all times been accustomed to teach exactly the same

programme in exactly the same manner. On the contrary, there

have always been variations both in the aims sought in par-

ticular grades and in the methods employed to achieve them.

The term "Tra. programme" therefore includes a razge of dif-

ferences in theory and practice. On the other hand, despite

dissimilarities, there has been much in commcn among the

T2a. schools, enough so to warrant treating them as a group

and as a group quite distinct from that made up of the Cui.

schools.



CHAPTER II

DETAILS OF THE PROCEDURE

Subjects

Tests were administered to 1337 Scottish children.

This total was materially reduced by two circumstances:

(1) a good many children failed to take one or more tests and

so, their partial records were discarded; (2) after testing

had been started, it was discovered that one large school

could qualify neither as a Cui. nor as a Tra. school. Never-

theless as a courtesy the testing was continued despite the

valuelessness of the measures obtained.

In the end, complete records were procured from chil-

dren, of whom 539 were in the Cui. group and were drawn

from 18 classrooms in 12 schools, and 570 were in the Tra.

group drawn from 18 classrooms in 12 schools. Geographi-

cally, the cooperating schools are located in a band approxi-

mately 50 miles wide and stretching across Scotland from

Aberdeen at the northeast to Ayrshire at the southwest.

The ages of the subjects ranged from 91 mo. to 119

mo., with a mean of approxigEttely 100 mo. for both groups.

The testing was done in September, 1966, in the first two

26
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weeks of Primary IV. Hence, all subjects had completed three

years under a particular program. The last descriptive phrase

does not mean that the subjects were equivalent to American

children beginning Grade 4, for Scottish children enter school

at age five instead of age six.

Ideally, the testing should have been done at a later

point in schooling, say, as the Primary Vi level, in order

to see the relative long-time advantages of the Cui. and of

the Tra. programs; but such postponement was not feasible.

Beginning with Primary IV, or even with Primary III or Primary

II, something very much like the Tra. system of instruction

is instituted in most schcols which start with the Cui. pro-

gram. The number of Cui. schools that hold to the Cui. pro-

gram through Primary IV is very small indeed, and the number

of Cui. schools that hold to the program through Primary III

is not large. Hence, the testing in this study was done at

the last safe point in schooling. Had it been done later than

the beginning of Primary IV, there would have been no way of

disentangling the effects of the Cui. program which would have

been "contaminated" by effects of the Tra. program.

There were several reasons why the investigation was

made in Scottish schools. The first is the excellent con-

tacts with the Scottish Council for Research in Education

and with Directors of Education (superintendents of school
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districts, in American parlance) established in the writer's

1962-63 research.
1 These contacts were of inestimable value,

for, as on the previous occasion, not a single Director of

Education, when approached, refused to take part in the in-

quiry, and their Head Masters and Head Mistresses were equally

cooperative. The second reason is that the Cui. program, by

and large, is probably better and certainly more extensively

taught in Scottish schools than in American schools. The

third reason was one of economy. Scotland being a small

country, it was easier to secure a geographic sample of

schools than in the United States, without having to send

corps of testers on long, expensive trips.

Selection of Schools

Despite what has been said, it was not easy to find

schools and classrooms that could be used. The number of

Cui. schools that abandon the Cui. program after Primary II

greatly exceeds the number that follow that program through

Primary III. Not infrequently schools said to be Cui. schools,

and tentatively selected, had actually changed to the Tra0

program in Primary III and, many of them even in Primary II.

By the same token, some reportedly Tra. schools proved, on

examination, to have had a year or more of the Cui. program.

1William A. Brownell, Arithmetical Abstractions: The
Movement toward Conceptual Maturity under Differing 8ystems
of Instruction, University of California Publications in
Education, Vbl. 17, Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of
California Press, 1967. 221 pp.
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Since it was essential to have "pure" samples of subjects

in the Cui. and the Tra. groups, it became necessary to set

up two rules:

(1) No Tra. school or class (or said to be such) would

be included if at any time the pupils therein had

been exposed to the Cui. materials and program,

and

(2) No Cui. school or class (or said to'be such) would

be included unless the Cui. program had been the

exclusive basis of instruction in Primary I and II

and had been continued through Primary III, at least

in the teaching of multiplication, division, and

fractions.

The Tests

As stated in Chapter I, four tests were administered

to all subjects, three of them in arithmetic computation,

the fourth of them an "intelligence" test. Copies of the

arithmetic tests will be found in the Appendix.

The "intelligence" test

It seemed unwise to use an American test of "intel-

ligence." Accordingly, on the advice of Dr. A. E. G. Pilliner,

then Director of the Godfrey Thomson Unit for Educational

Research of the University of Edihburgh, the 8+ Verbal
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Reasoning Test was selected. This test was constructed by

Scotsmen and was standardized on Scottish children. Since

it is not available to the public, no copy can be included

in this report.

The 8% Verbal Reasoning Test contains 65 items, most

of them similar to items in American tests, but phrased for

Scottish children, and only eight of them requiring the use

of simple arithmetic. Special care is taken in introducing

the test proper, a period of 15 to 20 minutes being set aside

for instructions. Tte time allowance for the test itself is

35 minutes.

The Unit for Educational Research scored the-test

papers and standardized the scores especially for the popu

lation used in this study. The method used was as follows:

"The scores as furnished to the writer are given
in the standard form of quotients; i.e., the marks
gained by the children on the test--the number of
questions right--have been converted to a range of
scores having a mean of 100 and a conventional dis
tribution. Thus, if a child's score is given as 100,
he has shown average ability on the test. Further,

if a child scores over 125 he is in the top 5%
of the children taking the test

if a child scores over 110 he is in the top 25%
of the children taking the test

if a child scores under 90, he is in the bottom
25%. .

if a child scores under 75 he is in the bottom
5%. . . ."

The arithmetic tests

In the winter of 1965-66 through correspondence with
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Scottish leaders in education, steps were taken to set up

two three-member panels of arithmetic specialists. The two

panel chairmen (Miss Margaret L. Law for the Cni. program,

Mr. Rabert J. Allan for the Tra. program) each chose two

other qualified persons, in each cdse a Head Master and a

classroom teacher. (The teacher on the Tra. panel was also

Infant Mistress in her school.)

Identical instructions went to both chairmen. Each

with the members of his panel vas to prepare a test, dis-

regarding length, which would measure skill in all phases

of arithmetic computation taught according to a particular

program in the first three school years. The panels-worked

independently and of course produced quite unlike instru-

ments. Each panel had as many physical meetings as were

needed in order to construct the initial form of its test,

to try it out in classrooms, and to make revisions. The

tests were to be--and were--ready for the writer on his

arrival in Edinburgh about the middle of May, 1966.2

2In the winter months, also by correspondence, the
writer assured himself that enough schools would cooperate
to make the investigation practicable. Dr. D. A. Walker,
Director of the Scottish Council for Educational Research,
was able to report that all participating schools in the
1962-63 inquiry would be again available. Miss Law was
most helpful in assessiug the situation in nearby Cui.
schools.
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The Common (Com.) Test in tentative form was derived

by the two panels together in conjunction with the writer,

by selecting items from the long original Cui. and Tra.

tests. No item was chosen for the Com. Test unless both

panels agreed that it represented skills taught in both pro-

grams. The resulting test was administered to special samples

of Cui. and Tra. subjects and reconstituted several times,

until a form was found that was serviceable for 35 minutes

of working time and was highly reliable. The final test

contains 72 items.

During the tryouts directions to children were

steadily improved. Pre-test explanations and practice were

provided as needed, using materials printed on the first page

of the final test booklet. (1) Addition examples with three

or more addends were stated in both the Taorizontal and the

vertical forms with the instruction, "Add either way." This

last expression was made intelligible by studying a sample

item. (2) The Cui. children were more accustomed than were

the Tra. children with writing missing numbers in places

other than as answers; e.g., 12 + 20; - 13 = 13.

Since the purpose of such test items was to reveal skill

in computation (and not familiarity with ways of expressing

examples), it was agreed by both panels to supply explana-

tions and practice for the Tra. subjects. To assist them

six sample items printed on the first page of the booklet
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were worked through prior to the test proper, and extra

examples, written on the chalkboard, were employed when

necessary.

The Com. Test yielded scores (1) for accuracy (the

number of attempts with correct answers), (2) for non-

attempts, and (3) for rate nf work. To secure measures of

the last-named type, children were directed to mikrk: with a

large X the item they had just completed when a signal was

given at the end of 25 minutes. A count of this item and

those preceding it was the score for speed of work.

The special Cui. Test was prepared exclusively by the

Cui. panel and was designed to measure skills in computation

taught in the Cui. program but not in the Tra. program. The

resulting tentative test was tried out with samples of Cui.

subjects. It was then modified by the panel in conjunotion

with the writer, and the new test was administered in mimeo-

graphed booklets. Again the test was revised, this time by

the panel chairman, one member of the panel, and the writer.

Before being released for printing (early June, 1966), the

other member of the panel examined and approved it. The

final test consists of 60 items, which had proved to be suf-

ficient for a testing time of 35 minutes.

Naturally, no special instructions, prior to the

research testing, were necessary for the Cui. subjects except
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at one point, since, for them, the instrument contained only

examples which they were supposed to have learned to compute.

This point was to explain to all Cui. subjects the use of

brackets H's in place of the parentheses (Ps which many of

them were accustomed to.

The Tra. subjects needed more help. Confronted with

an example like [40 + 4] [10 + 4] , they would not

have known what to do, being totally unacquainted with

brackets. Again, since the purpose of such items was to mea

sure skill in computation (and not form of expression), both

panels approved the idea of supplying explanations and prac

tice with six simple examples of this type (e.g.,

4 + [2 x 1] ) on the first page of the test booklet

before starting the test proper. (Other examples were written

on the chalkboard and explained when extra practice seemed

to be necessary.) The Tra. children were also reviewed on

their ability to compute in examples of the type

2 + 5 and 4 = 1, with which they would have

had previous experience on the Com. Test.

Scores on the Cui. Test were obtained, as for the

Com. Test, for accuracy, nonattempts, and rate of work.

The special Tra. Test was constructed in much the

same manner as was the Cui. Test. Members of the Tra. panel

started with their original long Tra. test, selected items
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in it which were not suitable to, and were not used in the

Com. Test, modified them as seemed desirable, and added

enough new items (consistent of course with the Tra. but not

the Cui. program) to make a new Tra. test. This test, and

later revisions, were tried out with samples of Tra. subjects

until a satisfactory final form consisting of 63 items had

been devaloped. Scores like those for the other two arith-

metic tests were obtained in the research testing.

In a short pre-test period all subjects, Cui. and Tra.

alike, (1) were given more prtvetice with items of the types

3 + 5 and - 2 = 2; and (2) were advised that

division examples regularly printed in the form 45g, with

answers to be written above the line, could be changed to the

form 4/Tg, for answers to be written below the new line.

Reliability of tests

The r6liability of the three final printed arithmetic

tests was checked in September, 1966, with saMples of children

drawn from Cui. and Tra. schools, children who were not

otherwise used in the investigation. The test-retest procedure

was used in each case, the second testing coming two days

after the first. The reliability coefficients were found

to be:



Com. Test, 0.93 (N = 234; 125 Cui. subjects from 4
classes in 3 schools; 109 Tra.
subjects from 4 classes in 3
schools)

(N = 208; 8 Cui. classes in 5
schools)

(N = 204; 7 Tra. classes in 6
schools)

Oui. Test, 0.91

Tra. Test, 0.91
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Information concerning the reliability of the 8+

Verbal Reasoning Test was furnished by Director A. E. G.

Pilliner of the Godfrey Thomson Unit for Educational Research,

and is as follows:

"The test retest reliability coefficient was .91
The procedure employed was to administer this test, and
a parallel form of it, to the same group of 200 children
with an interval between administrations of one week.
The group itself was a random sample from a normal
school population.

"The coefficient of internal consistency derived
by the Fergusor form of the Kuder Richardson formula
20 was .97 This was based on the data from the test
in question administered to the group mentioned above."

The Testing

Each set of four tests was administered by one or

another of eleven persons, all girls in the graduating class

at Moray House College of Education. These students had

been carefully selected by Miss Law and Mr. Allan, both mem

bers of the faculty in the same institution. The testers

were available full time for three weekr. in September, 1966,

prior Lo their starting their course work in the college.
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They proved to be not only entirely competent in the testing,

but conscientious and responsible as well. In addition to

the testing they scored the arithmetic tests and prepared

reports to all cooperating Head Masters and Mistresses.

The testers were instructed by the writer on the

nailure of the study9 examined the tests under his super-

vision, and had at hand always (a) the Complete manual for the

8+ test as well as (b) a mimeographed two-page set of General

Instructions for the testing prepared by the writer, and

(c) sets of mimeographed instructions for administering the

three arithmetic tests.

The order of tests, the first two given one day,

morning and afternoon, the last two the day thereafter, was

Cui. subjects Tra. subjects

(1) 8+ Test of Verbal (1) The 8+ Test of Verbal
Reasoning Reasoning

(2) The Com. Test (2) The Com. Test

(3) The Cui. Test (3) The Tra. Test

(4) Thc. Tra. Test (4) The Cui. Test

It will have been noted that the two samples of sub-

jects differed in order of tests on the second day only, in

order to postpone to the end the partizular test with which

they were relatively unfamiliar.
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Organization of Follgwing Chapters

Chapter III, which constitutes Part II of the report,

will set forth the results of applying the procedure of

analysis of variance to the data for th t. totals of 539 Cui.

and 570 Tra. subjects on the three tests. This part of tbe

report was prepared solely by Dr. Arden K. Buddell, Professor

of Education, University of California at Berkeley.

In the phases of the investigation reported in Part

III a different procedure of analysis was employed, as will

be explained in Chapter IV. Random samples of 120 subjects

were drawn from the original total samples of Cui. and Tra.

children, and their test papers were examined in detail. For

each of the three tests the content was broken up into sets

of relatively homogeneous items, and the success of the

smaller samples was studied both on each set and on each

separate test item.

Chapter V is devoted to a comparison of the records

of the subsamples (hereifter referred to simply as samples)

with respect to the Com. Test, an achievement test for both

the Cui. and the Tra. subjects.

Chapters Vi and VII are devoted to the results of

attempts to identify extent of transfer of learning, first

on the part of Cui. subjects on the Tra. Test, then on the

part of Tra. subjects on the Cui. Test.
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Part IV contains but a single chapter, in which rele-

vant research will be reviewed and the results of the present

inquiry will be summarized.
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PART II

AN EXAMINATION OF THE RESULTS

BY ANALYSIS OF VARIANCE



CHAPTER III

MAIN EFFECTS AND INTERACTIONS OF VARIABLES

IN THIS INVESTIGATION

Introduction

It must be obvious to the informed reader that a

var!ety of analyses are available to the investigator. These

options were considered preliminary to setting up the study

design and the gathering of data. Appropriate precautions

were exercised in selecting the saffiples to be utilized in

order to fulfill the assumptions underlying the statistical

tools to be employed in the data analysis described in this

part of the report. All sub-sample analyses are based on a

random selection of each sub-sample from all possible mem-

bers of the total sample who meet the sub-sample criteria.

The analysis of variance program utilized in this study re-

quired that an equal number of cases be placed in each cell.

This requirement necessitated a random selection of cases for

each cell. In reporting differences between mean scores of

groups of pupils only those differences exceeding the .01

level of probability are considered to be statistically

significant. All differences falling between the .01 and .05

41
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levels of probability are called to the attention of the

reader as worthy of further exploration.

Total Group ResultsA First Impression

Relevant information about each child which was

available at the outset of. the study is summarized in Table

1. A measure of intelligence, the chronological age, and the

total time devoted to the study of mathematics were the three

variables studied in order to determine the similarity of the

two groups of subjects selected for this investigation. A

quick inspection of the information in Table 1 reveals that

no important differences existed between the Cui. and the

Tra. children with respect to these three variables. Tests

of the differences between the mean scores and the

homogeniety of the variances support this observation.

Table 1

Intelligence, Time, and Chronological Age
for the Total Cuisenaire and Traditional Samples

Measure of CcA
Intelligence Months Time

Number of
Schools

Cui. Mean
Sample S.D.
N=539

Range

Tra. Mean
Sample S.D.
N=570

Range

99.37 99.98 653.98
14.81 4.89 151.23 18

68-142 91..7-119 475-960

99.07 99.40 678.24
14.70 4.77 175.98 18

68-140 91-117 375-955



There is no question as to the comparability of the

two groups of subjects with respect to chronological age

and the measure of intelligence used by the Scottish schools.

We can assume with a high degree of confidence that the two

samples were draun from the same population. Consequently,

an analysis of variance was deemed appropriate for testing

results of the post-tests.

Further explanation of the time factor may be appro-

priate at this point. The headmaster or headmistress of

each school was asked to estimate the number of minutes each

week devoted to mathematics instruction at each grade level.

Since the pupils in this investigation had completed-three

full years of formal schooling, the data reported in Table 1

represent a sum total of the number of minutes per week

estimated for the first three years of instruction. (That

is, a total of 675 minutes could represent a first year of

200 minutes per week, a second year of 220 minutes, and

third year of 255 minutes.) For the reader's convenience

these totals will be reduced to the average number of

minutes of instruction time per day; thus, a 675 total would

represent an average of 45 minutes of instruction time per

day during the first three years of schooling.

To refer to Table 1 once more, the mean time of

instruction in the two groups is comparable. An average of

approximately 44 minutes per day was deveted to mathematics
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instruction in the Cui. schools while the Tra. schools spent

an average of about 45 minutes per day. It should be ob-

served that the lower end of the range for the Tra. schools

dips somewhat below the lower end of the range for the Cui.

schools. This difference actually represents an average of

approximately six minutes of instruction time per day during

the first three years of school. It may be a relevant factor

in one of the more detailed analyses to be reported later in

the chapter.

The data recorded in Table 1 constitute adequate

evidence for assuming comparability of the two groups of

subjects in terms of three relevant variables. Attention is

now directed to the results of each total sample on the three

criterion measures reported in Table 2. Each group of sub-

jects was administered three arithmetic tests; namely, the

Com. Test, the Cui. Test, and the Tra. Test described in

Chapter II. The mean score for each sample on each test is

reported in Table 2 as well as the mean number of attempts

on each test.

In general, the data summarized in Table 2 reveal

exactly what one would anticipate. The Cui. children scored

significantly higher than the Tra. children on the Cui. Test,

while the Tra. children scored significantly higher than the

Cui. children on the Tra. Test. On the Com. Test there is
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no significant difference between the two groups as deter-

mined through the use of a t-test of difference between

means.

Table 2

Mean Achievement Scores and Mean Attempts by
the Total Cuisenaire and Traditional Samples

Achievement Attempts

Com.
Test

Cui.
Test

Tra.
Test

Com. Cui.
Test Test

Cui. Mean 39.10 21.78 26.69 56.55 45.21
Sample S.D. 15.85 13.65 15.15 14.47 14.56
N=539

Range 0-70 0-60 0-60 14-72 1-60

Tra. Mean 37.37 15.43 30.83 54.74 40.21
Sample S.D. 15.59 8.73 15.06 14.16 16.01
N=570

Range 0-69 0-60 0-60 6-72 4-60

Tra.
Test

45.20
14.24

2-63

46.92
12.75

9-63

The relationship between the number of attempts on

each test and the accuracy scores is deserving of comment.

The ratio between the number of items attempted and the num-

ber of items correct is summarized in Table 3.

Table 3

Percent of Attempts Completed Correctly

Common
Test

Cui.
Test

Tra.
Test

Cui. Sample 69% 48% 590/0

Tra. Sample 68% 38% 66%
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Obviously, the Cui. test was more difficult for both groups

of subjects than either of the other tests. No intelligent

comparison of accuracy scores by one group on two or more of

the tests is possible since the relative difficulty of the

items on the three tests differs greatly.

In summary, the total group results imply that no

important differences between the two groups of children can

be detected. Both groups performed at the same level in

attempts and in accuracy scores on the Common Test. Each

group of children scored significantly higher on the test

designed for them. The test designed for the Cui. program

proved to be more difficult for each group of subject's than

the test designed for the Tra. program.

Sub-Sample Performances--A Second Impression

More often than may be suspected gross results in

an investigation obscure relevant information about an

important sub-sample and do not reveal significant inter-

actions of two or more variables. Not only should the two

treatment groups be considered as a source of variation, but

the intelligence level of the children, the time devoted to

the study of mathematics, and the mathematics achievement

level of the subjects should be taken into account. It is

entirely possible that a more detailed examination of these

Li
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sources of variation or interactions between them will reveal

valuable information otherwise obscured.

Sub-samples were arbitrarily determined by utilizing

the top 40 percent and the bottom 40 percent of the subjects'

scores in each treatment group on each of the variables; re-

sulting in a high and low sample in intelligence, a high and

low- sample in mathematics achievement, and a long and short

time sample in studying mathematics. The middle 20 percent of

each range of scores was deliberately eliminated from the

.analyses in order to minimize the overlapping of the two

extremes on each variable.

The comparability of the sub-samples in intelligence

and length of time devoted to studying mathematics is sum-

marized in Table 4. (The use of mathematics achievement as

a condition for subject classification is discussed in a

later section.)

The simultaneous analysis of two variables is rela-

tively simple; whereas, an analysis cl four variables simul-

taneously is considerably more complex because of the diffi-

culty in obtaining large enough sub-samples based on a

four-way classification. For example, in this study it was

easy to obtain sub-samples classified by treatment group and

intelligence. There are an adequate pumber of high intelli-

gence and law intelligence subjects in each treatment group

to warrant an analysis. However, it was virtually impossible
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Table 4

Mean Scores of High and Low Sub-samples
on Intelligence and 'Eine

Intelligence
Hi b Low

Time
Short Lon

N=193 N=212
Cui. Mean 115.31 84.84 495 min. 805 min.
Group S.D. 8.15 6.95 (33 min/day) (52 min/day)

Range 1 05-142 68-94 475-510 710-960

N=234 N=219
Tra. Mean 112.95 84.20 445 min. 840 min.
Group S.D. 7.92 8.10 (30 min/day) (56 min/day)

Range 1 05-140 68-94 375-525 725-955

ANIIIMMOM11110...

to obtain an adequate sub-sample based on all four sources.

of variation. Only three subjects could be identified in the

Cui. group: high intelligence; low in arithmetic achieve-

ment; and, studying for a long period of time. On the

other hand, a relatively large sub-sample (87 subjects) was

classified as Tra. group: high intelligence; high achieve-

ment; and long time in study. In order to obtain an adequate

number of cases in each cell for the analysis of variance,

no more than three variables were ever used in any given

analysis.

After all pupils were classified according to the

three sources of variation under consideration, the call with

the least number of subjects served as the basis for deter-

mining the number of cases to remain in each cell for

analysis. Scores were randomly selelted out of each cell
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until the number of cases in the cell equalled that of the

criterion cell with the least number of cases.

A three-way classification of subjects on the basis

of treatment group, intelligence, and time provided the con-

ditions for an examination of accuracy scores and the number

of attempts (Att.) on each of the three tests. These data

are summarized in Table 5a.

Table 5a.

Mean Accuracy Scores and Attempts for
Each Sub-Sample on All Tests

Cui. Grou Tra Grou

Test
Time

Short Long
Time

Short Long

Com.. Att. 65.02 65.79 60.00 69.02
Ac. 47.94 55.40 49.46 56.34

High Cui. Att. 46.61 54.34 40.00 49.58
Ac. 26.57 40.31 21.09 25.40

Tra. Att. 49.87 49.58 51.00 58.95
Ac. 33.89 39.00 41.26 50.14

Intelli-
gence

Com. Att. 42.63 52.66 47.79 49.87
Ac. 21.11 30.94 20.80 22.37

tkm. Cui. Att. 34.63 44.18 47.37- 39.37
Ac. 8.77 14.66 7.91 8.60

Tra. Att. 32.92 45.97 42.13 44,34
Ac. 10.89 20.43 16.66 21.31

N = 38/cell = 304 total
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Main variables--treatment, time, intelligence.

An inspection of Table 5a indicates that pupils in

all categories attempted (Att.) many more items on each test

than were completed correctly (Ac.). Of course this is to

be expected. A more salient result is the fact that in

every instance, the subjects who studied for a long period of

time obtained a higher accuracy score than subjects who

studied for a short period of time. Perhaps the most notable

observation rests in the fact that the High Intelligence

Tra. subjects obtained higher accuracy scores on the Commtpr

Test than the High Intelligence Cui. subjects, while the

Low Intelligence Cui. subjects scored higher than the Low

Intelligence Tra. subjects on the same test. (The reader

will recall from the data presented in Table 2 that no

notable differences were discernable between the Cui. sample

and the Tra. sample as determined by gross mean scores on

the Common Test.) This observation suggests the possibility

of an interaction between treatment as a source of variation

and the intelligence of the snbjects in the study.

In order to confirm (or reject) the initial obser-

vations of raw data, the accuracy scores summarized in Table

5a were treated by an analysis of variance resulting in the

P-values reported in Table 5b. As one would normally ex-

pect, significant differences between mean scores occurred
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when High and Low Intelligence groups were compared. Sig

nificant differences were obtained also, when Short and Long

periods of instruction time were compared. These differ

ences were independent of the treatment sample in which the

subject resided thus supporting the general contention that

subjects of high intelligence will achieve at a higher level

than subjects with a low intelligence. Furthermore, they

give credence to the belief that pupils will attain higher

levels of achievement if subjected to longer periods of

instruction.

Table 5b

Analysis of Variance Resume
For Accuracy Scores

F Value

Source of Com. Cui. Tra.

Variation Test Test Test

1. Between Cui. and Tra. Groups 1.70 58.14* 21.73*

2. Between Long and Short Time 28.28* 47.27* 27.28*

3. Between High and Law
Intelligence 55375* 420.17* 309.57*

Interaction Between 1 and 2 3.33 16.68* 0.04

Interaction Between 1 and 3 5.49 14.17* 4.82

Interaction Between 2 and 3 0.37 10.28* 0.01

Interaction Between 1,2 and 3 2.52 1.39 2.57

*F Value of 6.66 = .01 level of probability
3.86 = .05 level of probability
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The F-value on the Com. Test indicates no important

difference between the two treatment groups. This statistic

supports the earlier conclusion when the gross mean scores

of the two groups were submitted to a t-test. Thus, random

sampling does not cause a change in previously reported

results. Furtner confirmation of earlier analyses -ks found

in the F-value for the two treatment groups on the Cui. Test

and the Tra. Test. The Cui. children scored significantly

higher than the Tra. children on the Cui. Test, while the

Tra. subjects scored significantly higher than the Cui.

subjects on the Tra. test.

Interactions between sources of variation resulted

in three significant F-values on the Cui. Test and two addi-

tional F-values at a level deserving of special comment

(F-values for interactions between 1 and 3 on the Com. Test

and the Tra. Test). Most likely, the interactions are the

result of the unusually high accuracy scores of the Cui.

Sample classified as Low Intelligence and Long in instruc-

tional time. As compared with all other sub-samples classi-

fied as Low Intelligence, this particular sub-sample scored

considerably higher than would be expected. Especially note-

worthy is the mean accuracy score on the Tra. Test of the

Law Intelligence, Long Instructional Time, Cuisenaire sub-

sample. This group of subjects scored higher on the Tra.

Test than one sub-sample in the Tra. group, which is the
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only instance of a sub-sample of one treatment group ob-

taining a higher score on a test designed filar the other

treatment group, These same children scored significantly

higher on the Com. Test than any other sub-sample classified

as Low Intelligence.

The F-values reported in Table 5c provide a basis

for interpreting the data in Table 5a regarding the number

of items attempted on each test by the subjects in each

sub-samp3e. Generally consistent with all previously deter-

mined results, subjects classified as High Intelligence

attempted a significantly greater number of items than sub-

jects classified as Low Intelligence. Also, children -sub-

jected to a Long instructional period scored significantly

higher than children participating in a short time of in-

struction.

The most notable result in the analysis of Attempts

is the lack of a significant difference between the two

groups on the Cui. Test. Generally, the Tra. subjects

attempted just as many items on the Cui. Test as the Cui.

subjects. Perhaps the unusually high number of attempts by

the Low Intelligence, Short Time, Tra. sub-sample accounts

for the lack of an overall difference between the two groups.

Most certainly, this sub-sample, as well as the Low Intelli-

gence, Long Time, Cui. sub-sample account for the significant

interactions which occurred.
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Table 5c

Analysis of Variance Resume
for Attempts

Source of
Variation

1111.11...111101...1

F - Value

Com. Cui.
Test Test

Tra.
Test

1. Between Cui. and Tra. Groups 0.01 0.15 10.26*

2. Between Short and Long Time 15.19* 6.44 16.48*

3. Between High and Low
Intelligence 141.78* 10.29* 60.82*

Interaction Between 1 and 2 0.55 6.73* 0.27

Interaction Between 1 and 3 0.01 3.97 0.21

Interaction Between 2 and 3 0.17 4.00 -1.81

.Interaction Between 1, 2 and 3 8.33* 6.13 11.42*

*F-value of 6.66 = .01 level of probability
3.86 = .05 level of probability

Arithmetic achievement--a main variable.

Achievement in a subject matter area is frequently

used as a criterion for pupil classification ir conducting

a two- or three-way analysis involving other critical

variables in an instructional program. Obviously, a sig-

nificant difference between high and low achievement groups

would be expected on any measure of the subject matter

discipline under question. However, important interactions

may occur when subject matter achievement is considered
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simultaneously with length of instructional time, intelli-

gence, and/or type of instructional plan.

No pre-investigation measure of achievement in

mathematics was available to the investigator in this study.

Therefore, pupil scores on the mathematics test designed for

the instructional program to which they were assigned pro-

vided the basis for classifying subjects by achievement.

Cui. subjects were assigned to high and low achievement cate-

gories as a result of their scores on the Cui. Test and Tra.

subjects were assigned to the high and low achievement cate-

gories as a result of their scores on the Tra. Test. This

classification technique assumes that the two tests are equally

discriminating as measures of achievement in mathematics.

Since the Cui. and Tra. test results were employed

in classifying pupils by achieveme,at, only mean accuracy

scores on the Com. Test were submitted to examination by an

analysis of variance. Results on the Com. Test under a

three-way classification scheme involving time, treatment,

and aOlievement as sources of variation are summarized in

Tables 6a and 6b.

The obvious differences in mean scores (Table 6a)

between the High and Low mathewatics Achievement groups is

confirmed by the F-values reported in Table 6b. The most

important result in this analysis emanates from the lack of

a difference between subjects in the Short and Long instruc-

tional time categories. Overall, there is no significant
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Table 6a

Mean Accuracy Scores on the Common Test
With Achievement and Time as Sources of Variation

High

Mathematics
Achievement

Low

Time
Treatment Short Long
Group

Cui.

Tra.

53.02

49.74

53.64

49.98

Cui. 21.64 26.87

Tra. 20.61 24.91

N = 46/cell = 368 total

Table 6b

Analysis of Variance Resume for Accuracy Scores
with Achievement and Time as Sources of Variation

F Value

Source of
Variation

Cui.
Sample

Tra.
SaMple

1. Between High and Low Achievement 373.25* 335.16*

2. Between Short and Long Time 3.78 2.36

Interaction between 1 and 2 2.35 1.89

*FValue of 6.30 = .01 level of probability
3.86 = .05 level of probability
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difference between the two groups of children as a result of

time devoted to studying mathematics. When they are further

classified by mathematics achievement and treatment, there

appears to be a significant difference between the mean

scores of the Long and Short Time subjects classified as Low

in Mathematics Achievement in the Cui. Treatment group.

This difference proved to be significant at the .01 level of

probability through the use of the t-test. Thus, a signifi-

cant difference between two sub-samples is identified when a

difference between mean scores of the total samples did not

occur.

By inspection of the data presented in Table '6a one

is impressed that the Cui. sub-samples consictently scored

higher than their Tra. counterparts on the Com. Test. The

differences between treatment groups when classified into

High and Low achievement categories were analyzed by use of

a t-test, none of which was found to be significant at the

.01 level of probability.

The last analysis completed for this part of the

investigation was based on a three-way classification in

which treatment group, mathematics achievement, and intel-

ligence were the main sources of variation. These data are

summarized in Tables 7a and 7b. Normal expectations were

fulfilled with respect to achievement and intelligence

levels (i.e. the High Achievement subjects scored
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significantly higher than the Low Achievement subjects and

the High Intelligence sub-sample scored significantly higher

than the Low Intelligence sub-sample.) It may be noteworthy

that the differential between the High and Low Achievement

sub-samples is considerably greater in the Cui. group than

in the Tra. group.

Table 7a

Mean Accuracy Scores on the Common Test
With Achie7ement and Intelligence as Variables

Intelligence
High Lay

High Cui. 53.28 48.56

Achievement Tra. 49.00 39.53

Low Cui. 33.28 16.00

Tra. 34.63 21.74

N = 19/cell = 152 total

For the total sample, no significant difference was

obtained between the two treatment groups (grand mean for

Cui. subjects = 37.78; for Tra. subjects = 36.22). This

result is consistent with all previous analyses regarding

the accuracy scores of the total treatment groups on the

Com. Test. However, some interesting interactions were iden-

tified as a result of this three way classification of

subjects.
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Table lb

Analysis of Variance Resume for Accuracy Scores
With Achievement and Intelligence as Variables

FValuc

Source of
Variation

1. Between High and Low

Cui.
Sample

Tra.
Sample

Achievement 119.79* 63.40*

2. Between High and Lay
Intelligence 20.99* 30.67*

Interaction Between 1 and 2 6.84 0.72

*FValue of 6.99 = .01 level of probability
3.86 = .05 level of probability

If intelligence and achievement each had an equal

impact on Con. Test accuracy scores, and if there is no

other basic factor underlying Achievement and Intelligence

to account for the difference, then the mean scores of the

upper right cell (High Achievement, Low Intelligence) should

approximate the mean scores in the lower left cell (Low

Achievement, High Intelligence). The Fvalue for the Tra.

sample Ladicates no interaction between achievement and

intelligence, whereas, the Cui. sample Fvalue denotes the

strong possibility of an interaction between these two

variables. For the Cui. group, mathematical achievement

seems to have played a more important role than intelligence

as the subjects respond to the items on the Com. Test.
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It has been determined that no significant difference

occurred on the Com. Test between the total samples of the

two treatment groups. It should be noted, however, that the

High Achievement, Loy Intelligence, Cui. sub-sample scored

significantly higher than the Tra. sub-sample counterpart.

For the Low Achievement, Low Intelligence sub-samples it was

the Tra. treatment group that scored higher. These diY-

ferences would suggest that subjects classified as High

Achievers tend to profit more from the Cui. program while

subjects classified as Low Achievers tend to learn more in

a Tra. program.

Relationships between test scoring.

The correlation matrix presented in Table 8 indi-

cates the relationships of the various measures obtained on

the subjects in the two treatment groups of this investi-

gation.

Particular attention is called to the two highest

correlations obtained. Scores of the Tra. group on the Tra.

Test and the Com. Test produced a correlation of .86 and the

scores of the Cui. group on the Cui. Test and the Com. Test

resulted in a correlation of .85. These two correlations

indicate that subjects who scored high on the test designed

for their program would generally score high on the test

consisting of items common to both programs. Subjects scoring
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Table 8

Correlations Between Mathematics Tests Scores,
Chronological Age, and Intelligence Test Score

Cui. Tra. C.A. Intelligence Sample
Test Test

Com. .84 .86 .12 .73 Tra.
Test .85 .76 .13 .67 Cui.

INIffillpIN111.=17-

Cui. .76 .07 .65 Tra.
Test .59 .07 .63 Cui.

Tra. .15 .64 Tra.
.19 .59 Cui.

C.A. .06 Tra.
-.17 Cui.

low on one test would most generally score law on the other

test. The correlation brtween scores on the mathematics

achievement test and the measure of intelligence merits

special comment. Scores by the Tra. subjects on the Tra.

Test and the Intelligence Test correlated .64, -while the Cui.

Group scores on the Cui. Test and the Intelligence Test

produced a correlation of .65. i;orrelations of this magni-

tude do not indicate a particularly high relationship be-

tween mathematics achievement and intelligence as measured

in this investigation. Results emanating from these two

main effects produced some conflicting conclusions, thereby

leaving the reader to his own preference for final inter-

pretation. When intelligence is the basis for classifying

subjects, time makes a difference; when achievement is the

variable for classification, time is not important.
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A relatively high standard was established for de-

termining statistically significant differences between

samples. No difference was considered to be significant if

it could be attributed to chance alone more than one time

out of a hundred. An analysis of variance technique was

employed to examine the main effects of the variables

(treatment, time, intelligence, mathematics achievement)

and their interactions. In a few instances a t-test was

employed to determine the difference between two sub-samples.

For the most part, analyses based on the Common Test

scores will prove to be of greater relevance than results on

other tests. When deemed appropriate and pertinent, analyses

of results on the Cui. Test and the Tra. Test have been

reported. The evidence amassed in this section of the re-

port serves as a base for these conclusions:

a. with respect to the primary sources of variation.

1. Treatment group. No important differerle between

the mean scores of the total Cui. sample and the

total Tra. sample occurred on the Com. Test.

As would be expected, the Cui. sample scored

higher than the Tra. sample on the Cui. Test.
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Likewise, the Tra.. subjects scored higher

than the Cui. subjects on the Tra. Test.

2. Intelligence. In every instance involving a

comparison of subjects classified as High or

Low in intelligence, the High group scored sig-

nificantly higher than the Low group.

3. Achievement. Subjects classified as High and Low

in mathematics achievement were compared in

several analyses with the High group always scor-

ing significantly higher.

4. Time. In the three-way analysis in which pupils

were classified according to treatment, intelli-

gence and time, the subjects submitted to a Long

period of instruction scored significantly higher

than the subjects participating in a Short period

of instructional tile-.

When the three-way analysis was based on

treatment, achievement, and time as classifica-

tion variables, no significant difference be-

tween the scores of the subjects in the two

lengths of instructional time occurred.

This particular result suggests that if

mathematics achievement is the primary basis for

grouping children for instruction under either

instructional program, then the length of the
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instructional period will not be a crucial fac-

tor in the accomplishment of the subjects. If,

on the other hand, intelligence is the factor for

grouping children, then the length vl innt

time will have an effect on success in either

program.

with respect to interactions of the main variables.

1. A significant interaction between Treatment Group

and Time is accounted for by the unusually high

mean scores of the Cui. subjects subjected to a

Long Period of Study.

2. All interactions between Treatment and Intelli-

gence are probably attributed to the scores of

the Low Intelligence subjects in the Cui. Treat-

ment group. These scores are higher than one

might normally expect.

3. There was no interaction obtained between Treat-

ment and Achievement level of the subjects.

4. The interaction between Intelligence and Time

probably stems from the fact that Intelligence

plays a more powerful role in student success on

the mathematics tests than length of study time.

Consequently, High Intelligence, Short Time

sub-samples scored considerably higher than Low

Intelligence, Long Time sub-samples.
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5. In contrast to the immediately preceeding find-

ing, there was no interaction between Achievement

level and Time.

6. An interaction between Achiavement and Intelli-

gence may be accounted for by the differential

between the High Achievement, Low Intelligence

sub-saLple and the Low Achievement, High Intelli-

gence sub-sample, the former scoring consider-

ably higher than the latter. This differential

suggests that Achievement (as measured in this

study) has a greaGer effect than intelligence

in so far as success on a mathematics te-st is

concerned.

Recommendations

A statistically significant difference between the

mean scores of two samples does not necessarily justify

major curriculum revision. Each recommendation emaarAing

from the data presented in this chapter is dependent upon a

spread of not less than 10% of the total number of items on

the test under analysis. This arbitrary decision on the part

of the writers is deemed necessary in order to make a rtNcom-

mendation that is educationally sound and worthy of serious

curriculum modification. (See pages 75-76 for further

explanation of the rationale underlying this procedure.)
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1. The mean scores of the two treatment groups on the

Common Test will not permit a clear-cut recommendation of

the superiority of one instructional program over the other.

Any major differences obtained were between two sub-samples

and most frequently were the result of an interaction be-

tween two main effects.

2. If the Cui. program is to be adopted then a Long

period of time should be utilized for instruction. The Cui.

subjects in both the High and Low Intelligence categories

scored higher on the Com. Test if they were in a Long period

of instructional time. Differences of an adequate magnitude

did not occur in the Tra. sub-samples. This result is all

the more noteworthy since the differential between the Short

and Long Time periods was not as great for the Cui. sample as

for the Tra. sample (see Table 4). Perhaps it should be

pointed out that the Low Intelligence Cui. sub-sample gained

greater benefit from a Long instructional period than any

other sub-sample.

3. The evidence presented in Table 6a will not permit

any recommendation regarding the value of a long instruc-

tion period when mathematics achievement is c factor in

classifying subjects. The only difference obtained that is

worthy of comment concerns the Low Achievement, Cui. sub-

jects in a Long time period. This sample scored higher

than its counterpart in the Short time period which lends
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support to the suggestion that children identified as low in

ability (whether by intelligence or by achievement) will

profit more from the Cui. program if placed in a long period

of instruction time.

4. Any major benefits derived from the Cui. program

are further substantiated by the data in Table 7a. When the

subjects were classified by both achievement and intelli-

gence, a major difference between the Cui. and Tra. sub-

samples was obtained in the cell classified as High Achieve-

ment, Low Intelligence. The Cui. Program appears to be

especially effective for children falling tovard the lower

end of the intellectual scale but who are achieving toward

the upper end of the mathematics scale. The Cui. Program

seems to be of least value for children classified as Low

in both Intelligence and Achievement.
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CHAPTER IV

PURPOSE AND PROCEDURE

The purpose of Part III is to report the results of

comparing the records of Cui. and Tra. subjects with respect

to kinds of computational skill; for example, addition of

whole numbers. (By contrast in Part II types of skill were

ignored, and comparisons were based on scores on tests as a

whole.) Attention will be given (a) to the relativ,

achievement of Cui. and Tra. subjects on skills taught to

both groups (the Com. Test),--this in Chapter V; but, more

especially, (b) to evidence of transfer of learning,--the

Cui. subjects on the Tra. Test, and the Tra. subjects on

the Cui. Test,--this in Chapters Vi and VII.

Program Samples

Through use of a table of random numbers a sample of

120 subjects was drawn from the original total group in

each program. These samples represent 22 percent of the

original Cui. group and 21 percent of the original Tra.

group.

According to the data in Table 9 the samples of 120

69
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Table 9

Comparability of Total Groups and Samples,
General Factors

C.A. in Instructional
Categories months

of
Sub.ects Cui. Tra. Cui, Tra.

Time, 3 yr.
Intelligence
Test Scores

Cui. Tra.

Total
groups

Mean 99.98 99.40

S.D. 4.89 4.77

44 45
min.* min.*

MIMI/ OM AMMO MIMI

99.3'i ,07

14.81 14.07

Samples

Mean 99.30 99.25 44 45
Lin.* min.*

S.D. 4.65 4.44 41111110 =NI AIM. MI%

99.07 100.21

14.55 15.03

No difference between means is significant a-.1 the 0.01
level. Only one, that for C.A., is significant at the
0.05 level.

*Total time in the three-yeai period reduced to
average number of minutes per day.

subjects resellubled closely their parent populations in age

and in intelligence test scores, and were nearly identical in

the total amounts of instructional time
1
they had been

accorded.

1 See pp. 43-45 for the method of determining instrnc-
tional time.
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Table 10 reports comparative data for the three

arithmetic tests. In the case of the Cui. subjects differences

between accuracy means of the reduced sample and of the

original sample are 1.18, 0.12, and 0.47 on the Com., the

Cui., and the Tra. Tests, respectively, and the differences

between the two means for rate of work are all 1.21 or less.

For some reason the reduced Tra. sample has larger accuracy

means on all three tests than has the total Tra. sample,--

1.46, 1.42, and 1.43--as well as two larger means for rate

of work,--0.59 and 0.38 (Com. and Cui. Tests). Ncne of the

differences mentioned is reliable.

Method of Analysis

1. Total scores on sets of items.

The content of the three arithmetic tests was broken

into sets of comparatively homogeneous items. Total scores

for accuracy (Ac.) and for non-attempts (NAs) on each set

were obtained Etna e reported in a series of separate

tables for each test. Tables 11 to 17 for the Com. Test in

the next chapter are illustrative. Means for the two.samples

on each set of items are presented, along with S.D.'s, the

latter however only when the number of items in sets is

seven or more.
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Table 10

Comparability of Total Groups and Samples,
Scores on Arithmetic Tests

Instruments,
measures, and

grops

Cui. subjects Tra. subjects

Mean S.D. Mean S.D.

Com. Test

Accuracy
Total groups 39.10 15.85 37.37 15.59
Samples 40.28 16.10 38.83 17.15

Rate
Total groups 56.55 14.47 54.74 14.16
Samples 56.69 14.69 55.19 14.74

Cui. Test

Accuracy
Total groups 21.78 13.65 15.43 -8.73

Samples 21.90 13.59 16.85 9.35

Rate
Total groups 45,21 14.56 40.21 16.10
Samples 44.57 15.77 41.52 15.48

Tra. Test

Accuracy
Total groups 26.69 15.15 30.83 15.06
Samples 26.22 16.75 32.26 15.72

Rate
Total groups 45.20 14.24 46.92 12.75
Samples 45.83 13.84 46.77 13.13

The following differences between means are significant at
the 0.01 level: for the total Cui. group over the total Tra.
group in both accuracy and rate on the Cui. Test; for the total
Tra. group over the total Cui. group in accuracy on the
Tra. Test.

No differences between pairs of total groups and of samples
within the same program approaches significance.

Three differences are significant at the 0.05 level: total Cui.
group vs. total Tra. group for accuracy and rate on the Com.
Test; total Cui. group vs. total Tra. group for rate on the
Tra. Test.
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2. Scores on specific items.

For each item in a given set three measures were

recorded for each child, these measures being (a) for correct

answers, (b) for errors, and (c) for NAs (non-attempts).

The resulting tabulations will not be reproduced in this

report, but citations to the data therein will occur fre-

quently.

One procedilre employed, being based upon negative

measures (lack of success,--errors and NAs), rather than on

positive measures, such as correct answers, could lead to

misinterpretation, for a possible effect is to inflate the

significance of the former. To illustrate: on a given item

the Cui. sample could make eight errors and omit seven

more, making a total of 15 negative responses. The record

of the Tra. sample on the same item might be nine errors and

11 NAs, a total of 20 negative responses. The difference

between the totals of negative responses, 5, may seem sig-

nificantly large. Yet, it need not be because of the fact

that each sample had 120 chances on the item. The totals

of accuracy scores (Cui., 105, Tra., 100), when divided by

120, yield accuracy percentages of 87.5 and 83.3, the dif-

ference between the two being merely 4.2 percentage points.
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3. Non-attempts (NAs)

Correct and erroneous answers are readily identi-

fied: a subject attempted a computation and was success-

ful or unsuccessful. There is no ambiguity in interpreting

responses of this kind. Such, however, is not always the

case with NAs. For the purpose of studying relative per-

formances of the samples on sets of items as whole, lack of

an answer on a given item was regarded as a non-attempt and

was so counted in the tables reported, such as Tables 11 to

for the Com. Test.

In the analysis of item-by-item performances, on

the other hand, a somewhat di2ferent practice was adopted.

When a subject left blank the answer space for a given item,

the instance was always recorded as an NA, but the inter-

pretation varied. If he had made no attempt on items fol-

lowing that in question, his failure on the given item could

have been caused by lack of time, and note was made of that

fact. On the other hand, if he skipped the item in ques-

tion, as he was allowed to do, but attempted even one item

beyond that point, his NA was very probably the result of a

choice: he feared that he could not make the computation

called for.
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4. Reliability and significance.

a. Scores on tests as wholes. Assume that on a

40-minute 50-item test the mean scores for accuracy of two

large comparable hypothetical groups taught according to

unlike -lrograms of instruction are 37.5 and 3941. Suppose

further that the difference between the means, 1.6, is highly

reliable according to all statistical criteria. From this

fact it may be inferred that the program taught the group

with the larger mean is superior to that taught to the other

group,--and, more than that, that it should be adopted in

schools, transplanting the other program when it is in

effect.

Yet, in the situation described the difference be-

tween means, 1.6, represents a difference of 3.2 percent in

performance on the test as a whole. In educational practice

changes in programs are hardly justified when based on such

slight statistical evidence. And educational practice in

such circumstances is sound, especially when it is recog-

nized that the evaluative evidence (scores on a single test)

is so limited. Left out of consideration are data on many

types and unlike amounts of learning not represented in the

one test.

In a word, a difference between means, may be sta-

tistically reliable but educationally meaningless. This
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statement is not to be construed as an attack on statistics,

but rather is intended to stress the effect of applying

quite different standards in interpreting the significance

of the same statistical measure. If a difference between

means is highly reliable (a statistical term), then one

knows that this difference is not a matter of chance, but

can be confidently expected to recur whenever the given

situation recurs. But ii _his difference amounts to nothing

of educational importance, then that difference can be safely

ignored in determining educational practice.

In Chapter III the basic data were the total scores

of two large groups of subjects on three arithmetic tests.

Moreover, the tests are known to have reliability coefficients

of not less than 0.91. Differences between means could

therefore be checked statistically for reliability. Never-

theless, reliable differences had still to be interpreted

with regard to their educational significance. The standard

employed in this latter check, admittedly arbitrary, was

that differences had to represent 10 per cent of the highest

possible score. Thus, on the 70-item Com. Test, a difference

in accuracy had to amount to 7.0 points to be taken seriously.

b. Scores on sets and groups of items. In Part III

the basic data are scores of two randomly selected samples

of 120 subjects on sets or groups of similar computational

items. In only a few instances in the three tests are there
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10 or more items in a set or group. In the Com. Test, for

example, one set comprises 20 items with subgroups (or

groups, as they will be called) of 12 and eight items.

Other sets contain 15 item3 (groups of five, four, and six),

five items, seven items, six it ems (groups of three and

three), six items and 13 items. While no time limits

were imposed on sets, it is improbable that the average sub

ject spent more than ten minutes or so on any one. Hence,

the scores on sets--to say nothing of scores on groups within

sets and on individual items--militate against the applica

bility of customary procedures of testing reliu.bility be

tween pairs of mean scores.

In Chapters V VII, as substitutes for the usual

statistical standards of reliability, two criteria will be

employed, one of which is consistency of performance. Thus,

if on a set of 15 items the Cui. sample should have one more

correct answer than the Tra. sample on every example, then

the former sample could be said to have consistently 'surpassed

the latter.

But the consistent difference of one correct answer

for 15 items represents only 6.7 percent of the possible

score, and so, too little of a difference to affect educa

tional practice. Hence, to the criterion of consistency a

second must be added: the differences between mean per

formances should be of reasonable size. In Part III the
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quantitative standard set--arbitrarily again--is 10 percent

of the possible score. There is just no sense in exaggerat-

ing the educational importance of very small differences

between the scores of competing groups of school children.



CHAPTER V

RELATIVE ACHIEVEMMT ON SKILLS
TAUGHT IN BOTH PROGRAMS; THE COM. TEST

The Com. Test (a copy of which will be found in the

appendix) was devised to measure learning with respect to

computational skills taught in the Cui. and in the Tra.

programs alike. It is therefore an achievemenl; test for both

groups of subjects and should be equally valid for each

sample since every item had been approved by panels of ex-

perts on the two programs. Scores on parts of the test

representing sets of relatively homogeneous items are re-

ported in Tables 11 to 17 in terms of Ac. (number of correct

answers) and NAs (non-attempts). To assist in interpreting

scores for the sets as wholes, data will be drawn from the

item-by-item analyses for each set.

Set 1, The Simple Number Combinations. 1

Table 11

a. The set as a whole. Items 1 - 20. Columns (4) and (7).

1
I11 American mathematical programs the simple number

combinations are ordinarily not viewed as computational
items. In Scottish programs, however, they are so regarded.
And it was of course the Scottish conception that was
adopted for this study.

79
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In all, 20 number combinations were included in the

Com. Test, combinations in which the largest sum is 17 and

the largest product is 35. Two forms of number sentence were

presented. First were 12 combinations in which answers were

to be inserted in the more traditional manner, at the end of

number sentences, e.g., 8 + 5 = , 17 - 9 = , and

2 x 9 = . Next came a group of eight exercises in which

the missing numerals had to be entered in the first or an

intermediate place in number sentences, e.g., + 7 = 10

and 2 x = 12.

According to the data in column (4) of Table 119 the

Cui. mean of correct answers for the 20 items iv 16.18 with

an S.D. of 3.51. The corresponding measures for the Tra.

sample are 15.47 and 4.43--column (7). The Cui. mean for

NAB is 1.03 with an S.D. of 2.24, to be compared with the

Tra. mean of 1.21 and S.D. of 2.86. The difference between

the Ac. means is but 0.71, and between the NA means is only

0.18. Since all subjects in both samples completed Set 1,

the frequencies of correct answers, wrong answers, and NAs

are directly comparable.

Next, consideration may be given to the resplts of

item-by-item analysis, results which, neither here for Set

1 nor for other sets, mill be presented in tabular form.

To have included tables would have been to increase mate-

rially the length of the manuscript, and needlessly so, for
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citation to significant findings in the analyses will serve

all essential purposes.

The Tra. subjects wrote the larger number of correct

answers for four of the 20 items in the set, but never by

more than 4. The Cui. subjects excelled in accuracy on

fifteen items, on five by 8 or more; on seven by 5 or less.

Details will be considered belay.

The Cui. and the Tra. samples made the same number

of errors in attempted answers on two examples, :Lad the

Tra. sample had fewer incorrect answers on four others, but

by differences of only 4 or less. The Cui. sample was freer

of errors on fourteen of the twenty items, in two by.10 or

more.

A study of negative responses (incorrect answers

plus NAs) revealed that, on the average, for each error made

by the Cui. subjects, 0.34 of an example was omitted. For

the Tra. subjects the ratio is 1.0 to 0.29. Stated dif

ferently, the Cui. sample is charged with approximately three

errors for each NA; the Tra. sample, with slightly fewer

than three errors for each NA. Similar pairs of ratios were

calculated for all other sets in the Com. Test on the chance

that the relationship noted here, for the Tra. subjects to

have the smaller ratio, might prove to be characteristic.

These pairs of ratios will be assembled and discussed in

the concluding section of this chapter.
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. Group 1. Items 1 - 12. Columns (2) and (5).

In these twelve items the missing numeral is to be

inserted at the end of each number sentence. The Ac. means

of the Cui. and the Tra. samples are 10.11 and 9.83, both

with large S.D.'s; and the NA means are 0.55 and 0.58, re-

spectively, again with relatively large S.D.'s.

To turn now to the data obtained by item analysis:

the Cui.

of the

subjects were the more accurate in

number combinations. Their largest

dealing with seven

advantage is 5 on

three items; their average advantage on the seven is 4.0.

On the four combinations in wItich they excelled in frequencies

of correct answers, the Tra. margins are 4 or less.

The two samples agreed fairly closely on the relative

difficulty of the twelve combinations. The same two were

placed in the easiest third (four items); the same three in

the Adle third, and the same three in the most difficult

third. The Cui. subjects had the smaller number of incor-

rect answers on seven combinations. On these seven their

average difference in frequencies of errors compared with the

Tra. sample's is 4.0, and in no instance amounts to more

than 5.

It could be true, of course, that actual unlike-

nesses existed among the number combinations in the different

operations. The twelve combinations comprised three in each

operation, A (addition), S (subtractign), M (multiplication)
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and D (division). The totals of correct answers in each

operation are:

Cui. Tra.

A 345 332

S 293 286

M 292 290

D 272 255

The largest difference between pairs of totals is 17

in D in favor of the Cui. sample, but this difference, to say

nothing of the others, is untrustworthy and insignificant.

The Cui. total, 272, represents 76 percent of their oppor-

tunities (272 divided by 3 x 120), and the Tra. total of 255,

71 percent of their opportunities. Any argument for superior-

ity of the Cui. subjects must be based upon the consistency

of their greater success in all four operations, but it must

take into account the fact that the differences in totals

are too small to signify much.

c. Group 2. Items 13 - 20. Columns ;3) and (6).

The examples in Group 2, with missing numerals in

tbe first or in an intermediate position in the number sentences,

proved to be more difficult than the items in Group 1, as

probably would be expected. In percentage the Cui. Ac. mean

dropped from 84.3 in Group 1 to 76.6, and the Tra. Ac mean,

from 81.9 to 69.1. The Cui. Ac. mean for Group 2 is larger
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by 0.60, and the Cui. mean for NAs is smaller by 0.20 than

the corresponding means of the Tra. subjects. These dif

ferences are of course unreliable.

Item analysis for Group 2 revealed that the Cui.

totals for correct answers exceeded the Tra. totals in seven

of the eight items, by 8 or more in five instances. Item

18, 2 = 7, and item 19, + 2 = 7, were es

pecially troublesome to the Tra. subjects, who had only 52

correct answers for the first and only 38 for the second.

The same four items were in the easier half and, of

course, the other four in the more difficult half for both

samples, though the ranking within halves varied slightly for

the two samples.

The Cui. subjects made the fewer errors in fincling

answers for seven of the eight examples, on only two by 10

or more. Their average advantage is 8.4, as large as it is

because of the extreme difficulty the Tra. subjects encoun

tered with items 18 and 19, as noted above.

The rm. sample consistently made negative responses

more commonly than did the Cui. sample, by margins of 3 to 19.

On this account, in eddition to the results of other com

parisons, the Cui. subjects seem to have surpassed the Tra.

subjects, if but little, on Group 2.

It is questionable, however, that the Cui. subjects

really knew the eight combinations in the eight examples any
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better than did the Tra. subjects. It was known at the time

when the Com. Test was constructed that the latter subjects

in general had had little or no experience with examples in

the form of 2 x = 6 and - 7 = 5. Accordingly it

was agreed that, before starting on the Com. Test, they

should be given some teaching in connection with completing

number sentences so expressed. In all likelihood, the amount

of practice they had, perhaps ten minutes in all, was insuf-

ficient for them to acquire anything like the ease of deal-

ing with these forms that was possessed by the Cui. subjects.

For the Tra. children items 13 - 20 may not have measured

knowledge of number combinations as such, but this knowledge

Alas the ability to unravel number relationships of a com-

paratively strange sort. If this hypothesis is sound, then

the Tra. panel apparently accepted for the Com. Test items

that weakened the case for their program.
2

On the whole, the two samples appear to have been

equal in ability to supply answers for the number combina-

tions in the Com. Test. This judgment was not anticipated,

2
Yet, this panel did include in the Tra. Test to be

considered in a later chapter four items (items 49 - 52)
in which the missing numerals in the number sentences all
occur in the position just preceding the answer. As will be
seen, the Tra. subjects did not do well on these items, a
fact which may or may not be explicable as the result of
their unfamiliarity with the form of statement. If so,
then why were they put in the Tra. Test?
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In the Tra. program the number combinations are taught

directly, explicitly, and systematically. In the Cui. pro-

gram they are supposedly learned through activities (a) in

disco aring number relationships by manipulating the Cui.

rods and (b) in using these discoveries in dealing with

practical quantitative situations, (c) with little or no

formal drill on the combinations as such. The Cui. programs

seem to have been successful, at least to a point. It must

be remembered, however, that the number combinations selected

for the Com. Test had to be approved by the Cui. panel, and

the choices made are those emphasized in the Cui. program,

so that other combinations taught in the Tra. program 'were

excluded. Hence, in the judgment stated above, to the effect

that the two samples were on a par with respect to profi-

ciency with the number combinations, it was necessary to

insert the limiting phrase "number combinations in the Com.

Test." Left unanswered is the question whether the two

programs were equally effective in teaching the whole gamut

of number combinations.

Set 2. Supplying Numerals in Number Sentences;
A and S. Table 12.

Three groups of items, each successive group more

difficult than the preceding, make up a total of fifteen

items in the set. In Group 1, the largest sum is 24; in
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Group 2, 37, and in Group 3, 64. Illustrative examples are

9 + 3 + = 16, 37 = 25 + , and - 13 = 13.

The numbers of items in the groups are five, four,

and six,--clearly too few to justify generalizations for any

group. As a matter of fact, generalizations for the set as

a whole are made hazardous by the fact that many subjects

in both samples did not have time to try the computations

called for in the :last six examples.

a. The set as a whole. Items 21 - 25, 29 - 32, and 56 - 61.
Columns (5) and (9).

The Cui. and the Tra. means for accuracy (7.28 and

6.71, respectively) differ little, as is true for the NA

means (4.33 and 4.66). That the T-ra. subjects did as well

as they did in comparison with their rivals was somewhat

surprising in view of their lack of experience with examples

written in the form of horizontal sentences, as noted in

Section 1 above.

It is hoped that by now the reader has become accus-

tomed to the pattern of organization for the discussion of

results on each set or group of items. The data in the basic

table (here, Table 12) having been considered, a transition

is made to the findixigs of item analysis.

The Cui. totals of correct answers for Set 2 sur-

passed the Tra. totals in twelve of the fifteen examples. The
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largest difference is 21, in example 24, 18 = 7 + + 6.

In terms of correct answers the five examples most difficult

for the Tra. subjects were also most difficult for the Cui.

subjects, and in precisely the same order of ranks. And

another five examples proved to be the easiest five for both

samples, with but two of these items differing in rank order.

The Cui. sample made fewer errors than the Tra.

sample in ten of the fifteen examples, in only two by 10 or

more incorrect answers. The Tra. subjects had fewer errors

in three examples by even smaller margins. For the other two

examples the numbers of erroneous answers is the same.

b. Group 1. Items 21 25. Columns (2) and (6).

On the average the Cui. subjects secured the larger

number of correct answers for 0.29 more examples and at

tempted 0.17 more examples.

All subjects finished Group 1. The Cui. subjects

had more correct answers in four examples, the Tra, subjects,

in only one. A single difference is larger than 7, that

(in favor of the Cui. sample) being for item 24, already

referred to. The five examples have substantially the same

ranking for difficulty for both samples as judged by num

bers of correct answers.

The Cui. sample made the fewer errors in all five

examples, in none by more than 6.
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c. Group 2. Items 29 - 32. Columns (3) and (7).

Among the four items in this group is one that is

odd, in that it calls for knowledge that 3 doz. = 36. The

Ac. means of the samples differ by only 0.25 in favor of the

Cui. subjects. The two NA means are practically identical.

The greater frequencies of correct answers were made

by the Cui. subjects in all of the four items. The amount

of the differences in this respect are never larger than 7.

The four examples rank in the same order of difficulty for

both samples.

In their attempts to secure answers for three of the

examples the Cui. subjects made the fewer errors, in two of

them by 10 and 12.

d. Group 3. Items 56 - 61. Columns (4) and (8).

On the average the Cui. subjects outscored the Tra.

subjectsby 0.13 in Ac. and omitted 0.20 fewer examples. For

four items the frequencies of correct answers for the Cui.

subjects exceeded those of the Tra. subjects by 9 or fewer.

The difficulty ranking of the examples, in terms of numbers

of correct answers, is substantially the same for both samples.

As judged by totals of negative responses, items 60 and 61

- 13 = 13, and 15 = 51) proved to be the most

troublesome for both samples, but for one reason because of
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the large increases in NAs, owing to shortage of time.

In conclusion, there seems to be no reliable and so,

no significant difference in the ability of the two samples

to deal with the items in Set 21 either in Ac. 3
or in NAs.

True, on the set as a whole, the Cui. subjects (a) had more

correct answers than the Tra. subjects for twelve of the

fifteen examples, by an average amount of 7.8; (b) had fewer

incorrect answers on nine of the items, by margins of 6 or

more on five, and (c) is charged with fewer NAs on ten

examples, by 7 or more on only five. Yet, the Cui. advan-

tages, while fairly consistent, for the most part are.small.

In items like those in Set 2 there is some interest

in knowing whether the relative difficulty of examples was

affected by the place in the number sentence where the miss-

ing numeral is to be inserted. As judged by totals of nega-

tive responses, the order of difficulty for both samples

3A different method of comparing the accuracy of the
two samples (that is, different from those reported above)
was tried out for Set 2. The subjects who did not start
Group 2 were eliminated in consideration of the items in
that group as well as in Group 3; and the subjects who did
not reach the first item in Group 3 were eliminated in con-
sideration of the Group 3 items. There wele left, then,
only the subjects who attempted all items in the group or
groups, as well as those who omitted apparently difficult
items as a matter of choice. Percentages of correct answers
were then computed for both reduced samples on each item.
Results of the ensuing comparisons are not here reported,
for they changed the general picture not at all.



was the same, easiest to most difficult: intermediate,

terminal, and initial, though the difference in totals for

the easier two places is slight. Moreover, the number of

items in each group is small: inP;ial, 4; intermediate,

terminal, 5. Yet again, the special difficulty of the group

in which the missing numeral occurs first in the number

sentence may be an artifact. Two of the four items in this

group came very late in the test and were therefore subject

to an excessive number of NAs.

Set 3. Horizontal and/or Vertical Addition:
Three Addends. Items 33, 34, 62 - 64. Table 13.

This set comprises only five items. lEach was printed

in both the horizontal and the vertical forms of presenta-

tion; thus,

19 + 26 + 34 =
19

or 26 . To both samples
+ 34

it was explained prior to the testing that each child could

choose the form he preferred; and, besides, the phrase "Add

either way" appeared on the test blank twice. The five items

were offered in two separated groups, 33 and 34; 62 - 64.

There being so few examples in all, they will be considered

as a single set.
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The Com. Test. Scores of Samples in
Vertical and/or Horizontal Addition

Items 33, 34, 62 - 64
Cui. Sample Tra. Samat
Ac. NA Ac. NA

27 11 39 8

l': 4 22 3

16 24 8 24

2 20 2 18 6

1 13 5 6 2

0 25 74 27 77

Means* 2.60 1.27 2.91 1.15

*S.D.'s omitted as meaningless.

The Cui. sample made111 percent of the Tra. number

of negative responses. Four of the Cui. subjects and five of

the Tra. subjects stopped work before coming to the first

item in the set, and an additional 29 of the former and an

additional 26 of the latter, before coming to the last three

items, which appeared fairly late in the test. Thus, 107 of

the total of 153 Cui. NAs were caused by shortage of time,

and 120 of the total of 138 Tra. NAs were similarly caused.

Hence, the Cui. subjects skipped eight more examples
4
than

4
Total of NAs minus total of NAs resulting from lack

of time.
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did the Tra subjects, examples thought to be too difficult

and hence subject to unwanted errors.

All in all, whi/e no measure of reliability can be

calculated, the results of the comparisons above give the im-

pression that the Tra. sample excelled in horizontal/vertical

addition. Nevertheless, the small margin of advantage en-

joyed by this sample is threatened by an extraneous factor,

namely, the confusion of many Cui. subjects occasioned by the

presentation of the same examples in the two forms of expres-

sion. The Tra. subjects consistently added by columns.

Sixteen Cui. subjects did so, but only one was successful

with all five examples. Work on the test papers of 32 Cui.

subjects reveals uncertainty,--whether to add horizontally

or to add by columns. Some started by using the horizontal

form and changed to use of columns. Others used the hori-

zontal form in an example and then copied the answer, cor-

rect or incorrect, under the corresponding vertical form.

Still others varied throughout the set, now adding hori-

zontally and now vertically.

The inability of about a fourth of the Cui. subjects

to decide what was to be done in Set 3 was most probably

caused by inadequate explanations of the direction, "Add

either way," which were given before the actual testing be-

gan. In any case inability to decide what to do has little
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relationship to the purpose of Set 3, which was to measure

skill in horizontal/vertical addition. The effect, however,

was almost certainly to lower the Ac. scores of the 32 Cui.

subjects referred to in the foregoing paragraph, and probably

to lower them enough to wipe out the apparent superiority of

the Tra. sample. This possibility, in addition to the fact

that almost a fourth of the subjects in each sample lacked

time to attempt the last three items in the five-item set,

leads one to conclude that on this set neither sample over-

matched the other.

Set 4. Fractions. Items 26 - 28, 35 - 37, 55.
Table 14

The first three items are of the type, find 1 of 20

and divide by 5, the last four, of the type, What is j of 86?

For the seven examples combined the two means differ

by only 0.07 in Ac. (in favor of the Cui. subjects) and by

only 0.05 for Nks (in favoe of the Tra. subjects). (T41:ole

14.)

So much for the data in the basic table, now to turn

to the results of item analysis: the Cui. subjects have an

aerage of 4.5 more cokrect answers in four examples, the

Tra. subjects, an average of 7.0 more in three. Both samples

found item 35 (What is the hall! of 16?) the easiest in the

set amd agreed on the same two other examples as next in
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difficulty, but with relative ranks reversed. Item 28 was

the most troublesome for both samples,--Multiply 1 of 16

by 3.

Items 26 28 are more complicated than are items

35 37 and 55. In each of the former examples an answer

has to be known or found for such a fractional expiession

as -2- of 16, and then the answer has to be used in making a

computation. Finding the answers for the second group of

items involves, or may involve, no more than-knowledge of

fractional parts that could be memorized. Being more compli

cated, the first three examples discussed might be expected

:o be more difficult than were items 35 37 and 55; and they

were, for both samples had identical average percentages of

46 for the first three and of 75 (Cui.) and 54 (Tra.) for

the last four.

The distributions of scores for the two samples in

Table 14 are very similar. Fortyfive Cui. and 44 Tra. sub

jects made Ac. scores of 5 to 7; 44 Cui. and 40 Tra. subjects,

scores of 0 to 2.

The CLi. subjects made the smaller numbers of errors

in four examples and the larger in three. One difference

amounts to 16 (Cui. for item 27), and none of the other six,

to more than 6. In each sample three subjects stopped work

before reaching item 35; 19 more Cui. and 15 more Tra. sub

jects did not have time to try item 55.
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Table 14

The Com. Test. Scores of Samples on Fractions.

Items 26
Scores Cui. Sample

Ac. NA

- 28 35 - 37 55
Tra. Sample
Ac. NA

7 13 7 13

6 23 4 16

5 9 6 15

4 19 9 20

3 12 11 16

2 20 8 11

1 13 24 17

0 11 51 12

Means 3.66 1.77 3.58

S.D.'s 2.23 2.17 2.21

9

5

2

9

7

9

28

51

1.72

2.22

To sum up, the two samples appear to have done

equally well in their work with fractions, save for the poorer

record of the Tra. sample on the last four items of Set 4.

Yet, there were large differences in the demands made upon

the two samples by reason of dissimilarities in the programs

they had studied. Because of greater experience in halving

and doubling numbers, the Cui. subjects had an advantage that

gave them special assistance in all seven examples. They,

or many of them, may well have memorized the answers for

A, ..Akje,44,4. e
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of 12, of 20, of 16 (which occurred twice), and of 86, as

well as 1/5 of 30. By contrast, in most of these instances,

at least for most Tra. subjects, the answers had to be found

through "short division." (See Mr. Allan's statement,

page 22 of Chapter I.) The Tra. sample, therefore, did sur-

prisingly well to equal the Cui. sample.

Set 5. Structure and Divisibility of Numbers.
Table 15.

a. The set as a whole. Items 46 - 48, 70 - 72.
Columns (4) and (7).

The first three items relate to number structure, and

typical of this group is the example, Write these numbers in

figures: Six hundred and five. The last three items are

concerned with the divisibility of numbers; and typical of

the last three is the example, Write three numbers that

divide into 20 exactly.

The means of the two samples for the six items to-

gether are identical (2.72) for Ac., and the Cui. mean for

NAs is only 0.21 the smaller. But these statistics, as well

as others to follow, cannot be taken too seriously because of

the large numbers of work stoppages,--in the Cui. sample,

eight before-reaching item 46 and 50 more (58 in all, or

nearly half) before reaching item 70; in the Tra. sample, 11

before reaching item 46 and 53 more (64 in all, or more than

half) before reaching item 70.
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For whatever they are worth, the data show that each

sample had the greater number of correct answers for three

examples, by an average of 5.3 for the Tra. subjects and of

8.3 for the Cui. sample. Starting with the easiest example,

five examples have the same ranking for difficulty in both

samples. In each of four examples the Tra subjects made

the fewer errors by an average of 5.2; in each of two, the

Cui. subjects by an average of 2.

b. Group 1. Number structure. Items 46 - 48.
Columns (2) and (5).

All except eight Cui. and 11 Tra. subjects completed

the examples in Group 1; but since only three items were to

be dealt with, the significance of the findings on "number

structure" is slight and uncertain. The Tra. mean for

accuracy is a bit the larger of the two; and the difference

in average number of errors per example is 5.3, in favor of

the Tra sample. In all three examples the accuracy of the

Tra. sample was greater than that of the Cui. sample, but

by as many as 8 correct answers on only one item. The two

means for NAs are practically identical, as is the order

of difficulty of the examples ft-2 the two samples as judged

by totals of correct answers.
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c. Group 2. Number divisibility. Items 70 - 72.
Columns (3) and (7).

Comparisons of the pairs of means for numbers of

correct answers per example and for numbers of NAs per

example favor the Cui. subjects (differences of 0.23 and

0.64, respectively). The numbers both of errors and of NAs

per item are much larger for Group 2 than are the corre-

sponding numbers for Group 1. On all three items the Cui.

subjects had the greater number of correct answers (an aver-

age of 8.7), and on two of the items the smaller numbers of

errors. In view of the excessive amount of work stoppage

because of time limits prior to item 70, the data on

number divisibility" are very incomplete and are therefore

not reported in the usual manner.

To add up, the slight evidence available might

point to superiority of the Tra. subjects on "number struc-

ture," and of the Cui. subjects on "number divisibility,"

but one can only surmise, if the tentative inferences were

warranted, it would be in line with what is known about

the two programs, number structure being emphasized more

in the Tra. program, and number divisibility in the Cui.

program.
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Set 6. Two-operation Examples. Items 49 - 54.
Table 16

The first four of the six examples are of the type,

34 - 25 + 8 = , and the last two items, of the type,

Multiply 10 by 5 and take away 24

Again the records of the two samples indicate parity

in the abilities tested. The Tra. subjects' mean for Ac.

is the greater by 0.10, and their mean for NAs is the

smaller by 0.25. On three items the Tra. sample averaged 8.3

more correct answers, on two, the Cui. sample by an average

of 1.5. The Tra. subjects made 10 more errors on the last

item, 23 + 41 - 32 = , than did the Cui. subjects, who

had fewer errors in three other examples by differences of

4 or fewer. The relative difficulty of the six items was

similar for the two samples. The same three examples ap-

peared in tho easier half, and another three in the more

difficult half, with but minor differences in ranks within

the halves.

Fourteen Cui. subjects and 21 Tra. subjects did not

reach the first item in Set 6. Despite the difference of

seven subjects no correction has been made in the data

reported above.
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Table 16

The Com. Test. Scores of Samples
on Two-operation Examples

Scores
Items 49 - 54

11M1101"7/=m

Cui. Sanle Tra. Sample
Ac. NA Ac. NA

6 5 15 6 15

5 8 12 11 3

4 14 6 11 6

3 13 3 16 10

2 17 14 14 11

1 31 8 31 8

0 32 62 31 67

Means 1.92 1.83 2.02 1.58

Finally one may conjecture why the Cui. subjects did

not considerably outscore the Tra. subjects on Set 6, more

especially on the first four items. Certainly they (the

Cui. subjects) had had a great deal of experience with two-

operation examples. (See the Cui. Test.) But for them,

such examples were commonly, if not generally, expressed

with brackets or parentheses. Thus, item 51 of the Com.

Test, 66 - 30 - 8 = , would very probably have been

presented in some such fashion as (66 - 30) - 8. Perhaps

the absence of the familiar cues of parentheses (or brackets)

served to confuse them, leaving them uncertain concerning
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the point at which to start computation. On the other hand,

the Cui. panel raised no objection.to the inclusion of the

items in question in the Com. Test; nor did it request that

an explanation of the form of the items be given the Cui.

subjects prior to the administration of the test.

Set 7. Time measures; Scottish money.
Items 38 - 45, 65 - 69. Table 17.

The tic. means of both samples are low, representing

percentages of less than 50; an thu NA means are large,

representing more than 30 percent of the possibilities. The

Cui. Ac. mean exceeds the Tra. mean by a mere 0.15, and the

Cui. subjects on the average had 0.39 fewer NAs. Of the

most difficult five examples for the Cui. sample, four were

in the most difficult five for the Tra. sample, and another

five examples were the easiest five for both samples.

The Cui totals of correct answers are the larger

for eight examples, in only three by 8 or more (10, the

largest); the Tra. totals, the larger in five, in two by 8

and 14. The placement of items 65 - 69 near the end of the

test was largely responsible for a total of 472 NAs for the

whole slt in the case of the Cui. sample and a total of 528

NAs in the case of the Tra. sample. If comparisons firr ac-

curacy are limited to the earlier items in the set, 38 - 45,

the Cui. average number of correct answers per example is

66.6, and the Tra. average is 65.4.
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Table 17

The Com. Test. Scores of Samples
on Time Measures and Scottish Money

Scores
Items 38 - 45 65 - 69

Cui. Sample Tra. Sam le
Ac. NA Ac. NA

13 2 8 1 11

12 2 3 6 3

11 10 2 8 1

10 6 1 5 1

9 10 3 7 2
8 9 4 14 7
7 11 5 11 5
6 6 9 10 8

5 15 17 8 19
4 16 9 10 6
3 7 8 8 g
-)
r., 8 2 6 3
1 6 'i0 8 12
0 12 39 18 34

Means 5.64 3.93 5.49 4.32
S.D.'s 3.54 4.04 3.79 4.19

There is no significant difference, either at the 0.01 or
at the 0.05 level, between the Cui. and the Tra. means for
Ac. or for NA's.

Since time measures were used in only two items, the

relative achievement of the two samples is of but incidental

interest. Item 68 is: 1 hour - 1 hour = minutes.

The frequencies of correct answers are 29 for the 60 Cui.

subjects who attempted the item and 32 for the 55 Tra. sub-

jects who tried the computation. Item 69 is: 50 minutes

and 20 minutes will make hours and minutes.
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Thirty-three Cui. subjects and 37 Tra. subjects were success-

ful out of the 59 Cui. and the 55 Tra. subjects who worked

on the example.

In sum, because of the small differences between Ac.

and NA means and because of the excessively large number of

NAs beginning with item 65, it is impossible to say that

either sample surpassed the other on this set of 13 items.

Had Set 7 contained triple the number of items and had all

subjects finished the longer test, differences in ability to

deal with Scottish money and with measures taught to both

samples might have been revealed. However, the only evidence

available is the performance of the two samples on a-short

test, in which they seem to have done equally well.

Summary and Interpretation

This chapter reports the results of comparing the

records of the Cui. and the Tra. samples, each comprising 120

subjects, on the Com. Test which, because of the method of

its development, we.s an achievement test for both the Cui.

and the 'Eta. subjects. But interest lies, not in the rela-

tive success of the two samples on the test as a whole, 5 but

rather in their success on types of compitational skills.

5ks shown in Table 10, the Ac. mean of the Cui.
sample was 1.45 greater than that of the Tra. sample (40.28
compared with 38.83). The difference is unreliable.
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The 72 items in the test were distributed into seven sets of

comparatively homogeneous items; e.g., computations with

fractions. These sets contain from five to 20 items; and

three of the sets were broken down into sub-sets or groups in

order to recognize minor differences in homogeneity. The

individual test papers were examined item by item, as well

as by sets and groups, to identify possible dissimilarities

in which one or the other of the two instructional programs

might prove to have been more effective in developing compu-

tational proficiency.

The relevant data are assembled in Table 18; but

before the data are scrutinized it is important to remember

that even the most complete set consists of 20 items; the

next most complete, of 15 items, and the remaining five, of

13 items or fewer. And the largest group in any set com-

prises only 12 items. When samples of test items number 10

or fewer items, statistical measures of reliability as they

are customarily calculated are highly suspect.

Hence, in the interpretation of differences between

the scores of the two samples on sets and groups of items,

two criteria of reliability will be employPfl, One criterion

will be consistency. This term means an uninterrupted suc-

cession of advantages of one sample over the other in a

series of at least six comparable items. But the margins of

advantage must also be of reasonable size, and this is the
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second criterion. Reasonable size will be defined as mar-

gins equal to at least 10 percent. To illustrate: if the

Tra. sample should have but one more correct answer than the

Cui. sau,ple on each of the items in a set of 13, the cri-

terion of consistency would be satisfied but not the cri-

terion of reasonable size.

As might be expected, the achievement of schools in

each sample, Cui. and Tra., are very uneven. In the Cui. set

of schools three made outstanding records and two, very poor

records. In the Tra. set of schools were two with very in-

ferior records and two with superior records. The marked

differences in achievement cannot be explained as the result

of large differences in intelligence ratings. Rather, the

differences in performance on the Com. Test reflect unlike-

nesses within each set of schools in the degree to which they

adhered to the particular program they were purported to

follow. In a word, it is a myth to refer to the Cui. program

and the Tra. program. This statement merely underscores the

same sort of statement made by Miss Law and by Mr. Allan in

Chapter I, where both stress the lack of uniformity of

schools supposedly teaching the same program.

Review of the results by sets

Set 1. Numbar combinations; 20 items. The two

samples were equally accurate on the eight combinations in
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which answers were to be written in the last position in

number sentences. On the other twelve items, in which miss-

ing numerals were to be inserted in the first position or at

the middle of number sentences, the Tra. subjects were

regularly inferior, but their difficulty seemed to lie less

in ignorance of number combinations than in the necessity of

dealing with them in a form unfamiliar to them.

Set 2. Completing number sentences, 15 items.

Illustrations of three types of item are: 9 + 3 + = 16,

= 14 + 21, and 64 - = 11. All items call for

addition and/or subtraction, and nine involve four numerals.

The record of the Cui. sample is slightly the better of the

two, but the margins of advantage are small. Again the Tra.

subjects were at something of a disadvantage because of rela-

tively less prior experience with some of the forms of the

examples.

Set 3. Vertical and/or horizontal addition, five

items. Each of the five examples was printed both in the

horizontal and in the vertical forms, preceded by the in-

struction, "Add either way," and with the word "or" inserted

between the pairs of algorisms. Each example has five ad-

dends, and three examples have two-place numerals, sums are

all less than 99. The Tra. subjects outscored the Cui.

subjects in accuracy on all five examples, but by amounts of
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small size. About one fourth of the Cui. subjects were

handicapped by failure to understand directions as shown by

their work on their test papers.

Set 4. Fractions, seven items. Three of the ex

amples are of the type, Add 20 to 1 of 12, four of the type,

What is the half of 82? Neither group surpassed the other in

accuracy on the set as a whole, though there is a strong

probability that the Tra. subjects had had less instruction

on the skills involved.

Set 5. Number structure and divisibility, six

items. On the three items of the typn, Write this nuMber in

figures: Three Hundred and fortyfive,--on these items the

Tra. sample did slightly better than the Cui. sample. The

other three items in the set, illustrated by, Write three

numbers that divide exactly into 24, came last in the test.

NAs were so common that no comparison of relative success is

warranted.

Set 6. Twooperation examples, six items. Samples

of a group of four items are 12 + 26 30 = and 34

25 + 8 = . One of the tvo other items is, Find 2 times

8 and add 10. The slight superiority of the Tra. sample in

frequencies of correct answers was in part produced by a

factor extraneous to the purpose of the testing. Work on

test papers for the first four examples shaved that many Cui.
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subjects were confused by the form of statement. They were

accustomed to seeing such examples written with brackets, and

in their absence they did not seem to know where to start

the computations.

Set 7. Time measures; Scottish money, 13 items.

Only two of the items involve time measures. The Cui. sub

jects have the higher average accuracy, but by small margins.

The fact that on each of the last five items, which come near

the end of the test, there were more than 60 omissions for each

sample makes it impossible to say that either sample was

certainly superior to the other.

Review of the results in terms of accuracy means. Table 18.

The statistics in columns (2) and (3) of Table 18

were obtained by comparing the Cui. and the Tra. means in

Tables 11 to 17. For example, according to Table 11 the Ac.

means (average number of correct answers) for Set 1 as a whole

are: Cui., 16.18, Tra., 15.47. The difference between the

two is 0.71 in favor of the Cui. sample and is so entered in

the first row of data in Table 9a. In similar fashion the NA

means (average number of omissions) are: Cui., 1.03; Tra.,

1.20. The difference, 0.18, in favor of the Cui. sample

(because of fever omissions), appears as the first entry in

column (3).
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Table 18

Summary of Data for Sets and Groups of
Computational Skills

Skills, with
numbers of
items in

each
( 1 )

Differences between
Means,* with

Superior Sample

Correct
Answers

(2)

Non-at-
tempts

(3)

Numbers of
Individual items
in which each
sample had the

Larger Number of
Correct Answers

(4)

1. Number
combinations

Whole set (20)Cui., 0.71
Group 1 (12) Cui., 0.18
Group 2 (8) Cui., 0.60

2. Supplying
missing
numerals
Whole set (15)Cui., 0.57
Group 1 (5) Cui., 0.29
Group 2 (4) Cul., 0,25
Group 3 0.13

3. Vertical
and/or
horizontal
ad:cation 5 Tra. 0.31

4. Fractions
171 Cui., 0.08

5. Number
structure 0.00
and divisi-
bility (6)
Whole set (6) 0.00
Group 1 (3) Tra., 0.21
Group 2 (3) Cui., 0.23

Cui., 0.18 Cui., 15
Cui., 0.03 Cui., 7
Cui., 0.20 Cui.

Cui., 0.33 Cui., 12
Cui., 0.17 Cui., 4
Tra., 0.03 Cui.,
Cuitj 0.20 Cul..., 4

Tra. , 0.12 Tra. ,

Tra., 0.05 Cuie, 4

Cui

Cui., 0.21 Cui., 3
Cui., 0.02 Tra.,
Cui., 0.13 Cui.,

Tra., 4
Tra., 4

8

"Tra., 2
Tra., 1
4
Tra 1

5

Tra., 3
3

3

6. Two-opera-
tion
exampiesi±a_Tra.0.10Treui.2

7. Measures;
Scottish
money (13) Cui., 0.15 Cui., 0.39 Cui., 8 Tra., 5

*
Derivea by comparing means in Tables 11 to 17.
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Examination of the data in column (2) of Table 18

shows that the Cui. sample surpassed the Tra. sample in

average number of correct answers E2r total set in four in-

stances, and the Tra. sample surpassed the Cui. sample in

two total sets. The Cui. means are the greater by 0.71 in

Set 1 and 0.57 in Set 2, but by 0.15 or less in Sets 4 and 7.

The differences in Sets 3 and 6, in which the Tra. sample

excelled, are 0.31 and 0.10. None of the differences is large

enough to be educationally significant.

The entries in column (4) indicate little consistency

for either sample in securing correct answers for individual

items within sets. Thus, in Set 1 the Cui. subjects made

the more snccessful attempts with 15 number combinations and

the fewer with four. In Set 3 only did one sample (the Tra.

subjects) uniformly surpass the other. But in this instance

the differences in frequencies of correct answer item by item

are small, and an explanation for the poorer record of the

Cui. subjects has been offered just above.

In four sets the Cui. iample averaged the fewer NAs,

and in three sets the Tra. sample enjoyed this distinction.

(The entries in column (3) are read negatively, as it were.

Cui., 0.18 in the first row means that the Cui. subjects on

the average omitted 0.18 fewer Items in Set 1.) This matter

of NAs will be considered later.

On the whole, the Cui. subjects seem to have a slight
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edge over the Tra. subjects in achievement on the Com. Test,

but an edge of insufficient size to justify the general

adoption of either of the two programs to the exclusion of

the other. In the case of sets in which the Cui. sample, or

the Tra. sample, shows to advantage, more or less extraneous

factors mentioned earlier in the chapter and to be cited

again shortly, may in themselves account for such disparities

as appear to exist.

In sum, neither of the foregoing analyses of records

made on the seven types of computational skill included in

the Com. Test reveal a single skill in which one of the

samples clearly excelled. Hence, in all probability the

two programs were equally effective in promoting computational

competence. The conclusion is restricted of course to

achievement on selected skills, and more particularly on these

skills as they were used in the particular examples in the

test, examples taught in both programs in the opinion of the

Tra. and the Cui. panels. Moreover, the conclusion of equal

effectiveness is subject to modification in terms of the

results of other analyses to be reported.

Errors and NonAttempts

Obviously on each example a child could have (a)

recorded the correct answer, (b) written an incorrect answer,

or (c) not attempted the computation at all. The data on



(a) have been reported in the foregoing section; but it is

important to know about (b) and (c) also.

Errors. By sets and examples the data on errors are

assembled in Table 19. In Set 1, for example, the Cui.

subjects made fever errors in 14 examples; the Tra. subjects

in four. The Cui. sample made fewer errors by 8 or more in

five examples; by 5 or less in nine; the Tra. sample, fewer

errors by 4 or less in four examples.

In six of the seven sets each sample made both the

greater and the smaller number of errors on one or more ex-

amples. In other words, save in Set 3 where the Tra. sample

made the smaller number of errors on all examples, neither

sample consistently was the more inaccurate in any set.

True, the Cui. subjects made the smaller number of

errors in five sets, compared with two sets for the Tra.

subjects; but a scrutiny of the data in the last column

reveals that only in a few instances did the difference in

errors amount to much. Even a difference of 10 errors on an

example is equivalent to but 8.07 percent of the possi-

bility,--120 (subjects) divided by 10 (errors).

The results of these comparisons do not seem to

require any alteration of the conclusion that neither pro-

gram was more effective than the other in producing computa-

tional proficiency in skills taught in both.
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Table 19

Differences between Samples in Numbers of Errors,
by Sets and Examples

Sets, with
Numbers of

Items

Numbers of
Examples in

which Samples
made fewer

Errors.

Cui. Tra.

Margins of differences in
the, e examples

1.
(20 items)

2.
(15 items)

3.
(5 items)

4.
(7 items)

5.
(6 items)

6.
(6 items)

7.
(13 items)

14 4 Cui.: fewer errors by 8 or
more in 5 examples; by 5
or less in 9

Tra.: fewer errors by 4 or
less in 4 examples

10 3 Cui.: fewer errors by 10 and
12 in 2 examples; by 6 or
less in 8
Tra.: fewer errors by 6 or
less in 3 examples

0 5 Tra.: fewer errors by 8 in
1 example; by 6 or less in
4 examples

4 3 Cui.: fewer errors by 16 in
1 example; by 5 or less in
4 examples
Tra.: fewer errors by 6 or less
in 3 examples

2 4 Cui.: fewer errors by 1 and
3 in 2 examples
Tra.: fewer errors by 7 and
8 in 2 examples; by 4 or
less in 2 examples

4 1 Cui.: fewer errors by 10 in
1 example; by 4 or less in
3 examples
Tra.: fewer errors by 1 in 1

example

7 4 Cui.: fewer errors by 11 in 1
example; by 7 or less in
6 examples
Tra.: fewer errors by 12 in 1
example; by 8 or less in
3 exam les
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NoiLLAIlempts. For the sake of convenience end ease

of reference, data are copied below from Taples 11 to 17.

The measures represent averages of NAs per set.

Sets Cui. Tra. Sets Cui. Tra.

1. 1.03 1.21 5. 2.15 2.36

2. 4.33 4.66 6. 1.83 1.58

3. 1.27 1.15 7. 4.04 4.19

4. 1.77 1.72

The largest of the differences between the seven

pairs of means is 0.33 (Set 2), and all others are 0.25 or

less. The Cui. subjects have the smaller average for-four

sets; the Tra. subjects, for three. There is still no evi-

dence to contradict the conclusion of equal effectiveness of

the two programs in teaching the skills in the Com. Test.

Ratios of errorJ to NAs. In the d.g.scussion of the

results for Set 1 it was noted that the Cui. subjects ap-

peared to be slightly more prone than were the Tra. sub-

je ts to omit seemingly difficult examples rather than to risk

errors. At this point the evidence bearing on this hypothesis

will be examined; and the pertinent data are summarized in

Table 20.

First, however, it is to be noted that NAs may be of

two kinds: (a) omissions because of difficulty or supposed
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difficulty, and (b) omissions caused by lack of time. No

distinction was made between the two kinds in the tabula-

tion just above. In these paragraphs, however, as a second

step omissions of type (b) were excluded, and the reduced

totals of NAs are compared with the totals of errors for each

set as a whole, in the form of ratios, errors to NAs.

In Set 1 all subjects in both samples attempted the

20 items, so that no adjustment needed to be made of the kind

mentioned just above. Or, stated differently, the unadjusted

(or "raw") ratios can be accepted as adjusted ratios. For

Set 2 and all subsequent sets both unadjusted and adjusted

ratios are reported. In Set 2, 60 NAs were eliminated for the

four Cui. subjects who did not start the set of 15 items, and

156 more NAs were excluded for the 26 more Cui. subjects who

did not have time to work on the last six items. This ex-

planation illustrates the procedure employed to secure the

numbers of NAs in other sets attributed to willful omission.

The ratios in Table 20 give little support to the

hypothesis in question. In five of the six unadjusted ratios

those for the Tra. sample are the smaller, but by slight

differences only, save for Set 3. In the case of adjusted

ratios, which probably are more significant in the preFent

context, the Tra. ratios are the smaller in only four of the

seven comparisons, and the differences are very small indeed.

The initial hunch seems to have been invalidated, and it is
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Table 20

Ratios of Numbers of Errors to Numbers of
Non-Attempts, by Sets as Wholes

Sets Unad'usted Ratios Ad"usted Ratios

1. Cui.: 1.0 : 0.34*
Tra.t 1.0 :

2. Cui.: 1.0 : 1.17 Cui.: 1.0 : 0.77
Tra.: 1.0 : 1.21 Tra.: 1.0 : 0.89

3. Cui.: 1.0 : 2.05 Cui.: 1.0 : 1.27
Tra.: 1.0 : 1.22 Tra.: 1.0 : 0.34

4. Cui.: 1.0 : 1.22 Cui.: 1.0 : 0.87
Tra.: 1.0 : 1.00 Tra.: 1.0 : 0.74

5. Cui.: 1.0 : 1.80 Cui.: 1.0 : 0.40
Tra.: 1.0 : 1.26 Tra.: 1.0 : 0.43.

6. Cui.: 1.0 : 0.80 Cui.: 1.0 : 0.50
Tra.: 1.0 0.65 Tra.: 1.0 : 0.42

7. Cui.: 1.0 : 1.18 Cui.: 1.0 : 0.56
Tra.: 1.0 : 1.16 Tra.: 1.0 : 0.52

Set 1. All finished the set; hence, no unadjusted ratio.

Set 2. Cui. sample: 4 subjects did not reach Group 2;
30, Group 3.
Tra. sample: 4 subjects did not reach Group 2;
26, Group 3.

Set 3. Cui. sample: 4 subjects did not reach the first
example in the set; 33, the last 3 items.
Tra. sample: 5 subjects did not reach the first
example in the set; 30, the last 3 items.

Set 4. Cui. sample: 3 subjects did not reach item 26; 6,
item 35; 25, item 55.
Tra. sample: 3 subjects did not reach item 26;
6, item 35; 21, item 55.



Table 20 (Continued)

Set 5. Cui. sample: 8 subjects did not reach item 46,
58, item 70.
Tra. sample: 11 subjects did not reach item 46,
64, item 70.

Set 6. Cui. sample: 14 subjects did not reach item 49.
Tra. sample: 21 subjects did not reach item 49.

Set 7. Cui. sample: 7 subjects did not reach item 38,
39, item 65.
Tra. sample: 5 /subjects did not reach item 38,
19 item 65.
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to be discredited on logical as well as on statistical

grounds. Certainly there is nothing known about the Cui.

program that is especially designed to encourage children to

avoid attempts to make possibly difficult computations.

Rate of work

In this chapter next to nothing has been said about

the comparative rates of work of the two samples, and for

two reasons. (a) Little evidence was collected on this

aspect of performance. In Table 10 the mean numbers of

examples attempted in the Com. Test as a whole were reported

as 56.69 for the Cui. sample and 55.19 for the Tra. sample,

with S.D.'s of 14.69 and 14.74, respectively. The slight ad

vantage of the Cui. sample is clearly unreliable. As for

the sets of skills, it was impemssible under the conditions

of testing to obtain measures of rate per set, and the only
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information procurable would have had to be inferred from

NAs. Such data were regarded as too ambiguous to be worth

much.

(b) At best, rate of work is generally regarded as a

questionable criterion of computational proficiency. The

most certain way to secure a high rating for speed is to record

guessed (and incorrect) answers as rapidly as possible for ail

examples. Accuracy is a far better criterion of mathematical

skill, and for this reason it was made the standard for

determining the relative success of the samples, and so, of

the two programs.

Critical examples

The last analysis consists in a comparison of the

records of the two samples on critical examples. A critical

example is arbitrarily defined as one in which one sample

surpassed the other by having 12 or more correct answers,

10 per cent of the possibility (there being 120 subjects in

each sample). Below are listed in Table 21 all the examples

in the Com. Test which satisfy this criterion, together with

other relevant information.

Perhaps the single most striking fact discernible in

the summary is that so few items were critical as that term

is here defined, only eight of the 72 items in the Com. Test.

In one set there is no such item. In five other sets there

is but one.
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Table 21

Examples in which the Samples' Numbers
of Correct Answers Differ by 12 or More

Set Item

1, 13.

19.

20.

2. 24.

3. 34.

4.

5. 70.

6. 49.

7. 43.

2 x = 12

t 2 = 7

+ 8 = 8

18 = 7 + ,+ 6

25 + 37 + 8, or 25
37
8

111111111.110=0/111111

None

Which of these num-
bers divide into 12
exactly? Put X on
them.
7 4

12 + 26

ls.1d.

6 5 3

- 24 =

- 8d. =

Superior
sample, with
margin of
correct
answers

Number of NAs

Cui. Tra.

Cui. by 12 2 6

Cui. by 21 25 26

Cui. by 29 9 7

Cui. by 21 22 38

Tra. by 12 18 11

Cui. by 13 68 80

Tra. by 14 27 24

Tra. by 14 26 22
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As has happened before in other comparisons, the Cui.

sample excelled here in numbers of critical examples in their

favor, five of the eight.

Six of the items--19, 24, 70, 49, and 43--should

probably be rejected because of the very numerous NAs in one

or both samples. Twenty-four NAs represent 20 per cent of

the number of subjects in each sample, and this percentage

is equalled or exceeded in each of the items named by one or

both samples.

Four of the five examples in which the Cui. subjects

have the greater number of correct answers are number sen-

tences in which the missing numeral is to be entered in a

position other than final. For the Tra. subjects these items

scarcely measured achievement, for, as has been stated be-

fore, except for a few minutes of pre-test practice, they

were unaccustomed to such examples. The fifth example in

which the Cui. sample excelled, item 70, has to do with num-

ber divisibility, a mathematical concept comparatively

strange to most Primary III. Tra. children. Hence, this

item (and the other two like it) might well have been dis-

approved by the Tra. panel as inappropriate for the assess-

ment of achievement. In any case the comparison of the

accuracy scores for item 70 is meaningless because of the

very large frequencies of NAs in both samples.
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To turn to the three critical examples in which the

Tra. subjects were the more accurate: item 34 did not mea-

sure achievement for the Cui. subjects as it did for the Tra.

subjects. Many of thc Cui. subjects, perhaps more accustomed

to the horizontal form of addition examples, showed by their

work on test papers that they were confused by the direc-

tion to "Add either way," and did all sorts of peculiar things.

On the other hand, the Tra. subjects uniformly used the

example expressed in vertical form.

Item 49 also introduced factors which militated

against its being a measure of achievement for the Cui. sub-

jects. Had -hhis item and others of the same type been written

with brackets or parentheses as is common in the Cui. pro-

gram, the Cui. subjects would almost certainly have done

better than they did. As for item 43 (Scottish money) there

is no accounting for the apparently greater success of the

Tra. subjects, but whatever significance may seem to attach

to their greater number of correct answers is wiped out by

the fact that this example was omitted by 54% of the Cui.

subjects and by 67% of the Tra. subjects.

Concluding Statement

To the extent that the Com. Test provided measures

of achievement on the part of both the Cui. and the Tra.

samples--and there is every reason to believe it did so with
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comparatively few exceptions--the Cui. and the Tra. subjects

were equally proficient in the computational skills investi-

gated. Or, to state the matter differently, each program

was as effective as the other in engendering competence in

the skills taught in the two programs. Or, to use still

another wording, if arithmetic instruction in computation in

the first three years in Scottish schools is limited to the

skills represented in the Com. Test, substantially the same

results are to be anticipated whether the Cui. or the Tra.

program is adopted. Not one of the forms of analysis employed

in this chapter turned up anything to contradict this con-

clusion.
6

The conclusion, no matter how stated, is warranted

only as long as measureL of achievement are based upon com-

putational skills taught in the two programs, as here, and it

is not to be interpreted as implying that the programs are a

match for each other for the totalities of computational

skills that may be taught in them. As will be seen in the

following chapters, these totalities are quite unlike each

other.

6
These statements are made in the present tense as

if the Tra. and the Cui. programs taught to the research sub-
jects beginning in 1962 still persist without change in 1968,
as they do not. Both programs, during the intervening
years, have been steadily modified, a fact made amply clear
in the accounts of the programs written by Miss Law and
Mr. Adams. See Chapter I.



CHAPTER VI

EXTENT OF TRANSFER: THE TRA. SUBJECTS

In this and the following chapters the focal issue is

transfer of learning. The attempt will be made to determine

the extent to which the samples of Tra. and Cui. subjects

were able, with untaught skills, to utilize the ideas, un(Lr-

standings, and procedures they htult acquired in pursuing the

particular program they had studied. In this chapter atten-

tion will be centered on the Tra. sample as it worked on the

Cui. Test. For a copy of the Cui. Test see the Appendix.

This test is comprised of computational items chal-

lenged by the Tra. panel when presented by the Cui. panel

for inclusion in the Com. Test. Or, rather, it is composed

of these items, plus others of like and unlike character

added to make the final 35-minute Cui. Test. The assumption

was that all items in this test should have been taught to

all the Cui. subjects, and none of them to any Tra. subjects.

Actually, this assumption could not be fully satis-

fied. In several earlier sections of this report mention has

been made of diversity of practice in both the Cui. and the

Tra. groups of cooperating schools. And, as will be seen,

127
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some skills in the Cui. Test had not been taught thoroughly

in a few Cui. schools, while certain of these skills had

been at least introduced in Tra. schools. To make this admis-

sion is to invite the criticism that these violations of the

assumed conditions of le-rning defeats the possibility of

distinguishing between achievement and transfer. And this

criticism would be sound if close 'similarity actually pre-

vailed,--as it did not. Rather, there were occasional

similarities (but not identities) at different points, and

these, to different degrees of depth.

The contents of the foregoing paragraph are intended

merely to caution against over-simplified interpretation of

the results of comparisons in this and the succeeding chap-

ter. To illustrate, the data for the two samples oa the Cui.

Test as a whole may be examined.

First, according to Table 1, Chapter III, the Cui.

and the Tra. samples (a) were of very nearly the same age,

though the subjects in the latter were less homogeneous,

(b) had had very like total amounts of arithmetic instruction

in the three years preceding the testing, and (c) had mean

intelligence scores within 0.03 of each other. As far as

these measures are concerned, therefore, the samples were

comparable, and possible differences in test scores are not

to be accounted for in terms of these three factlrs.

According to Table 2, the mean scores for accuracy on
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the Cui. Test are: Cui. sample, 21.78 (S.D., 13.65), Tra.

sample, 15.43 (S.D., 8.73), and the mean scores for rate are:

Cui. sample, 45.21 (S.D., 14.56), Tra. sample, 40.21 (S.D.,

16.01). Tha differences between means in both Ac. and rate,

in favor of the Cui. sample, are significant at the 0.01

level.

If one were to forget for the moment the caution or

warning stated above, one could argue that the Tra. sample

by earning an Ac. mean 71 percent the size of the Cui. sample

mean and a rate mean 88 percent that of the Cui. sample,

demonstrated a huge amount of transfer. This inference

would of course be based upon the false hypothesis that the

Tra. subjects had had no instruction on the skills compris-

ing the Cui. Test,

More dependable evidence on transfer may be forth-
,

coming from comparisons of the records of the two samples on

eight segments of the Cui. Test in the following chapter

sPction. These segments are sets of relatively homogenous

skills, concerning most of which something is known regard-

ing the instruction offered in the two programs.

The illustration above serves to exemplify the

method to be employed in estimating extent of transfer. In

this chapter, the scores of the Cui. sample on the Cui. Test

are taken as measures of achievement (the skills had sup-

posedly been taught), and with these measures of achievement
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the scores of the Tra. sample are to be compared, in order

to assess amounts of transfer. In the following chapter, the

Tra. scores on the Tra. Test afford measures of achievement,

the Cui. scores on the same Test, the means of estimating

transfer.

Results on Types of Skill

Set 1. One-operation items. Items 1 - 9
Table 22

Set 1 consists of nine items, five in the form of

simple number combinations in division and multiplication, four

of the types 27 - 6 = and 90 4. 3 = . All items

were selected, it must be remembered, in consonance with the

Cui. program. The number combinations (5 x 6 =

8 x 8 = , 5 x110 = 10 x 10 = , and

32 t 8 = ) reflect the Cui. emphasis on 5, 8, and 10 as

factors and on doubling and halving. Hence, the Tra sub-

jects, who regularly made use of tables and in Primary III

did not go beyond the so-called 6-tables, were presumably at

a disadvantage.

Table 22 presents the gross data for Set 1, which ob-

viously is none too homogeneous in terms of kinds of item.

The Cui. Ac. meant 5.87, represents 65.2 percent, and the

Tra. Ac. mean, 5.00, represents 55.5 percent of the possible

score.
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Table 22

The Cui. Test.
Scores of Samples on OneOperation Examples,

Including Five Simple Number Combinations

Scores
Items 1 9

Cui.
Ac.

Sample
NA

Tra.
Ac.

Sample
NA

9 16 0 9 1

8 21 0 12 2

7 17 0 14 1

6 12 2 21 2

5 19 6 14 8

4 15 6 21 9

3 11 12 10 21

2 6 13 5 12

1 1 23 5 14

0 2 58 9 50

Means 5.87 1.26 5.00 1.84
S.D.'s 2.27 1.74 2.49 2.09

As in Chapter V, so here, following the discussion

of data in the basic tables comes consideration of the re

sults of item analysis. In Set 1 the Cui. subjects out

matched the Trap sample in frequencies of correct answers for

eight items, the largest margin, 28, being for item 5

(3 x 20 = ); the next largest margin, 22, for item 8

(4 x 25 = ), and the next. largest, 17, for item 6

(32 t 8 = ).
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The Cui. subjects made the fewer errors for seven

items, in two by 10 or more. The average number of errors

per example is 24.9 for the Cui. sample and is 30.7 for the

Tra. sample. And the average frequencies of NA's are 16.7

for the Cui. and 24.4 for the Tra. sampleS. Since all sub-

jects in both samples completed Set 1, these NA's represent

deliberate omissions.

The results of the comparisons for Set 1 of the Cui.

Test are Ltot easy to interpret from the standpoint of trans-

fer of learning. In the matter of accurav (numbers of cor-

rect answers) the Tra. subjects did almost as well as did

the Cui. subjects,--85.2 percent as well, and this on'items

supposedly beyond their ability. Was this because of trans-

fer? Certainly not exclusively so for the Tra. subjects

had had considerably more experience in such multiplications

as 4 x 25 than the Cui. subjects had had. (See the Tra.

Test.) On this account it is surprising that they were so

much less successful with examples of this kind than vere the

Cui. subjects. The truth is that the Cui. sample did none

too well on its own test. On item 6 their accuracy percent

was only 52.5, and their percentages were even smaller for

items 3, 8, and 9.

In a word, the Tra. sample looked relatively good

on Set 1 because the Cui. sample apparently failed to measure
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up to expectations. It cannot be said with any confidence

that the Tra. subjects transferred enough to account for their

ability to perform 85.2 percent as well as did the Cui. sub-

jects. The latter subjects were tested on some skills that

they do not seem to have learned thoroughly (and the corre-

sponding items might well have been excluded from the Cui.

Test), while the Tra. subjects had had the benefit of unan-

ticipated instruction on skills thought to be unknown to

them.

Set 2. Fraction computations and two-
operation examples with whole numbers and fractions.

Items 10 - 23. Table 23.

The name given this set above indicates that Set 2

is hardly homogeneous as to items. Its fourteen items are of

three distinguishable types and will be divided into three

groups accordingly. Group 2 .41sists of but three items, and

Group 3, of two items. Scores for the three groups are,

however, pooled together in Table 23. When the scores for the

small groups, as well as for the larger group of nine items,

are discussed, the needed data will be supplied.

a. The set as a whole. Neither sample did well on

Set 2. (Table 23.) The mean Ac. score of the Cui. subjects,

4.13, is equivalent to only 29.5 percent of ths possible

score, a very low average for skills which, in the view of

the Cui. panel, had been taught. Of course the Cui. mean Ac.
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Table 23

The Cui. Test
Scores of Samples on Fraction Computations

a-d on Two-Operation Examples
with Whole Numbers and Fractions

Scores
Items 10 - 23

Cui. Sample Tra. Sample
Ac. WA Ac. NA

14 3 2 0 6

13 1 2 0 4

12 4 2 0 3

11 2 1 1 5

10 3 12 1 7

9 5 5 0 7

8 1 3 0 6

7 7 5 1 5

6 5 7 6 6

5 17 6 11 6

4 9 10 18 10

3 13 4 23 5

2 17 9 16 12

1 14 11 13 12

0 19 41 30 26

Means 4.13 3.88 2.54 5.00

S.D.'s 3.66 4.12 2.17 4.51

Note: At the 0.01 level there is a significant difference
in favor of the Cui. Group over the Tra. Group in accuracy.
At the 0.05 level there is a significant difference in favor
of the Tra. Group in numbers of NAs.
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percentage is the larger of the two, and reliably so, that

of the Tra. sample being 2.54.

The extreme difficulty of the set is shown also by

the large number of NA's. For each correct answer the Cui.

subjects omitted 0.94 of an example, and the Tra. subjects,

1.98 examples. And in both instances the NA's cited were

deliberate omissinns, for all subjects in both samples

finished Set 2.

Evidently too high a standard of achievement was

expected of the Cui. subjects. The Cui. subjects employed in

developing the Cui. Test must have been unknowingly more

highly selected than were those used in the research testing.

b. Finding fractional parts and writing fractions.

Items 10 18. The first five items are illustrated by item

10, 1/3 of 12 =

14, 1/24 of 48 =

, item 12, 3/5 of 10 = and item

. The sixth is item 15, Find the half

of 96. The last three in the group of nine items are, What

fraction of 6 is 2? (of 12 is 4?), and (of 20 is ;3?).

By the end of Primary III children in the Tra. pro

gram had been taught to deal with unit fractions only, and

these with denominators no larger than 91 Moreover, such an

item as Find of 12 was a computational item involving

1 See ME. Allan's statement, p. 17 of Chapter I.
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"short division" (4/12). Group 1 items therefore presented

to them a stiff challenge. As it turned out, they presented

a stiff challenge to the Cui, subjects as well. The mean

frequency of correct answers per item for the latter was 36.8

(out of 120), while that for the Tra. sample was 25.4. The

mean number of errors per example was 53.1 for the Cui.

sample and 60.3 for the Tra. sample. And the corresponding

NA means were 30.1 (Cui.) and 34.2 (Tra.).

On items 10, 13, 14, and 15 the two samples were

substantially equal in accurac.7. Each of these items in-

volves a unit fraction (half, fourth, and twenty-fourth),

with which, except for the last, at least some of the-Tra.

subjects were familiar, but only in the sense mentioned

above. On the item in which 1/24 appears, but 25 subjects in

each sample were successful; and on the item, Find the half

of 96, only 39 Cui. and 41 Tra. subjects obtained correct

answers.

Work with item 11, 2/3 of 9 = , and item 12

3/5 of 10 9, produced 51 and 31 correct answers, re-

spectively, in the Cui. sample compared with 7 and 6 in the

Tra. sample.

In item 16, What fraction of 6 is 2?, the totals of

correct answers are 16 and 6 (Cui. and Tra.); in item 17,

What fraction of 12 is 4?, 14 and 4; and in item 18, What

fraction of 20 is 15?, 8 and 4.
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c. Two operation examples with fractions. Items

19, 21, and 22. For 1/3 of 9 = 9 ÷

137

, the frequencies

of correct answers are 62 (Cui.) and 43 (Tra.). Here the

Tra. subjects were able to transfer fairly well their.knowl-

edge of 1/3 of 9, perhaps only as 3/T, to a rather new

type of number sentence. Forty-three of them secured cor-

rect answers, compared with 62 Cui. subjects. On item 21

8/8 of 8 = 0 + and item 22, 1/8 of 16 = of

only about a quarter of the Cui. subjects and about an eighth

of the Tra. subjects computed successfully. The limited suc-

cess of the Tra. subjects on the last item--and it is limited--

may have been the result of dealing with the unit fractions

1 and 1/8 only; but how they were able to deal with 8/8 is

an open question.

As would be expected from the small numbers of cor-

rect answers for the examples in Group 2, the frequencies of

negative responses are large: a mean of 82 for the Cui.

sample and a mean of 95 for the Tra. sample.

d. Two-operation examples with whole numbers. Items

20 and 23. The two items in Group 3 are 8 x 4 = 16 x

and 10 2 = 4 + As was stated above, these examples,

since they contain no fractions, hardly belong to Set 2.

Once again he,:e are items too difficult to have been in-

cluded in the Cui. Test, for the Cui. subjects obtained only
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20 and 26 correct answers on them. The Tra. subjects did

ncyt do too badly, with successes by 10 and 12 children. If

the Cui. subjects had been taught to work this kind of

example, they had not learned too well,--not much better than

had some Tra. subjects who had had no instruction at all.

To summarize: the Tra. subjects seem to have been

able to deal with computational examples involving unit frac-

tions (except 1/24) most probably by using "short division."

To do so they could have drawn upon transfer to help them

with unfamiliar examples. In the case of items 11 and 12

the Tra0 children were unable to cope with 2/3 of 9 and with

3/5 of 10, perhaps never having even seen such fractions, to

say nothing about having had no instructinn on the method of

computation. For these items they had little to transfer,

as they did also in the case of the (to them) totally strange

requirements of items 16 - 18; e.g., What fraction of 12 is 4?

Set 3. Computation with one and two brackets,
fractions and whole numbers.

Items 24 - 30. Table 24

Set 3 consists of seven items. The first two items

contain a single bracket each; the last five, two. Three

contain only whole numbers; four, fractions in one or both

brackets. Tllustrations of the more complicated sort are:

[40 + 4] - [10 + 4] = and [4/5 of 10] 41 of 6] =
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The reader may recall that, not having had any

previous experience with examples involving brackets, the

Tra. subjects, with the consent of the Cui. panel, were given

a pretest period of perhaps 15 minutes in working simple

examples of this kind. The purpose was to.eliminate to some

degree one factor of difficulty extraneous to the measurement

of computational skill in this study, thus making it possible

to concentrate on the computations called for.

The data in Table 24 show that the Ac. mean of the

Cui. sample, 2.77, is understandably 0.91 larger than that

for the Tra. sample. In terms of percentage the -uo means

are equivalent to 39.6 and 26.6.

Only two subjects in the Cui. sample and one in the

Tra. sample did not finish even the first example in Set. 3

within the time limits. On the average the Cui. subjects

had 0.36 fewer omissions per example.

The Cui. subjects surpassed the Tra. subjects in

accuracy in six of the seven examples by securing larger

totals of 15 or more correct answers in each. Yet, the Cui.

subjects had their difficulties. On four items (26, 28, 29,

30) 50 or fewer of the 120 members af this sample obtained

correct answers. In other words, on more than half of the

items the Cui. sample had accuracy percentages of 42 or

less.
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Table 24

The Cui. Test
Scores of Samples on Examples with One and

with Two Brackets, Fractions and Whole Numbers

Scores
Items 2A - 30

Cui.
Ac.

Sample
NA

Tra.
Ac.

Sample
NA

7 8 11 0 3

6 8 3 6

5 8 3. 3 12

4 17 6 15 14

3 22 16 18 18

2 18 15 29 4

1 18 9 24 17

0 21 57 29 46

Means 2.77 1.74 1.86 2.10

S.D.'s 2.09 2.37 1.52 2.16

The Tra. subjects found item 24, 4 + [i of 8] =

, the easiest of the seven; 90 of them, compared with

84 of the Cui. subjects, had correct answers. On item 25,

[6 x 3] i. 9 = , the Tra. subjects had 47 correct answers

(CA., 66); on item 27, [2 x 4] - [4 x 2] = , 46 correct

a.swers (Cui., 71); and on item 26, [40 + 4] - [10 + 4] =

, 27 (Cui., 50. On each of the remaining three items,

28 - 30, the Tra. subjects were successful in making the

required computations in but 11 or fewer attempts.
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In conclusion, it is to be noted that the three

items just mentioned as the wost difficult for the Tra.

sample called for work (a) with two brackets and (b) with

such fractional expressions as 3/4 of 8, 4/5 of 10, and 3/4

of 16. Their program had equipped the Tra. subjects for

neither one of these sources of trouble, either one of which

would have occasioned considerable difficulty. Moreover, they

had littl,) in their arithmetical backgrounds to assist them

through transfer. However, their record with the first four

items,three with whole numbers and one with 1 of 8, and

two with two brackets,--their record with these items is

another matter. To obtain correct answers for them amounting

to from 27 to 90 on each, they must have been able to benefit

a great deal from transfer; that is, unless, as is unlikely,

it can be presumed that pretest practice with brackets pro-

vided enough learning in itself to account for their special

success with these examples.

Set 4. Number meanings; doubling numbers.
Items 31 - 35. Table 25.

Set 4 calls for two instances of doubling numbers

(item 31; Double 48 and item 35, Double 250.) and for one

item, 32, related to doubling (100 - 50 = ), as well as

for two items which can be subsumed under the heading,

number meanings (33. What number comes after 99? ;

and 34. Put X on the 4 that means 4 tens. 4 4 4).
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The data in Table 25 indicate little difference in

the ability of the two samples to find answers for the five

items in Set 4 as a whole. The pairs of means both for Ac.

and for NAs are substantially the same. Moreover, they are

directly comparable since all but one CIA.. subject and all

but four Tra. subjects completed the set.

Table 25

The Cui. Test
Scores of Samples on Number Meanings

Doubling Numbers

Scores
Items 31 - 35

Cui.
Ac.

Sample
NA

Tra.
Ac.

Sample
NA

5 23 7 25 11

4 28 3 30 1

3 24 6 18 8

2 24 9 20 9

1 11 32 13 22

0 10 63 14 69

Means 2.98 0.96 2.93 1.03

On the three doubling items the Cui. subjects secured

an average of 13.7 more correct answers than did the Tra.

subjects. On the two items designated as involving number

meanings the advantage in accuracy lay now with one sample,

and now with the other. The Tra. subjects had 6 fewer correct

answers for item 33 and 21 more correct answers for item 34.
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On the whole, the performances of the two samples

shed no light on the problem of transfer. The Tra. subjects

did as well as they did on Set 4, not because they success-

fully carried over previous learning to new skills or applied

it in new contexts, but because the Tra. program provides

for instruction in doubling numbers, if less than does the

Cui. program, and stresses number meanings more than does the

latter program. For both samples items 31 - 35 measured the

results of direct teaching. Accordingly, in view cT the

purpose of the Cui. Test which was to be a specialized

instrument to measure the achievement of the Cui. subjects

alone, it seems to have been a mistake on the part of-the

Cui. panel to have included in the test at least some of

the items in Set 4.

Set 5. Number progressions; relative size of numbers
Items 36 - 60. Table 26.

Of the five items in this set, three call for the

completion of the series 5, 10, 20, 40 ; 20, 18, 16,

14, , and 4, 8, , 32 , 128. Two call for the

writing of five given numerals in order of size: 1, 5, 3,

6, 4, and 10, 60, 30, 100, 80.

Both the Ac. means in Table 26 are small; they are

equivalent to accuracy percentages of 32.6 for the Cui.

subjects and 24.6 for the Tra. subjects. And both samples
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omitted a good many examples, the Cui.

27.2 for the first five items; the Tra.

subjects a mean of

sample, a mean of

35.5. Since 113 Cui. and 111 Tra. subjects worked through

Set 5, practically all the omissions were the result of

intent.

The Cui. subjects have the greater number of corroct

answers for each of the first three items (progressions);

the differences in their favor range from 2 to 15; but the

frequencies of negative

large for both samples:

The Ac. means expressed

Tra., 12.8.

Both samples improv,)d their records on the last two

items (number meanings), and the Cui. sample excelled in

accuracy in both by margins of 9 and 11 correct answers.

responses on all these items are

Cui., 81 to 101; Tra., 85 to 113.

as percentages are: Cui., 210 4;

To interpret: Evidently the instruction assumedly

given the Cui. subjects on progressions had not been very

fruitful. The Tra. subjects did fairly well on the first

three items, and did so with little or no teaching of pro

gressions. Such success as they had must be attributed, as

far as is known, to transfer from the skills of counting

by 5's and from kindred activities.

Transfer, however, is not the explanation for the

comparatively good showing of the Tra. subjects on number
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meanings (items 59 and 60). In their program, as in the Cui.

program, children are taught the skill of arranging numerals

according to size. Possibly what was done in the Cui. pro-

gram was somewhat more thorough and extensive.

Table 26

The Cui. Test
Fcores of Samples on Number Progressions and on

Comparative Size of Numerals

Scores

Items 36 - 40
Cui.
Ac.

Sample
NA

Tra.
Ac.

Sample
NA

5 8 9 1 12

4 6 2 2 4

3 16 11 18 16

2 31 19 28 15

1 22 13 24 23

0 37 66 47 50

Means 1.63 1.14 1.23 1.48

Set 6. Two- tald three-operation examples
with one or two sets of brackets.

Items 41 - 47. Table 27.

The last three items in this set of seven are illus-

trative: [3/4 of 100] - 5 = [4 x 5] t [5 x 4] =

and [5 + 6] x [14 - 12] = Four items contain only

whole numbers; the other three involve the fractional
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expressions 1 of (actually 4. of 6), 1/3 of 18, and 3/4

of 100. All computations are clearly characteristic of the

Cui. program and absent in the Tra. program.

Both Ac. means in Table 27 are small (not surpris-

ingly so in the case of the Tra. sample) and amount to per-

centages of 19.6 for the Cui. subjects and 9.7 for the Tra.

subjects. The totals of negative responses are correspond-

ingly large, ranging from 90 to 100 per example for the

former and from 100 to 118 for the latter. 2

The number of Cui. subjects securing correct answers

is greater than the corresponding number of Tra. subjects for

all seven examples by differences of from 7 to 17, amounts

that in the circumstances are not large. The ranges of cor-

rect answers per example are: for the Cui. subjects 10 to 30

on items 45 and 44, respectively; for the Tra. subjects, 12

to 20, respectively, on the same two items.

To sum up: Set 6, with an average percentage of 19.6

in accuracy, seems to have been too difficult for the Cui.

subjects, to have been included in a test designed to measure

2Thirteen Cui. and 15 Tra. subjects did not have time
to attempt Set 6, and the two samples are charged with these
numbers of NAs for each example. If these NAs are omitted,
the Cui. range of negative responses is 77 to 87, and the
Tra. range, 85 to 108. Obviously, these totals are still
high. Every total represents more than 50 per cent of each
sample. MIreover, the relationship between the samples with
respect to negative responses is altered very little.
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achievement in skills supposed to have been thoroughly

taught. While their average percentage for accuracy, 9.7,

is admittedly low, the Tra. subjects did about half es well

as the Cui. subjects. The examples are complicated and do

not appear in the Tra. program, the significance of brackets

was totally unfamiliar to the Tra. subjects prior to the

brief pre-test period of practice, and the presence of

fractions in strange settings did not help them a bit. For

whatever they were able to accomplish on Set 6, credit

appears to be due to the transference of general ideas

relating to computational procedures.

Table 27

The Cui. Test
Scores of Samples on Two- and Three-Operations Examples

with One or Two Sets of Brackets

Scores
Items 41 - 47

Cui.
Ac.

Sample
NA

Tra. Sample
Ac. NA

7 3 18 0 19

6 2 7 0 9

5 7 12 4 14

4 9 9 3 11

3 10 12 2 7

2 6 10 9 16

1 18 9 25 16

0 65 43 77 28

Means 1.37 2.74 0.68 3.08

S.D.'s 1.94 2.65 1.20 2.57
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Set 7. Computation with Scottish money,
all with fractions. Items 48 53. Table 28.

All six of the examples in Set 7 have to do with

Scottish money, and all six involve fractions in one way or

another. Sample items are: 5/12 s. + ls. = pennies,

b3/4 = What fraction of a pound is 2s.?
20

The Tra. program, like the Cui. program, gives a good

deal of attention to money, but not in the complicated forms

and not in the fractional relationships -Co be found in Set

7. It is therefore small wonder that the Tra. Ac. mean is

only 1.04 (Table 28), or in percentage only 17.3. On the

other hand, the Cui. Ac. mean is but 1.51, or 25.2 percent.

Only on item 48, 1 of = 4d., did as many as 62.5 per

cent of the Cui. sample have correct answers. On item 53,

3s. + 3s. + 1 of TA, 42.5 percent of the Cui. subjects had

correct answers. On no other item did the percentage reach

20.0. While generally making fewer correct computations per

example, the Tra. subjects were never at a greater disad

vantage in this respect than 14. Interestingly enough, the

Cui. subjects have the greater frequency of errors on every

example (from 3 to 9)--evidence perhaps that they recognized

the examples as those they should be able to work. The fra.

subjects have the greater number of NAs for each example,

in frequencies from 14 to 25.
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Table 28

The Cui. Test.
Scores of Samples on Examples with Scottish Money,

All with Fractions.

Scores
Items 48 - 53

Cui.Sample
NAAc.

6 3

5 6

4 4

3 11

2 27

1 30

0 39

Means 1.51

20

14

11

17

7

15

36

2.62

Tra.
Ac.

Sample
NA

0 35

2 12

1 18

8 13

30 9

27 8

52 25

1.04 3.39

The statements above are made without regard for the

fact that 15 Cui. and 27 Tra. subjects did not have time to

work on Set 7. If the NAs resulting from lack of time are

excluded, the range of negative responses per example for the

Cui. sample is from 15 (item 48) to 86 (item 52), and for

the Tra. sample is from 42 to 90 on the same two examples

(90 also on items 49 and 51). And the Ac. means adjusted

for the same reductions of subjects are: Cui., 1.73;

Tra., 1.13.
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On the whole, the Cui. program does not appear to

have been effective in dev riping the skills called for in

Set 7, and the Tra. program, which taught these skills to a

minimal extent, did inculcate enough understanding for the

Tra. subjects to profit somewhat from transfer.

Set 8. Measurement examples,
plus two miscellaneous items.
Items 54 60. Table 29.

Five of the seven items require knowledge of linear,

liquid, or avoirdupois units and skill in exchanging units.

Two items, the last two in the set, do not properly belong in

the set: How much must you add to 24 to get 63? and How

much greater is of 24 than of 16? They will be discussed

separately below.

To refer at first to the data in Table 29: it is

obvious that Set 8 was overly difficult for the purposes of

this research. The Cui. Ac. mean is small; the Cui. NA

mean is large, and only 12 Cui. subjects made total scores of

5 to 7 while 69 made scores of 0 or 1. The Cui. Ac. mean in

percentage is but 23.9. If the 26 Cui. subjects who did

not have time for Set 8 are excluded, the Ac. mean in per

centage is only 30.4, to be compared with 22.9 for the Tra.

subjects under the same conditions. Moreover, the numbers

of negative responses made by the Cui. sample range from

66 to 108 per example on the measurement items, equivalent to
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Table 29

The Cui. Test.
Scores of Samples with Examples Involving Measurement,

Plus Two Miscellaneous Examples

Scores

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Means

S.D.'s

Items 54 - 60
Cui. Sample Tra. Sample
Ac. NA Ac. NA

3 26 0

2 5 1

7 3 2 12

7 12

18 11

19 14

16 13

57 18

1.27 3.79

1.48 2.58

32

8

11 10

14 15

14 10

18 23

51 28

1.67- 2.96

1.92 2.65

55 percent or more of the subjects in each instance. Seem-

ingly, the Cui. panel over-estimated the degree of achievement

to be expected from the Cui. subjects.

On four of the five measurement items the Cui. sub-

jects were more accurate than the Tra. subjects; on one, the

Tra. subjects excelled; but all differences between frequen-

cies of correct computations are small--9 or less. Further-

wore, the differences between the frequencies of negative

responses for the two samples amount to 9 or less, the Cui.
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subjects having the edge on four items.

On both of the last two items, in which measurement

plays no part, the Cui. subjects have the larger frequencies

of correct answers by 6 and 7, but this comparison means

little, for those of the Cui, subjects numbered but 34, and

those of the Tra. subjects but 20. With this statement, the

results for these two items may be dismissed from further

consideration.

Finally, as has been true mere than once before, it

is impossible with confidence to determine the significance

of the data for the measurement items with respect to transfer

of learning. The issue is clouded by at least two factors.

In the first place, the achievement of the Cui. subjects,

which provides the basis for interpretation, is so poor that

the even poorer record of the Tra. sample is made to look

relatively good. From this circumstance a considerable amount

of transfer on the part of the Tra. subjects might be in-

ferred.

In the second place, the hypothesis implicit ir the

foregoing sentences is certainly unsound,--the hypothesis

that the Tra. subjects had received no instruction on skills

involving measurement. On the contrary, the Tra. program

provides for the teaching of some aspects of measurement,

though the extent is not known. it is safe to say that in
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all TraA schools children acquire the concepts represented

in measurement units, but probably in few classes do they

learn to use them in the kinds of computation called for in

Set 8. But it would not take many such classes to account

for the Tra. showing on the set. 3

In the end, then, one can scarcely afford to take a

soand on the question whether the Tra, sample profited much

or little from transfer in dealing with the measurement

items of Set 8.

Concluding Statement

In this chapter comparisons have been made between

the records of the Cui. and the Tra. samples on eight sets

of items in the Cui. Test. Not all of the sets are as

homogeneous as could have been desired. For the Cui. sub-

jects the Cui. Test measured achievement, since the test

items call for skills which, in the judgment of the Cui.

panel, had been taught to them. For the Tra. subjects the

Cui. Test was intended to furnish evidence on the extent to

3 One could hypothesize that the Tra. schools had
taught as much about computational skills with measurement
units as had the Cui schools, in which case the comparisons
for Set 8 would be of achievement with achievement, and the
problem of transfer would not arise. This possibility can
be dismissed as exceedingly unlikely. Note the simple
kinds of measurement items approved by the Tra. panel for
use in the Com. Test.
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which they were able to transfer learning to skills which,

by hypothesis, they had not been taught.

Unfortunately, the purpose of the comparisons could

not be realized any too well. Examination of performances

(correct answers, errors, and omissions) revealed two compli

cating factors. (a) In some instances the Cui. panel in

constructing the test anticipated from the Cui. subjects a

much higher level of achievement than eventuated. The best

explanation seems to be that the Cui. classes used in standard

izing the test were unwittingly more highly selected than were

those employed in the research proper. (b) And again in

some instances, the Tra. sample, or, better, some of the

Tra. classes, were known or were strongly suspected of having

had instruction on supposedly untaught skills.

The effect of condition (a) was to make the showing

of the Tra. sample look better than it probably was. For

example, when the Cui. Ac. means are small, though the Tra.

means are smaller, one is tempted to infer that the Tra.

sample profited from transfer more than it may have.

The effect of condition (b) was to make the study of

relative performances comparisons of achievement with achieve

ment, thul destroying the chance to find evidence of transfer.

Below are listed the results of comparisons set by

set, together with brief comments.
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Set 1. One-operation items, nine items. Five of the

items are simple number combinations. Previous instruction

given the Tra. sample and a relatively poor showing of the

Cui. sample combine to make uncertain the amount of trans-

fer on the part of the Tra. subjects.

Set 2. Fraction computations and two-operation

examples with fractions and whole numbers; 14 items. The

Tra. sample seems to have transferred to good effect their

understanding of unit fractions in computation, by converting

them to "short division." Other skills required offered

little chance for transfer.

Set 3. Computation with one and two brackets, frac-

tions and whole numbers; seven items. Tra. subjects seem

to have transferred learning to a considerable extent in the

two one-bracket examples and in two two-bracket examples,

the latter with small numbers and simple computations.

Set 4. Number meanings; doubling of numbers; five

items. Both samples had been taught the skills called for;

hence, evidence of er'ent of transfer is unavailable.

Set 5. Number progressions; comparative size of

numerals; five items. The Tra. subjects did rather well with

number progressions (not taught), by transferring from such

activities as counting by 5's. Items involving the arrange-

ment of given numerals according to size had been taught

to both samples.
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Set 6. Two- and three-operation examples with one

or two sets of bracketE, seven items. Cui. subjects did

poorly on the set though supposedly taught the necessary

skills; Tra. subjects, with only the brief pre-test practice

period, did half as well. To do so, they.must seemingly have

had to transfer general ideas concerning computational pro-

cedures.

Set 7. Computation with Scottish money; six items.

Cui. classes, at least in some instances, had not generally

acquired the skills tested. Tra. subjects, with no direct

teaching of these skills, by means of transfer did 65 percent

as well as did the Cui. subjects.

Set 8. Measurement examples; five items, plus two

miscellaneous items which are disregarded here. The measure-

ment computations were too difficult for the Cui. subjects

who were being tested on skills assumed to have been taught

(adjusted Cui. Ac. mean, 30.4 percent). No estimate of the

extent of transfer on the part of the Tra. subjects is pos-

sible, for they all had had instruction on Scottish money

and possibly some had learned how to make the computations

called for.

So much for a summary of the results of the inquiry

built around the Cui. Test; left to Chapter VII are theo-

retical problems concerning the transfer of learning. The
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reader may have noted that at no place in this chapter has

any such statement been made as, "The Tra. subjects trans-

ferred none of their previous learning."

.,



CHAPTER VII

EXTENT OF TRANSFERS: THE CUI. SUBJECTS

In this chapter the purpose is to determine the

extent to which the Cui. sample was able to transfer under-

st andings, concepts, and skills taught them in the Cui. pro-

gram to successful performance on a computational test for

which their program, by assumption, had not been prepared

to measure their achievement. Chapter VII is therefore the

counterpart of Chapter VI, in which the computational skills

of the Tra. sample were assessed by the Cui. Test, to ascer-

tain extent of transfer.

An examination of the Tra. Test (for a copy see the

Appendix) reveals no items of certain types which are charac-

teristic of the Cui. Test,--and this dissimilarity was of

course intended. The Tra. panel used kinds of item rejected

by the Cui. panel in the preparation of the Com. Test, ex-

tended the skills in these items to make more difficult

items, and added others thought not to be taught in the Cui.

program. In the Tra. Test there are no items involving

fractions, or number sentences with brackets, or Scottish

money, or linear, avoidupois, and volume measures. Items in

157
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the first and lastnamed categories in the Com. Test

represent the extent of coverage of instruction on these

topics in the Tra. program. All except nine of the items in

the Tra. Test call for straightforward computation with

abstract numbers in the four operations. The exceptions were

intended to probe deeper than the related items on the Com.

Test into understanding of the meaning and structure of the

decimal system of number notation.

The mean accuracy scores of the two samples on the Tra.

Test are: Cui., 26.22; Tra., 32.26, with S.D.'s of 16.75

and 15.72, respectively (Table 10). The mean scores for rate

of work are: Cui., 45.83; Tra., 46.77, with S.D.'s of 13.84

and 13.13, respectively. The TI.a. subjects were under

standably the more successful (reliably so) in securing

correct answers, if only slightly so (and unreliably) in the

numbers of items attempted within the 35minute time limit.

In terms of percentages of correct answers the Cui. sample on

their achievement test (the Cui. Test) outscored the Tra.

sample on the same test (a transfer test for them) by 8.4;

and the Tra0 subjects on their achievement test (the Tra.

Test) outscored the Cui. subjects on the same test (for them,

a transfer test) by 9.6.

These comparisons would seem to indicate that the

Tra. program produced more transfer than did the Cui. pro

gram. But such comparisons, based as they are on scores on

the tests as wholes, can oversimplify the matter and may
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conceal much of importance. More revealing should be a study

of the relative success of the samples on types of item in

the Tra. Test, which may disclose, as the gross comparisons

cannot, the particular ways in which transfer operated to the

advantage of the Cui. sample. Accordingly, the 63 items in

the Tra. test were divided into seven sets. Within each set

the items are as homogeneous as they could be made. The

sets, in order, comprise the following numbers of items:

11, 4, 12, 15, 4, 9, 8. Conclusions concerning relative

achievement and transfer for the two 4-item sets are clearly

precarious. Moreover, since three of the larger sets include

two groups of items that are somewhat different in charac-

ter, again inferences must be drawn cautiously.

Set 1. Column addition.
Items 1 - 6, 32 - 34, 46, and 60. Table 30

a. The set as a whole. Columns (4) and (7). Set i

consists of 11 examples in column addition. In six there are

four addends of one- and two-place numerals; in three, three

addends of two- and three-place numerals; in one, four

addends of two- and three-place numerals, and in one, four

addends of one-, two-, and three-place numerals.

Columns (4) and (7) of Table 30 show the distribu-

tions of scores for the two samples on the set as a whole.

The difference between the Ac. means is 1.11 in favor of the

Tra. subjects and is reliable. The difference between NA
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means, 0.39, in favor of the Cui. sample, is unreliable.

Seventy-three of the Tra. subjects and 39 of the Cui. subjects

earned scores of 9 - 11, while 20 of the Cui. subjects and 15

of the Tra. subjects have scores of 0 - 2.

Typically, the Tra. program does mUch more with column

addition than does the Cui. program, especially with three-

place addends. From the statement on page 13 of Chapter I,

one infers that children in many Cui. schools are taught, in

the first three grades, no more than to add two-place numerals

with sums to 100. (Note that the Cui. Test has no examples in

column addition.) Under these conditions the margin of ad-

vantage enjoyed by the Tra3 subjects in Set 1 was to-have been

expected, but in amount far beyond the actual 10 per cent.

The small size of this difference can be accounted for as the

effect of a huge amount of transfer of learning on the part

of the Cui. subjects. Either that, or else in some Cui.

classes teachers taught column addition much beyond the sup-

posed limits mentioned above. The fact that eight Cui. sub-

jects made perfect scores of 11, that 17 more made scores of

10, and that 14 more made scores of 9 may properly incline one,

if tentatively, to accept the second explanation.

b. Group 1. Items 1 - 6. Columns (2) and (5).

According to the data in columns (2) and (5) the Tra. sample's

mean for accuracy (average number of correct answers per

example) is but 0.39 the larger of the two, and its mean for

NAs is but 0.10 the smaller of the two. For Group 1, then,
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the performance of the two samples were about on a par.

On items 1, 2, and 4 (written horizontally, 26 + 30 +

12 + 31; 30 + 4 + 21 + 13; and 20 + 43 + 32 + 94) the two

samples were equally accurate. Tn the first two, the sums of

ones are 9 and 8. Hence, no renaming is required. More-

over, the totals are less than 100. In the third item the

sum of tens is 18, and the total is a three-place number.

While examples of this type may not have been taught' to the

Cui. subjects, correct computation should have been easy

for them.

In items 3, 5, and 6 the sums of one are 26, 18, and

29, and the sums of tens, after renaming the sums of .ones,

are 15, 24, and 25, to give three-place answers for all three.

They therefore could have presented real difficulties to the

Cui. subjects on the assumption that the necessary skills had

not been taught them. In these examples the Cui. subjects

wrote fewer correct answers by 15 to 27 and made more errors

by 12 to 22 than did the Tra. subjects. Nevertheless, the

Cui. subjects recorded correct answers to the extent of 50

percent or more on each example.

c. Group 2. Items 32 - 34, 46, and 60. Columns (3)

and (6). The additions in items 32 - 34 involve three

addends. In two, all addends are three-place numerals; in

one, there are two addends of this kind and one two-place

numeral. In all, the sums in tens' and hundreds' columns must
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be renamed, in two, the sums in all columns. For each

example the Cui. subjects had the fewer correct answers by 10

or more and also had the greater numbers of NAs by 10 or more

also.

Twenty Cui. and 15 Tra. subjects did not have time to

attempt item 46 (493 + 27 + 854 + 75), and 63 Cui. and 57

Tra. subjects did not reach item 60 (508 + 5 + 80 + 416).

Of those who did attempt these two examples t he Tra. sub-

jects have the larger number of correct answers by 20 and 17.

Erroneous answers were written to about the same extent by the

subjects in both samples.

For group 2 of Set 1 the Tra. Ac. mean is 0.80

larger, and the Tra. NA mean is 2.32 smaller than tha corre-

sponding means of the Cui. sample. While the Tra. record is

much the better, the Cui. record is not at all bad, whether

because of transfer or because of "extra" instruction on

column addition, that is, teaching beyond the "limits" of the

"standard" Cui. program.

To term the'Cui. program Miss Law describes in Chapter

I "standard" is actually to use a misnomer. The word implies

that she, perhaps with others, had exercised delegated authority

to prescribe just what should, and what should not be taught

in all Primary I, II, and III Cui. classes. Of course nothing

of this kind happened, and Miss Law emphasizes in her state-

ment the great diversity of practice in Cui. schools. The

most she could hope to do was to depict something like typical
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practice. This fact is evident in the following quotation of

her own words: . . . by the end of Primary III many teachers

expect . ." Note: many Cui. teachers, not all Cui.

teachers.

The only justification for using the word "standard"

and other terms like "limits set" and "extra instruction" is

that no better method could be found to indicate arithmetical

objectives commonly accepted in Cui. schools. It is hoped

that with this explanation the reader will understand such

expressions in the manner intended. He will be reminded to

do so.

To conclude: it is perhaps time to examine whatever

evidence is to be had on the question of whether transfer

of learning or "extra instruction" (see above) is to be

credited with the success of the Cui. subjects in column addi

tion. This will be done for Set 1 as a whole. The evidence

alluded to is rather meager.

The records of the five Cui. classes in the sample

that had the highest average accuracy scores for Set 1 were

examined. There were 35 children in these classes (29 per

cent of the total sample), and their Ac. mean is 9.06. This

mean is 1.37 times the size of the Ac. mean of 6.62 for the

whole Cui. sample and is 1.15 times the Ac. mean of the Tra.

subjects, all or most of whom should presumably have been

taught the necessary skills for the Set 1 items. Moreover,

if the scores of these 35 children are eliminated, the Ac.
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mean of the remaining 85 Cui. subjects is reduced to 5.62.

True, the Ac. mean of these children on the Tra. Test

as a whole, 37.10, is substantially greater than that of the

entire Cui. sample, which is 26.22. They were therefore

possessed of greatly superior over-all ability in arithmetic.

This superiority can be cited to support the view that they

were capable of transfer sufficient in ftmount to explain their

high scores on untaught forms of column addition. On the

other hand, their superiority, it can also be argued, encouraged

their teachers to carry them further in column addition than

is suggested in the Cui. program described in Chapter I. And

if this "extra teaching" occurred in the five classes men-

tioned, it probably occurred, though not to the same extent,

in other Cui. classes. This second explanation puts less of

a strain on credibility, it is believed, than does the first.

Set 2. Horizontal addition.
Items 23 - 26. Table 31

Set 2 comprises but four items, the easiest of which

proved to be 5 + 4 + 7 + 6 = The other three examples

in the set have five addends, all digits. In two, 0 is an

addend, and one of these turned out to be the most difficult

for both samples, 8 + 7 + 0 + 8 + 9.

In Table 31, the Ac means are shown to be 3.05 (Cui.)

and 3.28 (Tra.), with S.D.'s of 0.43 and 0.24, respectively.

The distributions of scores for the two samples on the set
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Table 31

The Tra. Test.
Scores of the Samples in Horizontal Addition

Scores
Items 23 - 26

Cui.
Ac.

Sample
NA

Tra.
Ac.

Sample
NA

4 64 8 70 4

3 25 2 29 0

2 14 5 12 4

1 7 4 2 5

0 10 101 7 107

Means 3.05 0.43 3.28 0.24

are very similar. The data as a whole imply that the samples

were about equally proficient in the skill in question.

Support for this judgment is found in evidence with respect

to NAs. All subjects had time to complete the four examples.

Such omissions as there were are therefore viewed as having

been made deliberately, and they were not too numerous. The

largest numbers of NAs are 17 and 15 for the Cui. subjects,

and 8 and 9 for the Tra. subjects. All differences between

totals of NAs, example by example, are 8 or less.

In two examples, 24 and 26, the Tra. subjects had

the greater number of correct answers, by 10 and 13. Incorrect

answers were numerous in each sample for the two items, but

the differences in frequencies of errors are all 5 or less.
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Finally, the results of the comparisons respecting

Set 2 require interpretation. The first significant fact to

be noted is that the Com. Test contains one item in horizontal

addition, 4 + 5 + 6 = . That this item was approved by

the Cui. panel for the Com. Test means that horizontal addi-

tion was taught in Cui. schools, at least to the extent.of

adding three digits; and there is the possibility that, as in

the case of column addition, some Cui. classes carried the

skill much further. At any rate, the Cui. subjects in deal-

ing with the Set 2 items were called upon merely to extend a

known skill a little. If this extension be called transfer

of learning, it was relatively slight.

As a matter of fact, Set 2 might well have been omitted

from the Tra. Test as a test of achievement in skills pe-

culiar to the Tra. program. It is possible that the Tra.

panel in making up the test overlooked the presence of hori-

zontal addition in the Com. Test, or at least failed to

consider the implications.

Set 3. Subtraction.
Items 2 - 7, 35 - 37, 43, 58, 63. Table 32.

a. The set as a whole. Columns (4) and (7). Skill

in subtraction was measured by means of 12 examples, which

are divided below into two groups. In Table 32 the Ac. mean

of the Tra. sample, 6.85, is seen to be larger by 1.64 than

the Cui. Ac. mean. The difference between the means is
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reliable. Also, the Tra. subjects on the average omitted

the fewer items by 0.39; but the means of both samples for NAs

are large,--more than 2.0.

The distributions of scores for the two samples are

quite dissimilar. Fifty-four Tra. subjects and 33 Cui. sub-

jects made scores of 9 - 12; and 32 Tra. and 46 Cui. subjects,

scores of 0 - 3.

On the set as a whole the Tra. sample demonstrated

clear superiority over the Cui. sample in subtraction as

that skill was measured in Set 3. That the Tra. subjects

should have excelled is no more than should have been antici-

pated, for subtraction of the types represented in the set

are definitely prescribed by the Tra. program and not by the

Cui. program.

b. Group 1. Items 7 - 12. Columns (2) and (5).

The items in this group are similar in that in each a two-

place numeral is to be subtracted. They are dissimilar in

other ways. In three there are two-place sums; in three,

three-place sums. In two, renaming of numerals is required

after each of two subtractions. According to the results,

the easiest and the most difficult items for both semples

were, in horizontal form, 79 - 35 and 400 - 35, respectively.

All subjects were able to attempt the whole group of examples

within the time limits.
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The Tra. subjects have the larger mean for accuracy

(4.07 compared with 3.23) and the smaller mean for NAs (0.29

compared with 0.38). For each example the Tra. sample ha t.. the

larger number of correct answers, by 10 or more in four, the

smaller number of errors, by 14 or more in three, and the

smaller number of NAs, by 6 or less. While the number of

examples is too small to make meaningful any measure of the

reliability of differences, the record of the Tra. subjects

on the six examples used is consistently the better of the two.

In Cui. schools where the teaching of subtraction was

restricted to examples with sums to 100, the children so

taught (" all but [the] less able") were prepared to

perform the computations in examples 7 9, but the Cui. sub

jects tested did as well as did the Tra. subjects on only one,

79 35. On the other two examples the Cui. subjects wrote

fewer correct answers by 10 for 94 69 and b'y 17 for 86 49.

Presumably, instruction had not made the Cui. subjects-

capable of working the examples, 135 29, 115 68, and

400 25. Yet, their average for correct answers on these

examples represents 43 percent. Success like this implies a

large amount of "extra" teaching or a large amount of transfer

or, since the dichotomy in the two preceding explanations is

questionable, a combination of transfer and "extra" teaching.

c. Group 2. Items 35 37, 43, 48, 63. Columns

(3) and (6). In terms of the averages reported in Table 32,
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the Tra. subjects were the more accurate to the extent of

0.79 of a correct answer and omitted fewer examples to the

extent of 0.27. Thirty-three Tra. and 24 Cui. subjects

secured scores of 5 and 6, and 43 Tra. and 67 Cui. subjects,

scores of 0 and 1. Without statistical evidence of relia-

bility (inappropriate with a scale of but 0 - 6), it is still

possible to credit the Tra. subjects with a performance much

superior to that of the Cui. subjects on the six items of

group 2; and there is ample reason to believe that, this is

true.

The Tra. subjects have 13 or more correct answers

and made fewer errors in every example,--10 to 22 fewer

errors in four examples. The Tra. sample also omitted

fewer items in five instances, in three by 7 to 9.

All the items in group 2 came in the last third

of the test. There were therefore many NAs cauSed by

time limitations,--from 10 and 12 for the Cui. and the

Tra. samples, respectively, for items 35 - 37, to 77 and

71 for item 63. The totals of omissions owing to shortage

of time are so similar for the two samples at successive

points in the test that the comparisons in the immediately

foregoing paragraph are warranted.

Of the Cui. subjects who did attempt to get

answers for the six examples, 41 percent to 56 percent
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were successful in each. The numbers of such individuals

are small in the case of the last two examples,--5I for

item 58 and 43 for item 63. For items 35 - 37 and 43 the

numbers are quite respectable, 90 or more in each case.

Interpretation of the results of the comparisons

above is difficult if one seeks an answer to the question,

To what extent did t he Cui. subjects transfer learning?

If one hypothesizes that they had been taught to subtract

with sums to 100 only, one would have to infer the answer

to be, To a very great extent. Three fourths of the ex-

amples in Set 3 have sums larger than 100, and yet their

Ac. mean is 77 percent that of the Tra. sample. Also,

33 of the Cui. subjects made scores of 9 to 12.

Only three classes in the Cui. sample did outstand-

ingly well on Set 3, and these three are among the five

classes mentioned in connection with column 'addition. The

number of subjects in these classes is small, only 20. As

a group they were very high scorers on the Tra. Test as a

whole. Their Ac. mean on this test is 44.50 in comparison
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with the Ac mean of 26.22 for the entire Cui. sample. For

Set 3 their Ac. mean is 8.75,-3.54 greater than the Ac. mean

of the Cui. sample and 1.90 greater than the Ac. mean of the

Tra. sample.

The hypothesis that their extraordinary success on Set

3 is to be attributed to an equally extraordinary amount of

transfer does not seem to be tenable. A preferred explana-

tion is that they had been taught how to subtract in all the

types included in the set. And if these classes had had such

"extra instruction,"1 it is highly probable that in other Cui.

classes children were explicitly taught some of the skills

in subtracting from three-place sums.

Acceptance of this second explanation does not mean a

total denial of transfer, for this notion is implausible.

But acceptance does mean a considerable reduction in the esti-

mated degree to which transfer functioned. By how much is

not discoverable in the data at hand.

Set 4. Division.
Items 17 - 22, 27 - 31, 45, 48, 49, 61. Table 33

a. The set as a whole. Columns (4) and (7). Set 4

consists of two groups of items. In the first group there are

are six items. Two are simple division combinations; four are.

1
See p. 163 for an explanation of the term "Extra

instruction." That Cui. teachers could properly provide
extra" teaching is consistent with the Cui. program as

described in Chapter I.
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uneven divisions. Of the latter, three make use of the simple

combinations, as in item 20, 16 1. 3 = with products

less than 34; and one is the example 69 10 = . Group 2

contains nine division examples, all with digits as divisors,

and ranging in difficulty from 2/Wg to 5/987.

The Ac. means in columns (4) and (7) are 5.95 (Cui.)

and 7.80 (Tra.), and the NA means, 4.59 and 3.93, respec-

tively. The difference in Ac. means, in favor of the Tra.

subjects, is reliable. Sc.t72es of 12 to 15 were made by 39

Tra. subjects and by 22 Cui. subjects; scores of 0 to 3 by 32

Tra. and 47 Cui. subjects.

The Tra. subjects had the greater number of correct

answers for 14 of the 15 examples, by 14 or more in 11; and

it had the smaller number of incorrect answers in 13, by 9 or

more in eight. One Cui. subject and two Tra. subjects stopped

all work btdore attempting answers for item 17, and so, are

recorded with NAs for all 15 examples. Six more Cui. subjects

and five more Tra. subjects did not reach item 27, and so,

are recorded with NAs for the last nine examples. The num-

bers of NAs because of lack of time mounted rapidly with item

48 (two-thirds of the way through the test) until on item 61

the totals of NAs were 67 (Cui.) and 61 (Tre..).

Nevertheless, the numbers of subjects in the two

samples who omitted all items after each of six stopping places

are very similar. In only one instance did the numbezdiffer

by as much as 7. In the other five instances the differences
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amounted to only 1 or 2. On this account, and despite some

small degree of resulting inaccuracy, differences in NAs have

been, and will be disregarded in comparisons.

The Tra. sample vas clearly superior to the Cui.

sample in accuracy on the 15 examples in Set 4, and it should

have been if the Cui. subjects had learned to divide only

two-place products. Seven of the examples in the set have

products ranging from 204 to 609.

b. Simple division. Items 17 - 22. Columns (2)

and (5). Illustrations of the examples in Group 1 are

20 t 4 and 33 6. For this group of six items the Tra. mean

for correct answers is 0.77 greater than the Cui. Ac. mean,

and the Tra. NA mean is 0.09 smaller than the corresponding

Cui. mean. The Tra. subjects made the greater number of

correct computations in five examples, by 16 or more in four,

and made the smaller numbers of errors in all six examples,

by 13 or more in four. Yet, the Cui. sample might have been

expected to do as well as did the Tra. sample. If the Cui.

subjects had been taught to divide products to 100, they

should have learned the simple division combinations and

learned how to deal with uneven divisicns. And it is pre-

cisely these elements of knowledge that were tested in

Group 1. The Tra. program, whatever form it took, seems

to have been more effective than the Cui, program in teach-

ing knowledge and skill unintentionally common to both

tmograms.

!



c. Computational division. Items 27 31, 45, 48,

59, 61. Columns (3) and (6). There is a very large dif

ference in favor of the Tra. sample between the two Ac. mean

for the nine examples in Group 2,--1.02. (The first example

in the group is 2/48, the last, 5/707.) The Tra. sample

also has the smaller number of NAs by 0.47. Only 11 more

Tra. subjects than Cui. subjects made scores of 7 to 9 on

Group 2, and 22 fewer Tra. subjects than Cui. subjects made

scores of 0 to 2. In every example the Tra. subjects wrote

more correct answers, in seven by 14 or more, and smaller

numbers of incorrect answers in seven examples, in three by

9 or more.

On the whole, "extra teaching" (the meaning of this

term has been fully explained) in some or many Cui. classes

is again regarded as the factor chiefly responsible for the

ability of a number of Cui. subjects to compute accurately the

quotients in the more complicated examples of Set 4. The

reader is already familiar with the line of argument. (1)

TwentyTwo Cui. subjects made scores of 12 to 15. (2) The

Ac. mean of the 41 children in the five Cui. classes most

successful on Set 4 is 11.1, a mean twice the Ac. mean of

the complete Cui. sample and 1.4 times the Ac. mean of the

Tra. sample for the division section of their own achievement

test. (3) Exclusion of these 41 children from the Cui.

sample lowers the Ac. mean of the remaining 79 Cui. subjects
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to 4.57. It is hardly believable either that the 41 and the

79 children had had the same instruction in division or that,

if this be true, the 41 children could transfer so much more

of their learning to untaught kinds of division.

This sample of 41 children, which represents a third

of the total sample, had capability, however, for more-

than-average amounts of transfer, for they were highly pro-

ficient in the arithmetic of the Tra. Test. Their Ac. mean

on this test is 42.74, in comparison with the Ac. mean of

26.22 for.the complete Cui. sample. And it is to be assumed

that they profited from their unusual capability through

transfer, but improbably enough to explain entirely their

great superiority over their fellows in the Cui. sample.

If this argument is sound, then "extra teaching" was

chiefly responsible for their demonstrated success in divi-

sion; and it is not unlikely that "extra teaching" was done

in Cui. classes other than the five in question.

Set 5. Multiplication.
Items 44, 47, 57, 62. Table 34.

The Tra. Test contains only four multiplication

examples, all in the last third of the instrument. Each

example has a three-place numeral as multiplicand (285, 134,

420, and 354) and a digit (5, 6, 3, 4) as multiplier. One

example requires renaming in only one column, the hundreds',

the other three require it in all columns.
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The Tra. sample has the larger mean for accuracy by

0.62 and the smaller mean for NAs by 0.46. The numbers of

correct answers made by the Tra. sample are the larger in

all examples, by 15 to 26 in three of them, and the Tra.

frequencies of errors are consistently the smaller, but by

differences of but 8 or less.

Table 34

The Tra Test.
Scores of Samples in Multiplication

Scores Cui.
Ac.

4 14

3 7

2 19

1 22

0 58

Means 1.14

Items 44 47 57 62
Sample

NA

32

17

26

8

37

1.99

Tra.
Ac.

Sample
NA

23 17

21 16

18 45

20 18

38 44

1.76 1.53

Because of the placement of the multiplication items

late in the test, ihere were many omissions, starting with 23

for the Cui. sample and 15 for the Tra. sample in the case of

item 44 and reaching 77 and 72 in the case of item 62. At

each of the four points where children stopped because of

lack of time, the Tra. subjects had the fewer NAs by 5 to 10.

Both because of the small number of examples and

because of the extreme frequency of NAs, comparisons of the
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two samples for proficiency in multiplication are hazardous.

All that can be said is that the few data available are

consistent with a tentative claim of superiority on the part

of the Tra. subjects.

Finally, if the Cui. subjects had been taught to

multiply only two-place numerals with products to 1001 it

is understandable that many of them should have had trouble

with the three-place multiplicands in Set 5; but it is less

understandable, on this hypothesis, why many of them had no

more trouble with the examples than they did. As heretofore,

one may challenge the hypothesis of little teaching or offer

an explanation in terms of transfer of learning.
2

Fourteen Cui. subjects made perfect scores of 41

and seven more, scores of 3. Furthermore, the five classes

that made the strongest showings in multiplication have Ac.

means of 1.71 1.81 2.41 2.51 and 2.6; and the Ac. mean of the

37 children in these five classes is 2.14. This Ac. mean is

2 In retrospect the reader may wonder why this prob-
lem was not /aised in Chapter V where the Tra. program was
under study to determine how much ability to transfer leern-
ing it produced. The reason the problem was not discussed
is that it arose only in a minor way. In connection with
three sets in the Cui. Test comments were made to the effect
that unsuspected instruction may have been given to some Tra.
classes but not to the point of affecting vitally the results
of the comparisons. On the other hand, it was known that the
Tra. subjects have been taught the skills of computation with
abstract numbers beyond the degree of proficiency required by
the items in the Cui. Test. The Tra. subjects encountered
difficulty at other points in the Cui. Test; e.g., the use of
brackets and the meaning of fractions like 3/4 when used in
computation.
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to be compared with that of the full Cui. sample, 1.14, and

with that of the full Tra. sample, 1.76, which had been

taught to perform the multiplications tested. The Ac. mean

of the 37 children on the Tra. Test is 36.90, or 10.68 greater

than that of 26.22 for the whole Cui. samIle. This differ-

ence amounts to 41.1 percent and demonstrates, on the part of

the 37 children, an unusual degree of general arithmetical

proficiency as well as their capability of transferring a

great deal of their learning. Nevertheless, the "extra

teaching" inferred to have been given these classes (and

perhaps to other Cui. classes in smaller measure) seems to

have been the factor most influential in their success in

multiplication.

Set 6. The Meaning of Numbers.
Items 13 - 16, 38 - 42. Table 35.

None of the items in Set 6 calls for computation.

All, rather, relate to understaildings basic to intelligent

computation. Items 12 - 15 and 42 have to do with the

structure of numbers, for example, In the number 2,381 the

2 stands for
1111.

9 and Write down the number that has 4

tens, 2 units, and 5 hundreds. In item 16, subjects were

asked to designate the number "carried" in the example 987 +

71 as 0, 1 unit, 1 ten, or 1 thousand. The remaining four

items call for the writing of the smallest or the Essatest

number under specified conditions, for example, the smallest
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with the figures 8 4 9 the greatest that can be

written with three figures.

According to Table 35, the Ac. means of both samples

are small (less than a third of the possibility), and that

for the Tra. sample is but 0.12 the larger. The Tra. mean

for NAs is strikingly the smaller, by 3.56. One Tra. subject

and no Cui. subjects failed to reach item 13 within the time

limits, and totals of 12 Tra. and 14 Cui. subjects did not

reach item 38. In other words, the Tra. sample omitted 69

examples, and the Cui. sample omitted 70 examples because of

lack of time. All other NAs were the result of deliberate

intent, and the number of such omissions on the part of the

Cui. sample is 2.8 times that of the Tra. sample.

The Cui. subjects wrote more correct answers for

three items, in one by 18, and the Tra. subjects wrote more

correct answers in four, in three by 13 or more. As for

errors, the Cui. sample has fewer in two examples, in one '

10; and t he Tra. sample, fewer in seven, by 10 or more. On

the whole, the two samples made closely comparable records

on Set 6; that is, if judged in terms of accuracy, but not

in terms of NAs.

The Tra. program, especially when it is taught with

intelligent computation'as the goal, puts considerable

emphasis on the ideas tested in Set 6. Yet, only 25 Tra.

subjects made scores of 6 9, and this fact, together with

their small Ac. mean, seems to imply timt in actuality the
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bulk of them had had little instruction on number meanings

as tested here.

Table 35

The Tra. Test.
Scores of Samples on the Meaning of Numbers

Items 13 - 16, 38 - 42
Sco7es Cui. Sample Tra. Sample

Ac. NA Ac. NA

9

8

7

6

5

4

3

2

1

0

Means

S.D.'s

2 36 1 5

2 27 4 7

5 10 10 6

8 10 10 2

11 6 6 17

11 12 9 10

18 8 15 10

16 3 18 10

24 1 23 21

23 7 24 32

2.72 6.49 2.84 2.93

2.32 2.70 2.50 2.79

On the other hand, if one accepts as genuine and fairly

comprehensive the description of the Cui. program in Chapter

I, Cui. teachers do comparatively little with these ideas,

at least through Primary III. That they had done little is

borne out by the facts (a) that the Cui. Ac. mean is small

(2.72), (b) that only 9 Cui. subjects made scores of 7 - 9,
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and (c) that there were so many omissions, never less than

59 for an example and as many as 100 for one item: Write down

the smallest number that can be written with 5 in tens

place. (The totals cited include both deliberate NAs and

NAs caused by lack of time.)

The conclusion to which one comes is that there are

too many uncertainties in interpreting the data for Set 6

to justify making a confident estimate of the degree to which

Cui. subjects transferred understandings to examples not

specifically taught.

Set 7. Completing two-operation number sentences.
Items 49 - 56. Table 36.

The first four items in this set are of the type

36 + 59 + = 100; the next three of the type,

23 = 7 x 2 + ; and the last is 28 = 24 - 4 + As

the numbers of the items indicate, all in the set appeared

in the last fourth of the test. Hence, there were a great

many children who did not have the time to make the computa-

tions called for. Forty-nine Cui. subjects and 31 Tra.

subjects did not even start Set 7, and eight more Cui. and

14 more Tra. subjects stopped before reaching item 53. If

to the NAs resulting from lack of time are added intentional

omissions, it will be understood why the means for NAs are

so great: 4.30 (Cui.) and 4.02 (Tra.) (Table 36).
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Table 36

The Tra. Test.
Scores of Samples in Completing
TwoOperation Number Sentences

Scores
Items 49 56

Cui.
Ac.

Sample
NA

Tra. Sample
Ac. NA

8 0 42 1 33

7 5 5 6 13

6 7 7 9 4

5 6 6 5 5

4 7 8 5 9

3 7 3 11 8

2 9 4 12 7

1 22 9 18 4

0 57 31 53 37

Means 1.63 4.30 1.87 4.02

S.D.'s 2.17 3.36 2.31 3.34

On the set as a whole the Tra. sample was slightly

more accurate than the Cui. sample; but the difference

betwe'en Ac. means, 0.24, is certainly unreliable. Only four

more Tra. than Cui. subjects made scores of 6 to 8. The

Tra. subjects have the larger frequencies of correct examples

in all eight examples, but by margins as large as 7 and 11 in

only two. The Cui. subjects made fewer errors in three

examples, by 9, 6, and 1; the Tra. subjects, in four examples,
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their largest advantages being 8 in one case and 6 in

another; but the numbers of errors are large for both samples.

For the Cui. sample the numbers of incorrect answers range

between 16 and 43; for the Tra. sample, between 22 and 49.

As a consequence the frequencies of negative responses

(errors plus NAs) are very large, and the frgquencies of

correct answers are very small. Except for item 49, which

was the easiest for both samples, the numbers of correct

answers are never larger than 26 for the Cui. sample and 29

for the Tra. sample. Hence, when one says that the two

samples were about equal in accuracy, the statement does not

mean much.

The items in this set resemble a good many items in

the Com. Test in that they are incomplete two-operation

number sentences. In the Com. Test the missing numeral is to

be inserted in any of the positions in number sentences,

initial, intermediate, or final; and no item requires multi-

plication. In Set 7, three items call for multiplication as

the first step in computation; the missing numerals are never

in the initial position, and the computations, except in

item 49 (9 + 10 + = 25) are more complex than in the

Com. Test. Samples are: 36 + 49 + = 100;

243 + 109 + = 461; 29 = 5 x 5 + ; 28 = 24 - 4 +

Nevertheless, there is enough similarity between the

Com. Test items (all acceptable to both the Cui. and the

Tra. samples) and the items in Set 7 of the Tra. Test,--
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enough similarity to anticipate that subjects successful in

the Com. Test should have been successful in Set 7. All

the multiplication combinations used in Set 7 (7 x 2, 6 x 3,

and 5 x 5) should have been known by the children in both

samples; and in the three examples in which they appeared the

largest difference between numbers of correct answers is 4.

Only one item, 52, made use of three-place numer%ls, and in

this example only two Cui. subjects and nine Tra. subjects

secured correct answers. The absence of brackets in the

Set 7 items, a factor which was thoughi; to have influenced

the Cui. subjects adversely in the Com. Test, may have had

this effect also in the Tra. Test. Of course, the Tra. sub-

jects, unlike the Cui. subjects, probably had had some prac-

tice with examples exactly like those of Set 7, even if

their record for this set does not reveal any real advantage

over the Cui. subjects.

To sum up, in view of all the facts mentioned above,

one hesitates to assess the extent to which the Cui. subjects

profited from transfer of learning. Perhaps a fair estimate

would be "somewhat," meaning more than "none" but much less

than "considerable" or "substantial."
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Concluding Statement

As was true in the case of Chapter VI, so here in

this chapter, the attempt to assess the extent of transfer,

this time on the part of the Cui. subjects on the Tra. Test,

must be reported as having been none too successful. The

chief interfer:=.ng factor was the apparent lack of anything

like uniform practice in the Cui. schools. While some

diversity was expected, it had been hoped that the Cui.

schools as a group had conformed fairly closely to the same

arithmetical objectives with respect to learning outcomes in

computation anticipated at the end of Grade III.

Miss Law in her description of the Cui. program

(Chapter I) warned against putting too much faith in these

anticipations, for she made no pretense of outlining the

Cui.program, knowing that there is no such program. By con

trast the computational objectives of the Tra. program (not

the Tra. program) as described by Mr. Allan (also in Chapter

I) appear to have set fairly well the pattern of teaching in

Tra. schools.

On some sets of skills in the Tra. Test the Cui.

subjects did about as well as did the Tra. subjects, despite

the fact -that the test items were intended to be beyond their

capabilities. In some sets, too, the records of the Tra.

subjects as a whole were inferior to those of three to five

selected Cui. classes.
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These findings can be accounted for as the result of

transfer of learning on the part of the Cui. subjects.

But the amount of transfer required would have had to be very

large indeed, so large as to seem incredible. A second

explanation is that in some Cui. classes, probably composed

of very able children and certainly composed of arithmeti

cally able children, teachers carried instructional skills

much further than was expected by either the Cui. or the Tra.

panel,--even as far as did the Tra. teachers as a whole. The

second explanation is favored by the writer, but with the con

viction that transfer also was present and assisted the Cul,

subjects in some measure.

The findings of the comparisons of the records of

the samples on the seven sets of computational skills in the

Tra. Test are summarized below briefly. For the omitted

details the reader is referred to appropriate sections in

the earlier pages of the chapter.

Set 1. Column addition, 11 items. Illustrations

(written horizontally): 26 + 30 + 12 + 31, 493 + 27 + 854,

508 + 5 + 80 + 416. Examples of these kinds, known to have

been taught Tra. classes, are absent in the Cui. Test,

though simpler kinds appear in the Com. Test, with the addi

tions to be made either vertically or horizontally. The Cui.

Ac. mean represents 85.6 percent of the Tra. Ac. mean.

While certainly many Cui. subjects had been taught column

addition little beyond the addition of two-place addends with
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sums to 100, there are data interpreted to mean that many

others had had instruction that included most if not all

the types in Set 1. Transfer of learning is assumed to have

occurred rather generally; but its extent cannot be ascer-

tained. In any case its influence is viewed to have been

less than was the "extra teaching" mentioned.

Set 2. Horizontal addition; four items. Illustra-

tions are 5 + 4 + 7 + 6 = and 8 + 7 + 0 + 8 + 9 =

. This set of items should not have been included in

the Tra. Test as involving skills poss'essed only by Tra.

subjects. The Com. Test contains one item in horizontal

addition (4 + 5 + 6 = ), a fact which attests the

teaching of horizontal addition to Cui. subjects as well as

to Tra. subjects. At the worst, Set 2 measured only achieve-

ment in both samples. At the best, on the hypothesis that

horizontal addition as taught Cui. subjects stopped short

of the types in Set 2, these subjects may have had to extend

their skill to be successful on the Tra. Test items, and

such extension could be called a form of transfer. There

is no way to determine the relative validity of the two

explanations. Whatever the explanation, the Cui, sample did

almost as well as did the Tra. sample on Set 2.

Set 3. Subtraction; 12 items. Illustrations

(written horizontally) are: 79 - 35; 135 - 29; 638 - 270;

810 - 79. On the set as a whole the record of the Tra.

sample is, as expected, considerably better than that of the

,
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Cui. sample. Even so, the Cui. subjects earned an Ac. mean

that is 77 percent that of the Tra. Ac. mean,--and this, on

items many of which are about as difficult as can be made

with three-place minuends and two- and three-place subtra-

hends. Again there is evidence that in some Cui. classes

subtractions of these kinds, not present in the Com. Test

(and so, rejected by the Cui. panel), had actually been

taught, with consequent effect on the Cui. Ac. mean. Helpful

transfer cannot be ruled out as a factor making for the

success of the Cui. sample, but its amount is unknown.

Set 4. Division; 15 items. Illustrative of a group

of six items are 20 4. 4 = and 69 4 10 = ; of a

group of nine items, 2/111-, 3/343, 5/375, and 6/655. The Ac.

means of the two samples on the set as a wilole are: Cui.,

5.95; Tra., 7.80. The difference between these means, in

favor of the Tra. subjects, is reliable.. Yet, the Cui.

subjects' Ac. Mean is 76 percent that of the Tra. sample.

"Extra teaching" (in the sense in which that term is here

used) seems almost certainly to have been given at least a

third of the Cui. subjects; and this fact destroys any

chance of estimating the extent to which they profited from

transfer of learning.

Set 5. Multiplication; four items. Illustrations

(written horizontally) are 5 x 285; 4 x 354. In the Com.

Test there is but one computational item in multiplication

(Multiply 25 by 4), and this is part of a two-operation
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example. The inference is that any other multiplication

examples proposed by the Tra. panel were rejected by the

Cui. panel as inappropriate for Cui. children. This in-

ference is supported by the fact that in the Cui. Test the

only multiplications (exclusive of the simple combinations)

are 4 x 25 = and 10 x 10 = One is therefore

unprepared to discover that for the four difficult multi-

plication items in the Tra. Test the Cui. mean freqp,ency of

correct answers is 65 percent that of the Tra. sample. Three

conclusions can be drawn. (a) The Cui. subjects did much

better in multiplication than the Cui. panel anticipated.

(b) They did so because of unexpectedly large amounts of

"extra teaching" with respect to multiplication skills.

(c) It is fruitless to conjecture concerning the degree to

which the Cui. subjects profited from transfer of learning.

Set 6. Number meanings, nine items. Illustrations

are: Put a line under the number that has 8 in tens' place:

873 8,250 386 128, and Write the greatest number

that can be written with these figures: 0 9 3 8.

Neither sample made a good record on Set 6. The mean

frequencies of correct answers for the nine items, 2.72 for

the Cui. subjects and 2.84 for the Tra. subjects, represent

little more than 30 percent of the possible score. For every

item with a correct answer the Tra. subjects omitted another

item, and the Cui. subjects omitted 2.4 other items. The

fact that each sample outscored the other on three examples
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had been specifically taught. As was stated at an earlier

point, there are too many uncertainties in interpreting

the data for Set 6 to justify making a confident estimate

of the degree to which the Cui. subjects transferred under-

standings to skills not specifically taught.

Set 7. Completing two-operation number sentences,

eight items. Illustrations are: 28 + 17 + = 70,

20 = 6 x 3 + 28 = 24 - 4 + . The record of the

Tra. sample in terms of mean number of correct answers is

*
15 percent better than that of the Cui. sample, but this

advantage means little because of the excessive frequencies

of omissions, both those that were deliberate and those

caused by lack of time. For every example correctly done the

Cui. subjects omitted 2.9 other examples and the Tra. sub-

jects, 2.1 other examples. As can be seen in the examples

cited above, the items in Set 7 are written without ( )'s

or [ ]'s. Similarly written examples in the Com. Test seemed

to confuse some of the Cui. subjects. In the absence of

these, to them, familiar cues, they did not seem to know

where to start the computations. For them, in Set 7 negative

transfer may well have offset part of their positive transfer,

the extent of which, on balance, has been previously described

by the term "somewhat."
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In a word, in the results for not a single one of

the seven sets of items in the Tra. Test is it possible to

find convincing evidence bearing on the extent of transfer

of learning in the performance of the Cui. subjects. That

transfer of learning actually occvrred is fully conceded.

Indeed, its occurrence is positively asserted. It is only

the amount of transfer which is in question, and this could

not be ascertained, or even guessed.



PART IV

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS



CHAPTER VIII

SUMMARY AND FINDINGS, WITH RELATED RESEARCH

Purpose of the Study

One purpose of the investigation--the practical

purpose--was to compare the effectiveness of two programs

for teaching Scottish children to acquire competence in

arithmetical computation. The pl.ograms in question are the

Cuisenaire (Cui.) system of instruction and what is here

called the Traditional (Tra.) system,--both systems as they

were taught in the years 1963-1965, and not as now taught.

These two programs have been fully described in Chapter I.

The Cui. program is taught to a very limited extent in

American schools, and the Tra. program resembles somewhat

that taught in this country thirty years ago.

' The second purpose of the study, also practical in

its own way, was to try out the usefulness of what is be-

lieved to be a unique design for evaluative research like

that in this inquiry. The rationale of the design and the

procedure it entails will be described below in the section

entitled The Research Design.

Two bases were employed to compare the effective-

ness of the two programs in developing computational

196
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proficiency. One was achievement on skills known to have

been taught in both Cui. and Tra. Scottish schools; the other

basis was performance on skills not taught, in order to

assess the relative extent to which the programs engendered

concepts and unAerstandings that made for fruitful trans-

fer of learning.

Procedure

Subjects

One group of subjects consisted of 539 Scottish

children who had studied arithmetic according to the Cui,

program for three years, in the grades Primary I, Primary II,

and Primary III. A second group of 570 Scottish children

had been taught arithmetic in the same grades according to

the Tra. program. Extreme care was exercised to make sure

that the subjects in each group had had contact only with the

one program to which they were assigned.

The two large groups of subjects were closely com-

parable with respect to chronological age, to amounts of

instructional time per week over the three-year period, and

to scores on an intelligence test. They were drawn from 18

Cui. classes and from 18 Tra. classes in 12 Cui. and 13 Tra.

schools, distributed over a 50-mile band in Scotland from

Aberdeen at the northeast to Ayrshire at the southwest.

School officials and teachers, as well as pupils, were
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uniformly cooperative and to an extent that is rare in re-

search of this kind.

Tests and testing

A Scottish intelligence test, the Moray House 8+

Reasoning Test, was recommended by Dr. A. E. G. Pilliner,

then Director of the Godfrey Thomson Research Unit for Edu-

cational Research, of the University of Edinburgh, and was

administered to all subjects. The pupils' tests were scored

and normed especially for the total number of research sub-

jects by the staff of this Unit.

Three computational tests, prepared by panels of

Scottish experts in the two programs, were tried out several

times and were altered until they served the intended pur-

poses and could be given in 30 minutes of working time. The

three tests are designated as the Com. (Common) Test, the

Cui. Test, and the Tra. Test, and each has a reliability

coefficient greatel- than 0.90 obtained by the test-retest

method. The research testing was &one by eleven girls in

the graduating class of Moray House College of Education,

who also scored the tests.

The intelligonce test and the Com. Test were adminis-

tered to all subjects in the morning and in the afternoon

of the same day. The Cui. classes took the Cui. Test and

then the Tra. Test in the morning and in the afternoon of

the second dayl.and the Tra. claJses took the Tra. Test and
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then the Cui. Test in the morning and in the afternoon of the

second day. The reason for the change in order of the last

two arithmetic tests will be made clear shortly.

The Research design

Quite unintentionally, one may be sure, in evalua

tive studies of the kind here attempted9 the findings of the

test used are commonly predetermined by the nature of the

test itself. That is to say, the test gives the advantage to

one of the competing groups. This happens when the test is

suited to the objectives of one of the programs under study.

The consequence is that, while the favored group is measured

with respect to achievement, the disadvantaged subjects are

tested on untaught subject matter and are not tested on the

subject matter peculiar to their program. A serious effort

was made to avoid this source of error.

A panel of three Scottish experts in the Cui. program

first prepared a test which was intended to compr9hend all

computational skills taught in Cui. schools in the first

three grades. Another panel of Scottish experts in the

Tra. program independently constructed an equally compre

hensive test for that program. Next the two tests were

compared item by item, and those items which appeared in

both tests were used, perhaps in modified form, to make up

the Com. Test. Under this plan, the Com. Test measured

achievement on the part of both groups.
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The Cui. panel then prepared a test consisting of

skills peculiar to the Cui. program, resulting in the Cui.

Test. In similar fashion the Tra. panel made up a test of

skills supposedly taught only in the Tra. program. For the

Cui. subjects the Cui. Test was an achievement test, but for

the Tra. subjects it afforded opportunity to reveal how well

they could transfer learned skills and understandings to

untaught skills. In the same manner the Tra. Test was an

achievement test for the Tra. subjects, but a transfer test

for the Cui. subjects. In the scheduling of the testing,

each group of subjects took the transfer test last so as to

prevent undue frustration on all preceding tests.

This research design has two significant advantages.

(a) It assured fairness to both Cui. and Tra. subjects in the

measurement of achievement and should yield an answer to the

question, Which program, if either, was superior to the other

in devrloping competence in computation involving skills

taught in the programs? (b) It enabled children in each

program to reveal accomplishments of use in connection with

skills outside the limits of that program and should supply

an answer to the question, To what extent did each program

inculcate ideas, understandings, and the like making for

transfer to untaught skills?
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Measures obtained

For each of the arithmetic tests as wholes scores of

accuracy and of rate of work were obtained for both groups.

These gross scores for the 539 Cui. subjects and for the 570

Tra. subjects were studied in various ways through the analy-

sis of variance, (Chapter III), and the results will be

included in the Summary of Findings below.

Data on accuracy (frequencies of correct answers),

errors, and non-attempts (NAs) were found for each item in

each of the three tests, but for reduced saoples of 120 Cui.

and 120 Tra. subjects constituted by the use of a table of

random numbers. These samples proved to be comparable in

all important respects to the original total groups from

which they had been drawn. The results of the item analyses

will be incorporated in the Summary of Findings below.

Reliability and educational significance

When appropriate, the reliability of differences be-

tween means was subjected to the t-test of significance,

and differences at the 0.01 level were accepted as reliable.

This procedure was employed in the analysis of variance in

Chapter III and also in the item analyses (Chapters V - VII)

when sets or groups of items numbered 10 or more.

Yet, a difference may be "significant at the 0.01

level" (a statistical concept) and not educationally
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significant, for the difference between means may be so small

as to be of no importance in the practical enterprise of

educating children. Hence, means had to differ by 10 per-

cent of the total number of items in the test (an arbi-

trary standard), in order to be accepted as edttcationally

significant.

In the item analyses of 120 randomly selected tests

from each group, the differences between numbers of correct

answers or errors or non-attempts had to satisfy two cri-

teria in order to be regarded as reliable and educationally

significant. To be said to be superior on a set or group

of items one sample had to outscore the other both consis-

tently and by margins of reasonable size. The standard

employed for the second criterion is arbitrary once again,--

10 percent. That is to say, on a given example 12 more

members of one sample than of -re other had to have cor-

rect answers.

For a fuller statement of the rationale of the pro-

cedures stated briefly above, the reader is referred to

pages 75-78 of Chapter IV.

Summary of Findings: Relative Achievement

Analysis of variance (Chapter III)

No evidence is presented in Chapter III to support a

claim that either of the arit. metic programs under investiga-

tion was superior to the other. At the outset the groups of
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subjects in the two programs were determined to be comparable

in intelligence and chronological age; and the amount of

time given to arithmetic instruction in the two groups was

found to be the same.

An examination of the results on the test which con-

tails only items approved both by the Cui. and by the Tra.

panel (the Com. Test) revealed no significant differences

between the mean scores of the two total groups. In both

programs subjects attempted about the same number of items;

they correctly computed answers for approximately the same

number of examples; and the ratios of the numbers of items

completed satisfactorily to the numbers of items attempted

were nearly the same. All differences on the Com. Test favor

the Cui. subjects; but no differences are statistically

significant, and most certainly are not of a magnitude to be

considered as having educational significance.

Scores of sub-samples classified according to treat-

ment group, intelligence, and the length of arithmetic

instructional time suggest one clear advantage for the

Cuisenaire program. Children in the Cui. group classified as

Low in intelligence and Long in instructional time scored

significantly higher on the Com. Test than any other sub-

sample classified as Loy in intelligence. The differences

between this sub-sample and all other Low intelligence sub-

samples surpassed the 10 percent minimum in raw-score accuracy

which had been established as a basis for judging a result
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to be of educational significance. This result is all the

more impressive when one considers that the Long instruc-

tional period of the Cui. sub-sample averaged four minutes

per day less than the Long period of the Tra. sub-sample.

When arithmetic achievement (instead of intelli-

gence), time, and treatment group were the criteria for

classifying subjects, no differences between sub-samples were

great enough to be educationally significant when instruc-

tional time was analyzed as the source of variation. How-

ever, the subjects assigned to the Long instructional periti

in the Low intelligence Cui. sub-sample scored significantly

higher than their counterparts in the Short instructional

period. This result gives further credence to the superiority

of the Cui. program for some children.

From the evidence summarized relevant to the achieve-

ment of the children in the two instructional programs, it is

reasonable to suggest that children identified as low in

intelligence (and perhaps achievement) and exposed to a rela-

tively long period of instruction in arithmetic will gain

more through involvement in the Cuisenaire program. No

claims for the superiority of either program can be made

with respect to other sub-samples or the total samples

selected for this investigation.
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Item analysis (Chapter V)

The major conclusion reached in the study of test

scores by analysis of variance--to the effect that the total

groups of Cui. and Tra. subjects were equally competent in com-

puting ansvers for examples both groups had been taught--is

strongly supported by the findings of item analysis.

In this latter form of attack 120 subjects were

drawn from each of the original large Cui. and Tra. groups by

means of a table of random numbers. As shown in Table 10

these samples were closely compal.able in all respects ex-

amined, to the groups from which they were taken. The test

papers for the samples, and not for the original groups,

were scrutinized item by item.

The 72 items of the Com. Test were classified into

seven sets of comparatively homogeneous items on the basis

of the skill or skills needed. These seven sets, sometimes

divided into sub-groups in recognition of distinguishable

differences in their mathematical requirements, are listed

below together with illustrative examples.

Set. 1. The simple number combinations 9 + 8 =
15 - 7 =

Set 2. Supplying numerals in 2 x = 12
number sentences 2 = 7

18 = 7 + + 6
= 13 + 31 64 = 11

Set 3. Horizontal and/or vertical addition 19
26

19 + 26 + 34 = or + 34



Set 4. Fractions Multiply 1 of 16 by 3.
What is the fifth part of 30?

Set 5. Structure and divisibility of numbers

206

Write this number in figures. Four hundred and ten.
Write three numbers that divide into 24 exactly.

Set 6. Two-operation examples 34 - 25 + 8 =

Multiply 10 by 5 and take away 4.

Set 7. Time measures; Scottish money

1 hour - 1 hour =2 minutes
1s. 6d. + 2s. 9d. = s . d.

In each set as a whole, judged primarily by fre-

quencies of correct and of incorrect answers, the two samples

were a match for each other.

(a) In every set, except Set 3, each sample had the
larger number of correct answers in one or more
examples. (Table 18)

(b) In every set, except Set 3, each sample had the
fewer errors in one or more examples. (Table 19)

(c) Of the whole 72 items in the Com. Test, only eight
are "critical examples," six in favor of the Cui.
sample, two in favor of the Tra. sample. (Table 21)

The peculiar status of Set 3 in (a) and (b) and the

meaning of finding (c) call for comment. But, first, it

should be noted that findings (a) and (b) point to incon-

sistency rather than consistency in both strength and weakness

in the work of the samples within sets. And consistency is

one of the two criteria employed to determine superior per-

formance significant for educational practice. The other
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criterion is that differences be of reasonable size. This

criterion was not satisfied either to any extent, as the

reader can decide for himself by citing the tables mentioned

above or the detailed statements of results in Chapter V.

Now, as for the peculiar status of Set 3: the items

in this set gave all subjects the choice between adding

numerals horizontally or in columns and oral directions

before the testing and printed statements on the test blanks

indicated this fact. Yet, on a substantial number of Cui.

papers there is unmistakeable evidence of confusion: the

subjects in question simply did not understand what to do in

the presence of the two forms in which each example was

printed. That they were capable of adding horizontally is

attested by the fact that the Cui. panel approved of the

Set.3 items for the Com. Test and by the further fact that Cui.

subjects did well on such items in the Tra. Test. That they

were able to add numerals in columns is attested by their

later success with examples of this kind in the Tra. Test.

Hence, the apparent weakness of the Cui. subjects on the Com.

Test on items 33, 24, and 62 - 64 is to be discounted as

having been produced by an extraneous factor, namely, in-

ability to decide what to do, and not inability to perform

the computations.

As for finding (c): a "critical exadiple" is here

defined as one in which one sample secured 12 or more correct

answers than did the other sample, or, stated differently, an
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example in which 12 more subjects in one sample than in the

other computed accurately. This difference of 12 repre-

sents 10 percent of the total sample, and thus satisfies the

arbitrary criterion of "reasonable size" mentioned above.

To conclude: the evidence as a whole is inter-

preted to be very convincing that the Cui. subjects and the

Tra. subjects, whether considered as total groups by an

analysis of variance or as samples by item analysis. were a

match for each other on the Com. Test. This is to say that

they were equally competent in the computational skills

tested as those skills were represented in the examples chosen

for that test. And, accordingly, one can say that when

computational competence means competence on these skills,

neither the Cui. program nor the Tra. program is the more

effective in developing proficiency in computation.

As was reported in Chapter VII, some of the Cui.

classes had had more than the anticipated amount of instruc-

tion on computational skills. The effect was to make the

Com. Test easier for the Cui. sample as a whole than it

otherwise would have been and to increase the size of the

Ac. means for this sample. The fact that the Tra. sample

still compared favorably with the Cui. sample on the Com.

Test should remove any doubt concerning the effectiveness

of the Tra. program.

The conclusion of equal effectiveness of the programs
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may not hold for the totality of computational proficiency;

for example, in the case of skills taught in one program

but not in the other. Nor does the conclusion necessarily

hold for groups of children taught exclusively according to

the Cui. program or according to the Tra. program, say, for

six years, and tested in Primary VI instead of in Primary

III. (However, as a matter of fact, this last possibility

is purely academic, at least in Scotland, for exceedingly few

Scottish Cui. schools continue the Cui. program be..y.--t2!

Primary III.)

Summary of Findings: Transfer of Learning

III would be pleasant indeed to be able to report

that the Cui. sample transferred learning to the extent of 39

percent and the Tra. sample, to the extent of 21 percent, or

vice versa. No such neat and exact findings were anticipated

for reasons that will appear in the discussion of the Tra.

performance on the Cui. Test and of the Cui. performancL on

the Tra. Test. The simple truth is that means are not avail-

able to arrive at such precise mathematical expressions of

amounts of transfer. Even more fundamental reasolis will be

advanced in the section of the report entitled Theoretical

Considerations.

The two bodies of information concerning transfer

gleaned from the sub-sample analyses (a) of scores made by

Tra. subjects on the Cui. Test and (b) of scores made by Cui.
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subjects on the Tra. Test will be combined and presented

below under the Analysis of Variance. The findings of the

item analyses in (a) and in (b) which were presented in

Chapters VI and VII will be reported separately.

Analysis of variance

Normally, one would ,xpect subjects in the Cui.

instructional group to perform at a higher level than sub-

jects in the T. group on the test designed for the Cui.

program. Likewise, the corresponding expectation would hold

for the Tra. subjects on the Tra. Test. The level of per-

formance of children in each instructional program on the

test designed for the other program may indicate a degree of

transferability. One notable exception merits comment.

Those subjects participating in a Long instructional time

period who Arere identified as Low intelligence in the Cui.

treatment group scored considerably higher on the Tra. Test

than Low intelligence subjects exposed to a Short instruc-

tional time. Th?'.3 the only instance in which a sub-

sample of children in one treatment group scored higher than

its counterpart in the other treatment group on a test

designed for the other group.

For some reason, which is not hypothesized at this

time, the children classified as Low in intelligence who

studied arithmetic each day for a relatively Long period

of time in the Cui. program appear to gain more both in
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achievement and in transfer than do children classified by

any other set of criteria employed in this study. There is

good reason to believe that the Cui. program is especially

effective for children with a relatively low intelligence

level if adequate time is provided for the teaching-learning

process.

The Tra. subjects on the Cui. Test

Item analysis. (Chapter VI) The Cui. Test con-

tains computational items involving skills thought by the

Cui. panel to have been taught to all Cui. subjects b,ut to no

Tra. subiects. The degree of success of the Tra. subjects

on these items was intended to indicate the extent to which

they were able to transfer skills to examples unfamiliar to

them.

The Ac. mean of the Tra. sample on the Cui. Test is

16.85, and the Ac. mean of the Cui. sample on the same test

is 21.90. The Tra. subjects, then, computed accurately

74.6 percent as well as did the Cui. subjects. If the Tra.

sample on this test had to work only examples totally new to

them, they must have transferred learning to a huge extent;

either this, the explanation lies in the influence of other

unexpected factors.

Below are listed the sets of items into which the

60-item Cui. Test was divided, mainly on the basis of their

mathematical requirements.
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Set 1. One-operation examples 27 - 6 = 5 x 6 =
32 4. 8 = 3 x 20 =

Set 2. Fraction computations and two-operation
examples with fractions and whole numbers
3/5 of 10 = 1/24 of 48 =
10 + 2 = 4 + 1/8 of 16 =
Find the half of 96.

Set 3. Computation with one and two brackets, fractions
and whole numbers
[6 x 3] + 9 =
1.3/4 of 16] + 12]=

Set 4. Number meanings; doubling numbers
Double 250
Put X on the 4 that means 4 tens. 4 4 4

Set d. Number progressions; comparative size of numbers
20, 18, 16, 14,
Write down these numbers in order of greatness.

10 60 30 100 80

Set 6. Two- and three-operation examples with one or
two sets of brackets
12 -41 of = 9
[5 + 6] x 74-7 12] =

Set 7. Computations with Scottish money
L 3/4 = L L11 = shillings

20
Set 8. Measur-ment items

1/8 of a gallon + 2 pints = pints
How many inches in 3 feet?

Some instruction not known by the Cui. panel to have

been given at least part of the Tra. subjects and the rela-

tively poor showing of the Cui. sample,--these two factors

make it hazardous to estimate the degree to which the Tra.

subjects transferred learning in Set 1.

In Jealing wdth Set 2, a good many Tra. subjects

correctly computed answers for examples with unit fractions

by converting the examples into "short divisions," and
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transferred the skill in the latter to good effect in items

like 1/3 of 9 = 9 4.

Set 3 items containing only one bracket and small

numbers with simple computations (e.g., 4 + [1. of 8] =

and [6 x 3] + 9 = ) were worked successfully by many

Tra. subjects in spite of their lack of experience with

brackets. However, few of these subjects were successful

on more complicated items.

Set 4 provided no clear evidence on the problem of

extent of transfer, for the Cui. subjects surpassed the Tra.

subjects, and vice versa, according to the type of example

they had been taught. The few items on number meanings might

well have been excluded from the Cui. Test.

The items in Set 5 relating to the comparative size

of numbers had been taught to both Tra. and Cui. subjects

and should probably not have been included in the test. In

dealing with number proportions, not emphasized in their

program, the Tra. subjects transferred ideas concerning

number relationships acquired from such activities as count

ing by 5's0

The poor showing of the Cui, subjects in Set 6 made

the record of the Tra subjects, also poor, look much better

than it actually was. Tra. subjects gave some evidence of

transferring understanding of computational procedures.

In set 7 the Tra. panel performed fairly well.

Though on the whole they had had little instruction in
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computing with Scottish money, they had been taught the

values of the coins and some of them were able to transfer

their knowledge of computational procedures.

The results of Set 8, like those of Set 4, are am

biguous respecting the extent of Tra. transfer. The Tra.

subjects had been taught the units of linear, volume, and

avoird Jois; and knowledge of these units and their rela

tionships was of course basic to computations as in the Set

8 items; but how much more the Tra. subjects had been taught

is uncertain.

To conclude: Two obstacles interfered in the attempt

to discover the extent to which the Tra. sample profited

from transfer of learning in the computations called for in

the Cui. Test. One was the fact that in some instances the

Tra. subjects may have been taught skills that (the Cui.

panel assumed) they -were not to have been taught. The result

was a combination of directed learning and of transfer, a

combination that defied analysis to differentiate the ef

fects of either from the other.

The other obstacle was that the Cui. Test in several

of its parts was too difficult even for the Cui. subjects.

In another place the suggested explanation was that the Cui.

subjects tested were, in general, inferior in computational

competence to those used in standardizing the test. But,

be this as it may, the consequence was that the Cui. record,
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being none too good at points, set a relatively low standard

for comparison with the Tra. record and therefore made the

showing of the Tra. subjects seem better than it may have

been.

The Tra. subjects unquestionably transferred learning

even in the most troublesome sets. (See Theoretical Con-

siderations below for the defense of this statement.) The

trouble was, however, that its occurrence and its extent were

not as readily identifiable as could have been wished. Some

evidence of transfer (but not how much) has been noted in

the paragraphs above for Sets 2, 3, 5 (number progressions

only), 6, and possibly 7.

The Cui. Subjects on the Tra. Test

Item analysis. (Chapter VII) The records of the Cui.

and Tra. samples on the Tra. Test, specifically designed for

children who had studied according to the Tra. program,

were compared in order to determine the extent of transfer

on the part of the Cui. subjects in computing answers for

examples not supposedly taught to them.

The records of the Cui. and Tra. samples on the Tra.

Test, specifically designed for children who had studied

arithmetic according to the Tra. program, were compared in

order to determine the extent of transfer on the part of the

Cui. subjects in computing answersfor examples assumedly

not taught them.
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On the Tra. Test the Ac. means of the two samples

are: Cai., 26.22; Tra., 32.26. Therefore, the Cui. subjects

did 81.3 percent as well as did the Tra. subjects. The per-

formance of the Cui. sample is far superior to any that

could have been anticipated if they had not been taught the

needed skills, as the Tra. panel supposed. On the assump-

tion that they had not received such instruction, they must

have made extraordinary use of transfer; or else there must

have been one or more unsuspected factors operating in their

behalf. The only other explanation which comes to mind

amounts to a denial of the validity of the assumption just

mentioned.

The Tra. Test has 63 items. These items were divided

into seven sets. Within each set the items were as homogeneous

as practicable,--that is, homogeneous with respect to the

skills needed. These sets are named, and illustrative items

are now provided.

Set 1. Column addition. 26 526 493
30 863 27
12 +345 854

+ 31 + 75

Set 2. Horizontal addition

6 + 4 + 7 + 6 =

8 + 7 + + 8 + 9 =

Set 3. Subtraction 79 400 905 511
- 35 - 35 - 369 - 31
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Set 4. Division

20 4 = 27473- 3/343 5/987
32 4- 5 =

Set 5. Multiplication 285
x

134
x 6

354
x 4

217

Set 6. Number meanings

Put a line under the number that has exactly 40 tens.

40 400 04 2,040

Write.down the smallest number that can be written
with these figures. 8 4 9 1

Set 7. Completing two-operation number sentences

342 + 109 + = 461 20 = 5 x 5 -

Considerable space will be taken to interpret the

results on Set 1, because the situation uncovered in this

case recurs in the case of other sets al well. On Set 1 the

Ac. means are: Cui., 6.62, Tra., 7.73. The Cui. Ac. mean is

85.6 percent that of the Tra. sample, a remarkable showing

on the part of the Cui. sample if one hypothesizes that

these subjects had not been taught to compute answers for

examples like those in Set 1. But there is ample reason to

doubt the validity of this hypothesis.

Thirty-nine Cui. children made scores of 9 to 11 on

Set 1, and 11 is the highest possible score. Moreover, the

35 children in the five Cui. classes with the best records

on Set 1 have an Ac. mean of 9.06, which is 2.44 points

greater than the Ac. mean of the whole Cui. sample and 1.33

points greater than the Ac. mean of the Tra. sample.
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The 35 children cited were far above average in

computational skill on the Tra. Test as a whole. Their Ac.

mean of 37.10 is to be compared with the Cui. sample's Ac.

mean of 26.22 and with the Tra. sample's Ac. mean of 32.26.

One could argue that, being so capable, they could have

transferred learning to the extent necessary to achieve their

high standing in column addition. This explanation seems

unacceptable to the writer as calling for an incredibly

large amount of transfer,--incredibly large even to one who

sets great store by transfer, A more credible explanation

in his view is that these particular Cui. classes (and per

haps other Cui. classes in smaller measure) had been taught

the skills required in Set 1.
1

This last explanation does not deny the strong

probability of some transfer, but it greatly reduces the

reliance to be placed upon transfer alone in accounting for

the excellence of the Cui. sample in column addition. Fur

ther, it justifies the conclusion that the data for this

1
That competence in arithmetical computation need

not make for large amounts of transfer is illustrated by
the records of one Cui. class of 29 members, the class which
has the highest Ac. mean for the Cui. Test of all the Cui.
classes tested,--49.90, to be compared with the Cui. sample's
Ac. mean of 21.90. On the Com. Test their Ac. mean is 60.24,
almost 20 points greater than the Ac. mean of the entire Cui.
sample. Yet, on the Tra. Test their Ac. mean is but 27.66,
only 1.44 points above the Cui. sample's Ac. mean. Expressed
in percentages, their Ac. means of 83.2-on the Cui. Test
and of 83.7 on the Com. Test dropped to 43.9 on the Tra.
Test. This illustration, in the writer's opinion, weakens
the case for transfer of learning as the sole, or even the
major explanation for the high Cui. accuracy on Set 1.
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skill are such as to negate any attempt to assess the extent

of the role of transfer in Se.. ' Now for the findings in

other sets.

In Set 2 there is no way to differentiate between

transfer and directed learning. Both samples had been

instructed in horizontal addition. As evidence, one such

item appears in the Com. Test; hence, it had to be approved

by both the Cui. and the Tra. panels.

It is impossible to estimate the extent of Cui.

transfer in Set 3. The situation with regard to subtraction

is the same as that described above for Set 1.

The same statement applies to Set 4, division.

It also applies to Set 5, multiplication.

In Set 6 poor records were made by both samples,

each excelling on the items that had been taught it.

In Set 7, the Cui. subjects were hIndicapped by the

absence of brackets in incomplete number sentences, a condi-

tion which was also troublesome to them in the Com. Test.

Their poorer record in Set 7 was not therefore caused by

inability to make the necessary computations.

To conclude: In not one of the seven sets was it

possible to secure evidence concerning the extent of trans-

fer in the Cui. sample's performance on the Tra. Test.
2

2For detailed data, going far beyond the brief state-

ments above regarding each set, the reader is referred to

Chapter VII.
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(That there was transfer is assumed.) In four sets (1, 3,

4, and 5) the reason is the unexpectedly large amount of

instruction given Cui. subjects on skills assumed not to

have been taught. However unfortunate this circumstance

may be for the purpose of this inquiry, no complaint can be

lodged against the teachers who gave this instruction. They

clearly were entitled to do what they did, and what they did

is not inconsistent with the Cui. program, which is flexible.

In the description of the program in Chapter I no restric-

ions are placed on the limits to which teaching may carry

children. On the contrary, variation in classroom practice

is there said to be common in Cui. schools,--commoner in

them, probably, than in Tra. schools where the program tends

to be more uniform.

Theoretical considerations

The terms transfer, memory, and learning are custom-

arily used without clear differentiation, as if everyone

understands what each term means and how it is related to

or is separate from the others. Transfer and learning refer

to processes and contain the idea of action,--une learns and

one transfers learning. On the other hand, memory refers to

A static condition, and behavior related to it is denoted by

such verbs as recall and recognize.

Actually, the distinction between transfer on the

one hand and recall and recognition on the other is arrived
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at arbitrarily. As a matter of fact, one rarely, if ever,

recalls or recognizes a learned item in a situation which is

identical Yith the situation in which it was learned. Rather,

there are always. (or almost always) differences between the

situations,--differences within the organism, if for no other

reason than the effects of prior uses of the given item,

and differences outside the organism in the context in

which the learned item recurs. And these diffelt_aces imply

that the learner does more than merely to regall or recognize:

he transfers his learning. 3

3 The writer is grateful to his colleague, Dr. Arthur
Jensen, for the formulation of his solution of the probl6m.

Here is the arbitrary, operational aistinction I
would make between behvvior classified as memory and
behavior classified as transfer.

First, all transfer involves memory (that is, the
persistence of the effects of prior learning), but
memory does not necessarily imply transfer.

The essential difference can be pointed out in
terms of the following paradigm:

Original Learning Memory or Transfer

1
S - R S - R

If S
1 is discriminably different from S to the

uubject, I would call the response (R) an instance of
transfer. If S1 is not discriminable frem S to the
subject, I would call the response an instance of memory.

By discriminable I mean only that the stimuli differ
enough for the subject to be able to learn a discrimina-
tion such as

S -
R1

qi

-26
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It is for this reason that the phrase "no transfer"

does not appear in this manuscript. The possibility of "no

transfer" may be real, but it is, in the writer's opinion,

exceedingly uncommon, especially in the learning of struc-

tured subject matter like mathematics. The problem then is

not whether transfer occurs--it must occur if there is to be

learning--but rather the extent of transfer in any instance

of learning.

Review of Related Research

A diligent search failed to uncover much published

research in which the comparative merits of the Cui. and

the Tra. programs are assessed. 4
Those found, together with

an unpublished inquiry will be revie-wed. In addition,

other articles of interest will be referred to. Out of

courtesy, a beginning will be made with Scottish reports.

In a series of three articles in successive issues

of The Scottish Education Journal in 1958 Karatzinas and

Renshaw report on their "Primary Arithmetic Inquiry." In

the first two articles (references 2 and 3 in the bibliog-

raphy at the end of the chapter) they summarize "Teachers'

4
In the references here reviewed, with one excep-

tion, the term traditional is not used to designate the
program and the subjects contrasted with the Cui. program
and subjects. The commonest word employed is control.
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Views of the Cuisenaire Method," based on information gained

by a questionnaire addressed to "forty teachers who started

to use the Cuisenaire materials at the beginning of the

1957-58 session in Edinburgh Corporation schools, class

Primary I."

The first of the 22 questions illustrates the types

of question asked, and the method reporting the quantitative

data is typical.

"Do you consider that by using the Cuisenaire material
you have achieved better results (so far) than you
might have achieved in the same time without the
material?

Reply Yes No Not sure No answer Total

Number 27
1

4 8
2

1
3 40

The raised numerals after each Number refer to

interpretations and explanations and well considered judg

ments condensed into a paragraph. ThPse comments add greatly

to the value of the summaries and make the articles well

worth reading by persons interested in the Cui. materials

and their use. Yet, one must remember that the respondents

had taught with the materials for but a single year, and it

is generally recognized that it takes years to make a teacher

really expert in directing learning with the Cui. apparatus.

The third article (4), one page in length, reports

the results of an experiment undertaken "to ascertain by

means of tests the effectiveness over the first eighteen

months of primary schooling of arithmetic teaching conducted
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with the aid of the [Cui.] material, compared with teaching

without the material."

The subjects in the Cui. group consisted of a class

of forty boys in one school; the subjects in the Non-Cui.

group, of a class of 14 girls and 24 boys in another school.

The schools involved were selected by a local school official

in such a manner as to make groups of children comparable

with respect to potential and to "the educational stimulus

provided both at home and school." Again, the strong proba-

bility is that the program in the Non-Cui. school resembled

that in the Tra. schools in the present study.

In intelligence the two groups were closely similar

as shown by scores on two intelligence tests, one a picture

test. To measure arithmetical competence six parts of the

Schonell Diagnosti,2 Arithmetic Test were used. In the four

parts entitled Addition, Subtraction, A to E - Addition, and

A to D - Subtraction, the means of the two groups were so

nearly alike that no difference was reliable at the 5 percent

level. Two other parts of the test--A to K - Multiplication,

and A to K - Division--could not be given the Non-Cui. sub-

jects who "had not mad9 sufficient progress to be able to

attempt" these tests. The investigators point out as highly

significant the fact that the Cui. group did very well with

division and multiplication, at the same time that it main-

tained parity with the Non-Cui. group in the other two

operations.
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Dr. T. Renshaw has also supplied the writer with a

few unpublished data on tY- relative competence of 26 Cui.

and 26 Non-Cui. subjects as demonstrated on a comprehensive

test of 103 items. All subjects were starting their first

term in the secondary school and centered around 13 years of

age. It is not clear whether the Cui. subjects had studied

mathematics for six years exclusively according to an ex-

tended Cui. program; and the other group, Non-Cui., may or

may not have pursued what is named the Tra. program in the

writer's investigation, but it probably did so because of

its general popularity.

According to his letter, Dr. Renshaw's research "was

an enquiry made incidentally during the try-out" of a new

mathematics test. On this account, the comparability of the

two groups was less than he hoped for. The Non-Cui. group

averaged about six months the older, but had a slightly smaller

I.Q. on tests given years before. On the other hand, at the

end of Primary VI the two groups earned very nearly the same

score oil a standardized mathematics test.

It was believed that the test data on the try-out

test would reveal "strong differences that might have per-

sisted beyond the primary stage of schooling." On this test

the mean scores of the two groups were: Cui., 41.5; Non-

Cui., 42.9, with respective S.D.'s of 10.7 and 12.9.

Fifteen items were identified in which one group surpassed
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the other by reliable or near-reliable differences in fre-

quencies of correct answerE Nine of the comparisons were

in favor of the Cui. group. 5

Lucow has three articles reporting an experimental

study made under the auspices of the Manitoba Teachers'

Society in schools in cities and towns outside of Winnepeg,

Canada. The mean age of the dhildren, who'were just enter-

ing Grade 3, was just over eight years, both in the Cui.

group and in the control group, the latter children being

taught according to a prescribed system resembling the Tra.

program. Reference 5 was not available to the writer.

Rrference 6 presents data which are reported in reference 7.

Hence, the information supplied in this last reference fur-

nishes the basis of the review of the Lucow investigation.

The subject matter taught was restricted to multi-

plication and division. The Cui. children had had considerable

instruction on these topics in grades 1 and 2, the Non-Cui.

children had had none. Consequently, it was decided to make

the critical measures those, not of absolute gains in achieve-

ment, but of relative growth during the experimental period.

By general consent the cooperating teachers concentrated the

5 If, as seems likely to the writer in view of the
situations he found in Cui. schools,--if the Cui. subjects
had actually followed the Cui. program for, say, three
years only and were then changed to the Tra. program, the
results in the comparisons above are about what would be
expected.
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presentation of the two topics in six weeks instead of the

three or four months usually taken. By means of an ingenious

method of grouping schools into "blocks" and by using the

statistical technique of analysis of covariance, Lucow sought

to deal with several troublesome problems. One block of

subjects comprised 66 subjects (30 boys, 36 girls); the other

block, 63 subjects (31 boys, 32 girls).

Lucow summarizes his findings in terms of levels of

significance of differences between the mean scores of Cui.

and control subjects, first, for each block of three schools

as a whole, then for each separate school. In one block,

11 differences are significantly in favor of the Cui. chil-

dren at the 0.01 level, and in four more at the 0.05 level;

in nine instances there were no significant differences. In

the second block the Cui. subjects have five differences

significant at the 0.01 level and two more at the 0.05

level, leaving 17 unreliable differences.

The investigator concluded that ". . the Cuisenaire

method proved effective in teaching third grade arithmetic."

However, " other current methods of instruction also

proved effective." "There is some evidence that the

Cuisenaire method operates better in a rural setting . .

than in an urban setting, also with high-IQ and middle-IQ

children in a rural setting, but not much better with low-IQ

children." "Urban children [except in one school] learned

just as well under any method at all le7els of intelligence."
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"There is only a slight indication that girls take to the

Cuisenaire method better than boys."

Passy (8) has reported his findings for some 1800

third grade children on the arithmetic sub-tests of the

Stanford Achievement Test, Elementary Battery. Three samples

of subjects were used: 990 that had been taught with the

aid of the Cui. materials, 375 subjects taught with non-Cui.

materials, and 500 that had had the benefit of "pre-

Cuisenaire materials." The three samples were comparable

in intelligence, according to scores on the California Test

of Mental Maturity, Short Form, and according to socio-

economic status, according to scores on the Hamburger Rating

Scale.

The two systems of instruction compared were the Cui.

program and another described as a "meaningful program."

Passy's data indicate that children utilizing the Cui.

materials achieved "significantly less at the 5% level of

significance" on the arithmetic tests, though the average

score of each sample was at or above grade level.

Unquestionably the most impressive, comprehensive,

and thorough-going investigation of the relative effective-

ness of different programs of arithmetic instruction has

been published by Biggs (1). At the time he made his study

he was associated with the National Foundation for Educa-

tional Research in England and Wales, located in London,

England. At present he is Research Officer for Mathematics
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in Monash University, Victoria, Australia.

Two of the programs in his inquiry were the Cui. and

the Tra. programs. Unfortunately his findings cannot be

compared with those in this investigation, for his subjects

were enrolled in fhe third year of English junior schools

(roughly, grade 5). But one of his conclusions is well worth

quoting:

Using conventional problem and mechanical tests 6 as
criteria, there is no evidence that the use of uni-model
structural materials, such as the Cuisenaire or the Stern
materials, will produce results with average children
that differ from those obtained under traditional methods,
in similar school conditions.

In view of the excellence of the Biggs investiga-

-Lionand his report--one hesitates to raise a critical

question. Perhaps, though, the writer may be excused ii he

asks just one question. In the writer.'s study it was ex-

ceedingly difficult to find schools in which the Cui. program

had been followed in Scottish schools for three years.

Biggs's subjects had been in school two years longer. Dur-

ing those years the cooperating schools in the writer's

study would almost without exception have been taught the

Tra. program. There is a strong possibility that the same

thing happened in the Biggs Cui. schools. If so, his subjects

labelled as Cui. subjects represented the effects of a com-

bination of both the Cui. and the Tra. programs, with no way

6
Mechanical tests: tests of computational skills

with abstract numbers.
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of separating out the effects peculiar to either program.

There is the probability that one or more published

research reports pertinent to the present investigation may

have been overlooked. Certainly in the search for relevant

research no attempt was made to collect unpublished reports,

of which there may be many. The writer knows that in one

school system, that of Vancouver, B.C., the practice has been

followed of releasing on occasion mimeographed accounts of

informal studies of the Cui. program which has been taught

there for quite some time. Not being at hand, the Vancouver

papers have not been included in this review of research,

but they should be available to interested readers.

Critique of the Design of the Investigation

In the writer's opinion, despite the practical limi-

tations cited earlier and to be cited again shortly, the

design of the investigation is theoretically sound. In the

application of the design in this instance it did not prove

to be as useful as it might well have been under other

conditions.

It seems to be essential in an evaluative study such

as that here reported, to measure achievement by means of a

test which is fair to all subjects regardless of the par-

ticular instructional program they have pursued. The Com.

Test was constructed in a manner intended to serve this

purpose. However, the purpose was not fully realized, for
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in some Cui. classes computational skills had been taught

considerably beyond the limits anticipated by the Cui. panel.

Lacking this information, the members of this panel rejected

as too difficult items proposed by the Tra. panel, with the

consequence that the Com. Test may well have favored the

Cui. subjects,--by how much is unknown.

Likewise, it seems essential in an evaluative study

like this one, to broaden the concept of computational

competence to include ideas and understandings which can

function in the case of unfamiliar computational skills,--

this through the transfer of learning. The Cui. Test,

prepared by the Cui. panel and containing skills peculiar

to the Cui. program, was expected to measure the extent of

transfer manifested by the Tra. subjects in taking this test.

Correspondingly, the Tra. Test was expected to measure

transfer on the part of the Cui. subjects. These tests did

not yield the results hoped for.

The Cui. Test proved to be unduly difficult for the

Cui. sample Of subjects. On an instrument which measured

achievement for them, they earned a mean Ac. score repre-

senting but 36.5 percent of the possibility; and on some sets

of items they did even more poorly. The effect was unfortu-

nate so far as the purposes of the investigation are con-

cerned. The results of the Cui. subjects on the Cui. Test

had been planned to provide the basis for estimating the

extent of transfer on the part of the Tra. subjects; but
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the low "standard" set by the Cui. sample made the poorer

showing of the Tra. sample look better than it should have

appeared, and would have appeared on a test better adapted

to the abilities of the Cui. subj6cts.7

The Tra. Test failed to measure the extent of trans-

fer on the part of Cui. subjects for quite a different rea-

son, the reason mentioned above; namely, the unanticipated

amount of instruction on computational skills in many Cui.

classes. Hence, it was impossible to determine how much of

the success of the Cui. sample was the consequence of direct

teaching, and how much, the result of transfer.

The design adopted for this inquiry can be produc-

tive of definitive findings concerning the relative effec-

tiveness of differing instructional programs only when those

programs are considerably more "standardized" than they were

in this study. Yet, the cost to be paid for this "stan-

dardization" may be too costly in terms of the r%ost desirable

forms of teaching and learning; and the writer hesitates to

propose anything of the kind, however helpful the "stanitard-

ization" might be for evaluative research.

011=1,1111111l

7The reader may see in the comments concerning the
Cui. and the Tra. Tests criticism of the panels which con-
structed them. No criticism is intended, and none is war-
ranted. Lack of uniformity in objectives of arithmetic
teaching among the schools committed to each program, but
especially among those committed to the Cui. program, pre-
sented serious obstacles to each panel in selecting test items
that would be "fair" to the particular group of children con-
cerned. The best the panels could do was to make judgments of
what they hoped to be "typical" of classroom practice in Cui.
or Tra. schools.
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On the other hand, "standardization" has already

proceeded rather far in American schools, at least in the

teaching of arithmetic. Education in this country, re

grettably, is still too largely textbook education. On this

account, the results of arithmetic instruction in a group of

schools using textbook series A might be compared with the

results in another group of schools using textbook series B.

In this case, the research design tried out in the Scottish

schools in this investigation might prove to be of value.
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COM. TEST
Sc.

Ra

Your name

Your teacher's name

Your school

Write the missing numbers on lines like this :

2 + 8 = 10 4 _
7 + _ 8 2 X _ 6

+ 2 _ 3 4 = 2

Add either way, across or up and down ; but just one way.

2 + 2 + 1 or 2
2

+ 1

Write out your working if you wish.



1.

2.

3.

4.

8

16

17

2

+ 5
-1- 2

- 9
X 9

111%
111%

5. 6 + 7
6. 12 3

7. 5 x 7

8. 14 9 1ii
9, 15 3

10. 3 x 8

11. 9 + 8 m

12. 15 7

13. 2 X = 12

14. 12 = 7

15. 6 + = 14

16. 9 = 0

17. + 7 = 10

18. - 5 = 7

19. _ ._2. - 7

20. + 8 8

21. 12 + = 20

22. 4 + 5 + 6 =
23. 9 + 3 + = 16
24. 18 = 7 + + 6
25. + 16 - 24

26. Add 20 to of 12.

27. Findl of 20 and divide by 5.

28. Multiplyi of 16 by 3.

29. 37 = 25 +
30. 16 + = 29
31. - 14 + 21
32.

33.

34.

3 dozen 30 =

Add either way.

19 + 26 + 34 or 19
26

+ 34

25 + 37 + 8 = or 25
37

+ 8

35. What is the half of 16 ?

36. What is the half of 86 ?

37. What is a quarter of 24 ?

38. 5d. + 5d.
39. 9d. 5d.

40. 8d. x 2

41. i of 10d.

42. 6d. + 6d.
43. ls. ld. -
44. / of 8d.

= s. d.

= s d.

= s. d.

= s. d

+ 2d s. d

8d. s. d

s. d

145. £14 +£6 +£8 +£2 = £

Ii

II

II

II

II

II

II

II

El



II

Write these numbers in figures

46. Three hundred and
forty-five.

.47. Six hundred and
five.

.48. Four hundred and ten

49.

50.

51.

52.

12 + 26 - 30 =

34 - 25 + 8 =

66 - 30 - 8 =

23 + 41 - 32

53. Find 2 times 8
and add 10.

a54. Multiply 10 by 5 and
take away 24.

55. What is a fifth
part of 30 ?

56. 35 18

57. 46 - 17

58. 64 - = 11

59. 33 = 28

60. - 13 = 13

61. + 15 = 51

Add either way.

62. 65 + 44 +

63. 49 + 56 -I- 84

64. 75 -I- 8 -I- 49

8

65. 2s. 2d. - ls. 5d.

66. I- of ls. 8d.

67. ls. 6d. + 2s. 9d.

68. 1 hour - hour

or 65
44

+ 8

= or 49
56

+ 84

= or 75
8

+ 49

5. d.

s. d.

.s. d.

minutes

69. 50 minutes and 20 minutes will make

hours minutes.

70. Which of these numbers divide into 12 exactly ?
Put X on them.

7 4 6 5 3

71. Write three numbers that divide into 20 exactly.

72. Write three numbers that divide into 24 exactly,



CUL TEST

Your name

Your teacher's name

Your school

Write the missing numbers on lines like this :

2 -I- 8 =

2 -I- =5

Write out your working if you wish.

(Tra. classes only.)

In sums like these, first do the work in the [ rs.

Sc.

Ra

10

1. 4 + [2 x 1] 4. of 10]

2 X 1 of 10

2. [10 : 2] 1 5. [9 1]

10 2 9 1

3 = 12 [2 x 3] 6. [2 x 6]

2 x 3 2x6=

111

[2 +

-I- [6 2} 1111111

6 - 2
= [3 x 2] +

3 x 2



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

27

5

-
X

6

6 =

8 x 8 =

5 x 10 =

3 X 20 =

32 8

10 x 10 =

4 x 25 =

90 3

10. of 12 =

11. of 9 =

12. of 10 =

13. / of 16 =

14. 114 of 48

15. Find the half of 96.

16. What fraction of 6 is 2 ?

17. What fraction of 12 is 4 ?

18. What fraction of 20 is 15 ?

19. of 9 = 9

20. 8 X 4=16 X

21. of 8 0 +

22. of 16 of

23. 10 2 4 +

24. 4 + [1- of 8]

25. [6 x 3] 9

26. [40 + 4] - [10 + 4] =

27. [2 X 4] - [4 X 2] =

28. [1 of 8] + [2 3]

29. [w of 10] - [52- of 61

30. [1 of 16] [12 6] =

31. Double 48.

32, 100 - 50 =

33. What number comes next after 99 9

34. Put X on the 4 that means 4 tens. 4 4 4

35. Double 250



36.

37.

38. Fill in the missing numbers.

4, 8, , 32, , 128

39. Write down these numbers in order of
greatness.

Write down the number that comes next.

5, 10, 20, 40,

20, 18, 16, 14,

1, 5, 3, 6, 4

40. 10, 60, 30, 100, 80

41. [5 x 2] [3 x 3] +

42. 12 [i of I = 9

43. [6 x 6] [5 x 2] -I-

44. of 18] = 10

45. [ of 100] 5 =

46. [4 x 5] : [5 x 4]

47. [5 + 6] x [14 12]

48. of = 4d,

49. js. + pennies.

50. = shillings.

51.
20

52. What fraction of a pound is 2s. 9

53. 3s. + of El s.

54. How many inches in 3 feet 9

55. 1 foot foot = inches.

56. How many pints in 2 gallons 9

57. of a gallon -I- 2 pints = pints.

58. li pounds = ounces.

59. What must you add to 24 to get 63 9

60. How much greater is of 24 than / of 16 ?



b
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TRA. TEST
Sc.

Ra.

Your name

Your teacher's name

Your school

Write the missing numbers on lines like this :

1 + 8 = 10 5

3 + 5 2 = 2

Write out your working if you wish.

In this test, division sums are written like this : 4 ) 48

If this is the way you write division sums, put the answer above the line, like this :

If you write division sums like this, 4 ) 48 you may change the division sums and
4 ) 48

write your work like this :
12

12

4 ) 48



1. 2. 3. 4. 5. 6.

Add Add Add Add Add Add

16 30 46 20 42 98
30 4 73 43 50 67
12 21 9 32 87 76

+ 31 + 13 + 28 + 94 + 69 + 18

7. 8. 9. 10. 11. 12.

Subtract Subtract Subtract Subtract Subtract Subtract

79 94 86 135 115 400
35 69 49 29 68 35

13. Put a line under the number that has 8 in the tens' place.

873 8,250 386 128

14. In the number 2,381 the 2 stands for

15. Put a line under the number that has exactly 40 tens.

40 400 04 2,040

16. 987 Put a line under the number you must carry in working this sum.
+ 71

0 1 unit 1 ten 1 thousand

Divide Divide

17. 24 ± 3 = 20. 16 3

18. 20 4 = 21. 33 6 =

19. 32 5 = 22. 69 10



Add Add

23. 5 + 4 + 7 + 6 = 25. 4 + 2 + 9 + 7 + 5 =

24. 9 + 0 + 8 + 3 + 7 26. 8 + 7 + 0 + 8 + 9 =

27.

Divide

2 ) 48

28.

Divide

4 ) 84

29.

Divide

4 ) 204

30. 31.

Divide Divide

3 ) 343 2 ) 416

32. 33. 34. 35. 36. 37.

Add Add Add libtract Subtract Subtract

576 493 493 860 905 511
863 27 735 428 369 39

+ 345 + 854 + 180

38. Write down the smallest number that can be written with 5 in the tens' place.

39. Write down the greatest number that can be written with these figures : 0 9 3 8

40. Write down the smallest number that can be written with these figures : 8 4 9 1.

41. What is the greatest number that can be written with three figures ?

42. Write down the number that has 4 tens, 2 units, and 5 hundreds.

43. 44. 45. 46. 47. 48.

Subtract Multiply Divide Add Multiply Divide

493 134
638 285 27 x 6 5 ) 987270 X 5 3 ) 375 854

+ 75

GO ON TO THE NEXT PAGE



Write the missing numbers.

49. 9 + 10 + 25 53 23 = 7 x 2 +

50. 28 + 17 + 70 54 20 6 x 3 +

51. 36 + 49 + = 100 55 29 = 5 X 5 +

52. 243 + 109 + = 461 56 28 24 4 +

57. 58. 59. 60. 61. 62. 63.

Multiply Subtract Divide Add Divide Multiply Subtract

X
420

3
810
79

508
5

80
+ 416

x
354

4
700
6806 ) 690 5 y707

D.P., EDIN.-11550-7/ 66
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